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ABSTRACT 

(Re)Constmcting Mra Understandings 

of Architectural Space 

Anne Marie Galloway 

This thesis is an attempt to illustrate how notions of the built environment may 

s hi fi the focus of arc hitectml analysis from representations of fiinctional geometrical 

space, to emic reconsmictions of the ways in which those places were undemood by the 

people who used them. This entails an increased contextualisation of buildings as 

elements of human sociocultural interaction. in order to explore these ideas, the central 

urban open space of Inka Qosqo, the Huucqpatu-Kusipara, will be used to suggest that 

without considering the larger experience of the Wra built environment we cannot hope 

to suggest the expenential qualities of that architecture. The curent interpretation of the 

Huucaypata-Kusipora relies on histories, or ways of knowing the pst ,  as represented by 

S panis h conquest and colonial chronicles and two modem narrative reconstructions of 

the Haucaypta-Kusipta. Ethnohistory and conternporary Andean ethnographies are 

used to recontextualise the information provided in the former narratives. The result is a 

(re)constniction of Inka architectural space based on colonial and conternpofary accounts 

of the Inka and their descendants. Accordingly, the Haucuypata-Kuripora may be 

understood as having acted as the centre of Kuy Pack,  or 'Ws world," in and from 

which aspects of Inka cosmological and social space were mediateci. 
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A Note on Quechua 

While the Wra used khipu, or systems of botteci strings, to record numerical and 

narrative information, we are currently unable to decipher the remaining Wlipu with any 

degree of accuracy. During the conquest and colonial periods atternpts were made to 

record the oral language of the Wca in written form, as well as to translate Quechua to 

Spanish. A primary goal of this endeavour was to institutiondise the use of Quechua by 

the non-Spanish segments of colonial society, and subsequently segregate them fiom 

officia1 channeis of authority (Mannheim 1990). However, the result of this task is a ' 

wide variety of Quechua spellings in the historical and modem scholarly narratives. In 

an attempt to reconcile these discrepancies, this thesis will use the contemporary 

govemmental standard of Quechua orthography used in the Department of Cuzco, Pen. 

In 1990 the Peruvian city of Cuzco chose "Qosqo" as their official name, but that 

spelling will be reserved in this thesis to refer to the city in the time of the Inka, and 

"Cuzco" will be retained to refer to the city in pst-Inka times. Since it was decided to 

leave the original documents as they were written, the contemporary orthomphy is used 

almost exclusively by this author. A glossan, of Quechua tems useci in this thesis is al= 

provided. 

EXAMPLES: 

Inca + Inka 
Tahuantinsuyu + Twanrimqm 
Ceque -* Zeque 
Quipu + Khipu 
Huatanay + Watanay 

Huaca -* Waka 
Coricancha + Qorikanch 
Mal lqui -+ Maffki 
Viracocha + Wiragocha 
Cassana - Q a s a ~  



Relatedly, this thesis relies on Holguin's (1989 [1608]) Spanish-Quechua 

dictionary for definitions of Quechua words and concepts used in the conquen and 

colonial chronicles. Holguin was a Catholic p r i a  w b  leamed Quechua from the 

rernaining Inka, likely in order to comrnunicate with potential convem in Peni: he wrote 

both a Quechua gmnmar and the above dictionary. Holguin's work is considered to be 

the most reliable and extensive document of its time, and an invaluabte source for 

Quechua usage during the early colonial period in Pen. 



Chipter 1 - Intraduction 

The notion of the built environment demands îhat the study of architecture be 

expanded to include not merely the formal qualities of buildings, but dso the 

reiationships between buildings and the sociai practices whic h render them cultural ly 

rneaningfui. Consequentl y, architecture partial1 y comprises the spatial experience of 

those who build and use it The spariaiity of socid iife wmpels spaces to emerge as 

meaningful places. More specifically, a place is always already involved in structures of 

understanding and practice; the built environment is not merely culture covering over 

nature, it is how we understand ourselves in relation to the physical world. As Thomas 

( 199683) puts it, "just as the stretching of persons and materiai objects through time is 

the means by which they acquire their identities, so [too] ... the identity of place has a 

narrative and accretional quality". Over time, people shape the spaces in which they live, 

and these places subsequently guide the experiences of the people in them. Places 

cannot be sepatateci from the activities which occur in them, but neither can those 

activities be understood as the result of simple spatial geometry. One way to suggest 

how the built environment is perceived is to examine the stories told about i t  in this way 

we will never be able to suggest how a place actually wm, but rather we may suggest 

how it W ~ L F  understod To reconshict the conceptual basis of ancient architecture 

according to these assumptions requires the abandonment of süictly empincal and 

quantitative analyses, and instead a focus on plausible accounts produced in and for the 

present. 

The task of reconstrueting an architectural complex of Inka Qosqo is a difficult 
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one. The paucity of Inlca architectural remains in central Cuzco today practically 

prevents archaeological investigation. The Spanish historical documents, while seeking 

to define Inka ways of life, are limited by the biases of the authors and the difficulties of 

îranscribing Quechua oral traditions remaining in the colonial period. To compound the 

problem, very linle is known about the Inka informants used by the Spanish writers. The 

hitaorical chronicles admit many omissions and contain contradictory information, and 

yet they remain the major sources of information on the inka and their capital. However, 

one way to expand upon the information provided is by considering contemporary 

ethnographies of the Andean descendants of the Inka and their conquered peoples. 

In order to demonstrate how notions of the built environment can expand ow 

understanding of ancient architecture, this thesis focusses on the central square of Inka 

Qosqo, known as the Haucaypata-KurÏpara. This site was chosen for two comected 

rasons. First, bot h historical documents and modem scholarly research (see for example 

Gasparini and Margoties 1980; Hyslop 1990) tend to overlook the open space, favouring 

instead to focus on elaborate constructions such as the Qorikanch, or Tempie of the 

Sun. This bias may reflect the preoccupation of the conquistadores and cofonial powers 

with accumulating wealth and undemining lnka s~cio-~ol/tical structure; modem 

scholars rarely make an attempt to overcome these biases in the data. Secondly, Western 

understanding of space, and especially open space, had traditionally been confined to 

notions of Cartesian and Euclidian geornetry. Consequently, both historical and 

contemporary narratives indicate a reliance on the interpretation of open space as empty 

space. Instead, the idea of the built environment denies the existence of empty space, as 
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al1 places are socially rneaningfiil. 

Through a consideration of Spanish historical c hronicles and contempotary 

Andean ethnohistory and ethnopphy, this thesis will attempt a re-telling of the nones 

of the Inka Haucuypata-Kuriputa. In this way, the built environment.of central (losgo is 

presented as a product of pmicular spatial and temporal positions; however, these 

positions are now used to suggest how the Haucayputa-Kusipoia may have been 

understood in inka times. Consequently, it is assumed that the historical documents 

cornpiled in this thesis are better undemood as "histones," or wuys ofhowing the pst. 

While these narratives certainly tell us something about the Inka, they also tell us about 

the ways in which Westernen have understood a conquered people through time; what 

they describe as "Inka" was filtered through a colonial lens in order to make the Inka 

intelligrble to their new d e n .  Ethnohistory and ethnographic analogy are used to 

(re)contextualise these historical narratives, although it is understood that both 

ethnohistoric and ethnographic narratives are equally influenced by the authois position 

in space and time. What results is a description of how the ffauccrypata-Ku~iptu - 

manifested one aspect of Inka spatial experience, based on these narratives. 

The second chapter of this thesis will define what is meant by the built 

environment. Architecture is u n d e r s t d  to both reflect and direct cultural values and 

practices. The notion of place is presented in phenomenological terrns, and social 

practice is seen to manifest both ideological and material concem. That is, the ways in 

which we engage the physical world are mediated through the built environment. 

Sqmbolic and psyc hocultural approac hes to the bui lt environment represent architecture 
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as the means by which we wnstnict our ideological and material worlds in unison. 

Spatial order, then, goes beyond geometry to represent our relative positions in a 

cultural ly negotiated universe. 

The third chapter focusses on inka notions of space, based on knowledge gained 

from arc haeoIogy , historical l y recorded myttis and et hnographic analogy . First, 

background information on the formation and constitution of the Inka Empire, including 

its capital at -0, is presented. By describing the Inka origin myth and related aspects 

of cosmology, Lnka spatial experience is described in ternis of mediating the inherent 

tension between ve~ical or cosmological space and the horizontal space of the land and 

people. A discussion of Inka architecture and settlement planning follows in order to 

il l ustrate the broader cultural experience of building. 

Chapter 4 of this thesis compiles the conquest and colonial narratives describing 

the Huucuypatu-Ku~iputu. Providing an analytical framework for interpreting the 

Spanish chronicles, each narrative is discussed according to its historical context. The 

narratives may be seen to provide valuable information concerning how the '-grat 

square" has been understood since its destruction. However, their prirnary contribution 

to this thesis is the elucidation of particular themes which reveal the ffuucuyputu- 

Kusipatu as an architectural complex far more meaningful than mere geomeûical open or 

empty space. 

The final chapter of this thesis addresses the spatial and temporal aspects of the 

Huucc'yputu- Kusiptu.  By contrasting two modem narrative reconstructions of the are& 

it is suggested that the most effective way to understand this complex is to look beyond 
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simple geometrical codgurations and to concentrate on the social si gni ficance attached 

to the place. In this way, the attempt to understand the Hnucuypata-Kusipata as it rnay 

have been in Inka times relies on the interpretation of stories told about it. in order to 

elaborate upon the themes of the historical narratives, ethohistories and ethnographies 

concerning Andean notions ofpcha,  or space-time, are used to suggest how the 

Haumjpatu-Kusipata may have fit into broader human spatial and temporal expenence. 

Such an approach allows the suggestion that the Haucuypam-Kusiputu rnay have ken 

the conceptual centre, or chwpi,  of Inka vertical and horizontal spce .  



Cbapter 2 - The Built Environment 

Architecture and the Built Envimament 

Architecture, it has corne to be recognised, consists not only of the material 

constructions of stone, wood, or steel, but also of their distribution in space, and the 

relationship of building to its environment Hence, the prefmed designation today for 

architecture is the "built environment". The introduction of the wncept of "space" in 

architectural analysis offers the potential to ask why we construct buildings and how we 

use them: 

A modem, living. unprejudicd, socially and imellectually usefid approach 
to architecture thus serves not only to prepare us for the esthetic enjoyment 
of historical works, but also to pose the probiern of the social environment in 
which we he. the u&an and architecturai spaces in which we spend the 
greater part of our day, so that we rnay recognite them and know how to see 
them ... [An] or-panic histocy of architecture ... will speak to the whote. 
integrated human king-.. Like another sense. we shall acquire a feeling for 
space. a love of space. and a need for fieedom in space. For space. thou& it 
cannot in itself determine our judgmcnt of lyrical values, expresses al1 the 
factors of architecture - the sentimental. moral. social and intellecnial - and 
thus represents the precise analytical moment of architecture that is materiai 
for its history (Zevi 1 95724 1-242). 

And the relationship between buildings and space has resulted in studies of the built 

environment: 

The buih environment is an abstract concept employed here and in some 
of the Iiterature to describe the products of hurnan building activity. It refers 
in the broadest sense to any p h y n d  alteration of the naturai environment. from 
hearths to cities, throu@ construction by humans. Generally speaking. it includes 
bui/rfms. which are defincd by building types (such as dwcllings. temples, or  
meeting houses) created by humans to shelter. define and protect activity. Built 
forms also include, howeva. spaces that are defined and bounded. but not 
necessarily encloseci. such as the uncovered areas in a compound, a plaza, or a 
Street. Funher, they rnay include landmarks or sires, such as shnnes, which do 
not necessarily shelter or enclose activity (Lawrence and Low 1 990:454). 

The built environment, then, is any human imposition on the physical landscape. 



However, both symbolic and psycho-cultural approaches have qualifieci this sense of 

intrusion to include the notion that if we shape our spaces, then indeed our spaces also 

shape us. 

Symbolic Inferpretaîims 

Symbolic approaches to architecture and space interpret the built environment as 

an expression of culturally s h e d  mental structures and processes. The system o f  

relationships among the physical attributes of  structure and space is ofken s h o w  to 

imitate or represent both wnscious and unconscious aspects of  social life. 

As expressions of culture, built fomu rnay be seen to play a communicative 
role embodying and conveying meaning between groups, or individuals within 
groups, at a variety of levels. The built environment may also act to reafErm the 
systern of meanin5 and the values a goup finds embodied in the cosmos. 
Symbolic expianations oflcn rest on demonstrating how the built mvironment 
corresponds to ideal conceptions of socid. political. and reiigious life 
(Lawrence and Low 1 990466). 

On a more practical level, the built environment may be seen to  constitute a 

neutral, inhibiting, or  facilitating setting for human activities: however, this setting is 

never determining or generating of  these activities (Rapoport 1976:8-9). The built 

environment, therefore, contains qualities of  human perception, expression and adaption. 

The cultural organisation of  space, time, and meaning are the very constinients of  the 

built environment. 

the sites o f  architecture in Swazi culture fùnction, through non-verbal communication, as 

symbols which consolidate and embody culturally powerful meanings and values. In 

fact, buildings, in the broadest sense, are instrumental in the system of (mass) 
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communication which often articulate asyrnmetrîcal social relations. These complex 

levels of meaning are manipulated by different actors in different spatio-temporal 

situations for any nurnber of individual or collective goals or reasons. Relatediy, Vogt 

( 1969) addresses the power of the built environment in Zinacantan culture to replicate 

the structures and concepts necessary for integrating various levels of social relations, 

fiom the family, to the rnunicipio or community, to the ancestral gods and cosmos. 

Strictly structuralist approaches (such as that of levi-Strauss 1963) have been 

cnticised for appearing static because even the dynamic mediation of the binary structure 

never does away with the inherent asyrunetry in the -stem (Ortiz 1969). As well, 

analyses of oppositions and contradictory social practices, while claiming to reveal 

cultural meaning rnay, in fact, impose their own order on the ethnographie matenal (see 

Doxtater 1984). Furthemore, structuralism's failure to account for social historical 

change presents human activity and experience as synchronie, and the focus on cognitive 

aspects exciudes notions of agency or praxis (see Giddens 1984). Post-st~cturalists like 

Bourdieu ( 1977) propose that by studying habirus, or the sets of generative principles 

produced by objective conditions which are (inexact i y) reproduced b y the practices and 

meartings motivateci by these principles, we may elaborate the links between structures 

(spaces) and social practice. For Bourdieu, agency or action is not a purely subjmivist 

stand, but rather a back-and-forth exchange between personal and structural points of 

view he believes can be identifia thmugb a relational method or his general science of 

practices. The built environment, then, is the locus of agency, and through analyses of 

places and activities, we can identie contextually created and recreated meanings. 
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In ternis of the metaphoric fun'ction of built foms, Femandez ( 1977) connects 

Fang cosmology, myth, social structure, and village architecture through systems of 

culturally relevant meanings. He develops his notion of quality space as composeci of 

continuous axes between bipolar oppositions of meaning and then demonstrates how 

metaphor is both interpretive and strategic in its employment. Femandez (l9û4) later 

asks how architecture is evocaîive and concludes that people predicate space upon 

themselves and thereby obtain qualities that they, in tum, project upon space. These 

predications and projections transform "empty" spaces into rneaningful 'places". 

Metaphor is also seen to provide a means for ordering experience, such as the linking of 

myth and cosmology with the human body. Hugh-Jones (1979) uses metaphor to connect 

Amazonian house form with culture and the human body, and Nemeth (1987) examines 

the ideological qualities of architecture on Chej u Island, Korea as both cosrnological and 

body metaphors. The metaphor of landscape in the Andes (Bastien 1 985) and in New 

Guinea (Van Binsbergen 1 988) has aiso been used to understand the body, and 

conversely, the body has been used to understand the landscape. Finally, âramatu~gical 

approaches, such as that proposed by Goman (1959, 1971) attempt to identifL qualities 

of temtoriality in spaces, situations, and in the self, and how they combine as 

presentations and representations aimed at convincing others of particular social 

identities. These performances are more than metaphor, as G o h a n ' s  contrast between 

front stage (where we act) and back stage (where we prepare to act) creates settings or  

spaces which becorne integral to explaining differences in human behaviour. As 

Lawrence and Low ( 1 WO:474) claim, 



the use of metaphor in syrnbolic anaiysis of the built environment is one 
of the most powerfùl and successful approaches to date. It merges the 
strength of cultural meanings and Uiterpraation witb concrete architecture. 
The built fonn thus becornes a vehicle for expressing and cornrnunicati~ 
cuiniral menning - tbat is. a maming system in itstlf that is interpmed 
within the contact of isomorphic rneaning of body. personhood. and 
social smicnirc. 

The emphasis on the importance o f  the built environment to ritual efficacy and 

how the built environment both wnstitutes and acquires meaning through ritual 

pertormance can 'be traced to the works of Durkheim ( 1965 [19 1531, Durkheim and 

Mauss ( 1 963 [ 1 903]), Turner ( 1967, 1969, 1974), and Van Gennep ( 1 960 [ 19081). The 

idea that features of the built environment can act as crucial symbolic elements during 

ritual activities by providing settings and marking positions for the participants stems 

fiom Van Gennep's ( 1960 (19081) study on boundaries and cultural and spatial rites of  

passage. in this way, symbolic relations with the built environment are manifested in 

ritual practices. Thereby, architecture may be studied not as imitations or 

representations of  culture, but as culture itself; buildings are in themselves components 

of culture, myth, ritual and world-view (Vastoicas 1978:243). The built environment acts 

both as symbol and as reality. 

And finally, phenomenological approaches which emphasise the "importance of  

multiple subjective sensory experiences that link physical features with personal . 

identity" are crucial for interpretive purposes (Lawrence and Low 1990:475). Bachelard 

( 1 96% Hall ( 1 966), Heidegger ( 197 1 ), Norberg-Schultz ( 197 1 ) and Tuan ( 1974) use 

phenomenological approaches to express space as the experience of  king-in-the-world, 

or the existential reality of the place as experienced through the senses. Furthemore, 
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according to Richardson ( i982), the fundamental way space is experienced may also 

communicate the basic dynamics and meanings of "culture," as he illustrates through the 

qualitative differences in Costa Rica between king-in-the-piaza (which embodies the 

sense of culture, or Culture) and being-in-the-market (which exemplifies vida, or 

Living). 

psvcho-cururol I-rtt(~nim 

Psy c ho-cul tual approac hes tend to study spatial perception and orientation as 

universal genetic and/or cultural traits, or as reflecting basic human needs and learning - 

processes. Hallowel l ( 1959, however, in describing Ojibwa knowledge of the cosmic 

and physical environments, daims that cultural and environmental processes had 

conditioned the socialization process. Hall's ( 1966) shdy of proxemics. or people's use 

of space as an aspect of culture, addresses what he believes is an innate distancing 

mechanism. This sense of personal space is seen to regulate human social interaction. 

He daims that since spatial aspects of behaviour are assumed or presented as self- 

evident, people usually oniy become aware of the boundary when it has ken  

transgresseci, ofien in culture contact situations. Appropriate spatiai uses are therefore 

leamed through cultural experience; that is, we learn our "niles" of physical movement 

and placement through practice. Hall (1959) proposes that spatial behaviour is a fomi of 

non-verbal communication; in other words, -'space speaks". These spatial dimensions of 

behaviow indicate how the built environment may both enable and constrain certain 

types of behaviours. 
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The Spatiality and Temporality of Social Life 

Architecture is inextricably connected to lived expenence, and that lived 

experience is always spatially and historically situated. As Soja (198590) points out, 

"spariahty siruares sociaf ffe  in an active arena where purposeful human agency jostles 

problematically with tendential social determinations to shape everyday activity, 

particularise social change, and etch into place the course of time and the making of 

history". But, Gregory and Urry ( 1 985 3) state that, "spatial structure [may bel seen not 

merely as an arena in which social life unfolds, but rather as a medium through which 

social relations are produced and reproduced. 

How, then, is spatial experience produced? Soja (1985:92-93) wouid suggest that 

spamiity is socially produced and, Iike society itse4 exists in both 
substantial forms (concrete spatiaiities) and as a set of relations 
between individuals and groups. Spatiality. as socially produced space, 
mus then be distinguished fiom the physical space of material nature and 
the mentai space of cognition and representation. each of which is used 
and incorporateci into the social construction of spatiality but cannot be 
conceptuaiised as its equivalent.. . Converscly, the social production of 
spatiaiity cannot be completely separated fiom physical and CO-pnitive space. 

For Soja, the "naturai," or physical world exists first, but is only understood through 

socially constructed meaning. In that sense, "nature" is always already ''culture," as we 

on1 y apprehend or appropriate it through mial  actions. Spatiality is never fixed or 

static, but constantly formulated and reformulated through human experiences. Soja 

( 198994) continues by explaining that "the production of space (and the making of 

history) can thus be descRbed as both the medium and the outcome of social action and 

relationship". That is, spatial structures and relations manifest social structures and 

relations. The connection of spatiaiity and temporality as both the pre-requisites and co- 
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requisites for human social experience suggests that the notion of space as abstract is 

meaningless. Actually, the environment is categorised and narned according to our 

perception of space as places. 

Stones and taies may be anached to such places. making t h u n  rcsonate with 
history and +ence. The culturally constructeci elements of landscape, are 
thus transformeci into material and permanent markers and authemications of 
history. experience and values. Aithough the stories change in the retellin_a. the 
place provides an anchor of stability and credibility. The very existence of 
physicai places validates the rewoven histones (Parker Pearwni and Richards 1994:4). 

This distinction between abstract geomefr;c space and sis ficant space, or pfuce, 

implies that in "nature" each object is selfcontained and intefacts with other objects ody 

externally, whereas in socially constituted space, each component is part of the 'rotaiity 

of each and every othe?' (Ingold 1993:155). And, as Thomas (1996:83) reminds us, 

'-places emerge as places through their involvement in structures of understanding and 

practice. Places are always already place-like as won as we are aware of them, use them, 

and consume thern". We do not merely build dwellings and monuments on top of 

"nature," we shape "nature7' itself Accordingly, without the recognition that our world 

is internally differentiated according to areas of human interest, no one space would be 

more relevant than any other. Spatiality is not merely the quantitative expression of 

centimetres and metres, but the qualitative understanding that places may be 

sentimentaliy and socially "closer" to us, or "farther away" fiom u s  (Thomas 1996%- 

85). This is possible because human beings have the ability to spatiaily and temporally 

extend themselves through cultural practices, rendering physical distance meaningless if 

it c m  be manifested as "close". For example, regardless of the physical location of one's 

home, it is always sentimentally close. 



Phenomenological approaches, briefly discussed above, have contributed much to 

the interpretation and description of spatiaiity, or the experience of place. Particularly, 

the work of Bachelard ( 2 969), Heidegger ( 197 1 ), and Lefebvre ( 199 1 ) has elaborated 

upon the production of space and the experiences of dwelling and of monumentality As 

Bachelard ( 1 969:86) points out, 

We must go  beyood the problcms of description - whether this description 
be objective or subjective, that is, whether it @es fans or impressions - in 
order to  main to  the primary v i r t ~ ~ ,  those that reveal an a t t a chen t  that is 
native in some way to the primary fiinction of  inhabiting ... [We mua] seize 
upon the germ of  the essential, sure. immediate well-being it encloses. in 
every dwelling, even the nchest, the first task of the phenomenolo@st is to  
find the original sheif. 

This original shell of any building is experiential, constituted through memory and 

image. Bachelard's sense of spatiaiity inexflcably joins time and space as expenenced 

human memory and history: 

in the theatre of the past that is constituted by memory. the stage settins 
maintains the characters in their dominant roies- .At times we think we 
know ourselves in tirne, whm al1 we know is a sequence of fixations in the 
spaces of the king 's  stability - a being who does not want to melt away. 
and who, evcn in the past, when he sets out in -ch of  things pst, wants 
time to 'suspend' its fli-pht. In its countless alveoti, space contains compresseci 
time. That is what space is for ... Mernories are motionless. and the more 
sec~irelv th- are fixed in space. the sounder they are (Bachelard 1 %9:89). 

A house nses upward and establ ishes itself vertically, and it is also concentrated into a 

sense of centrality; as such "a h o w  constitutes a body of images that give mankind 

proofs or illusions of stability. We are constantly re-imagining its reality: to distinguish 

al1 these images would be to describe the sou1 of the house" (Bachelard 1969:94). 

Heidegger ( 1971 ) also sought to explain the connections b e e n  building and 

dwelling as hurnan spatial and temporal expenence: 



We main to dweiiing, so it secms, only by means of buiiding..Stiil, not 
every buiIding is a dweiiing.. . [And ] these buildings are [st i l l ]  in the 
domain of our dweiling ... These buildings house man. He inhabits t h  
and yet does not dwetl in them. when to d w d  means merety that we take 
shdtcr in thcm... D w e h g  and building are relucd as end and means. 
However, as long as this is aU we have in min4 we take dweliins and building 
as two separate activities, an idea that has something correct in it. Yet at the 
same time by the means-end schema we block our view of the essential 
relations. For building is not merdy a means and a way toward d w e h g  - 
to build is in itself alreadv to dwell (Heidegger 197 1 : 100). 

What does building mean? For Heidegger, it means to dwelt, but not merely to dwell 

here or there, but rather dwelling in the sense of  king-in-the-worid as rnortal humans. 

With this dwelling cornes the sense of cherishing and protecting, cultivating and 

constructing. Building as dwelling, however, "remains for man's everyday experience 

that which is fiom the outset 'habituai'- we inhabit it, as our ianguage says so 

beautifully ... For this reason it recedes behind the manifold ways in which dwelling is 

accompl ished, the activities of cul tivation and constmction" (Heidegger 1 97 1 : 1 O 1 ). He 

concl udes this thought by claiming that 

We do not dweIl because we have built, but we build and have built because 
we dwell. that is. because we are dwellers. But in what does the nature o f  
dweiiing consist? ... To dweii, to be set at peace, means to rem& at peace 
within the f ie ,  the preserve, the fiee sphere that safëguards ach t hine in its 
nature. irhefUnrkm,en~~I chmacrer of he l l ing  is ihis sprring and preserving.. . 

' 

(Heidegger 1 97 1 : 1 02). 

But, for Heidegger ( 1971 : 103), dwelling and building "'on the earth' already 

means under the sky ' . Both of tbese aiso mean 'remaining before the divinities' and 

include a 'belonging to men's k i n g  with one another'". These three spaces, on the 

earth, under the sky, and before the divinities, are experienced by mortals as a oneness 

comprising four elements: 

This simple onencss of the four we cal1 tire fÙu#olii. Mortals me in the fourfold 
by divelling. But the basic character of dwdling is to spare, to preserve. Mortals 
dwell in the way thcy p m e  the fourfold in its cssdai behg. its pfcsaicing. 



Accordingiy. the prescmhg that dwdls is fourfold. Mortals dweii in that they Save 
the earth.. . swing the earth does not master the eanh and does not subjugaie it. 
Mortals dwell in that they receive the sky as sky. Thy lave to the sun and the 
moon their joumey, to the stars thcir courses, to the seasons their blessing and 
ttKU inciancncy... Mortais dwell in that tby a d  the d i i t i e s  as divinities. 
in hop they hold up to the divinhies what is unhoped for. T k y  wah for 
intimations of th& wming and do not mistake the sigm of their absence.-. 
in saving the earth, in receiving the sky, in awaiting the divinities. in initiatins 
mortals, dwehg ocairs as the f d o l d  preservaîion of tbe fourfold-.. But if 
dwelling preserves the fourfold. whcre does it keep the fourfold's nature? How 
do monals make their dweiling suc)! a prmng? 

Dwelling is always a "staying with things". Dwelling, as presening, "keeps the fourfold 

in that which mortals stay: in things ... Mortals nurse and nurture the things that grow, and 

specially construct things that do not grow. Cultivating and construction are building in 

the narrower sense. Dwelling, insofar as it keeps or secures the fourfold in things, is, as 

this keeping, a building" (Heidegger 1971 : 105). In other words, dwelling and building 

are the spatial and temporal experiences of joining ourselves with our worlds in 

In part Lefebvre ( 199 1 : 139) addresses the production of space in tems of 

monurnentality, which for him means the "perceived, the conceived and the lived; 

representations of space and representational spaces; the spaces proper to each faculty, 

fiom the sense of smell to speech: the gestural and the symbolic". Monumental space 

may be seen to offer each member of socieîy a vision or setting for personal social . 

identities within the collective mernbenhip of gathered peoples. Within monumental 

space each person takes their proper place ac~ rd ing  to the established cultural noms, 

"the monument thus effected a -consensus7 ... rendering it practical and concrete. The 

element of repression in it and the element of exaltation codd scarcely be disentangled; 



or perhaps it would be more accurate to say that the tepressive element was 

metarnorphosed into exaltation" (Lefebvre 1991: 139). 

The appeal of monumental space is its perceiveci ability to answer ail our 

questions even before we ask them. That is, monuments are "imposing in their 

durability.. . [they] seem etemal, because [they] seem to have escaped time. 

Monumentaiity transcends de ath..." (Lefebvre 199 1 : 140). in this way, monumentai space 

is "greater" than human beings, as the unfortunate reality of decay and death is 

reformdated as a splendid living space. But Lefebvre ( 199 1 : 14 1 ) reminds us that 'Wiis.is 

a transformation, however, which serves what religion, (political) power and howledge 

have in common". 

In order to understand how monumentaiity, or manifest social practice and 

meking, is produceci, Lefebvre ( 199 1 ) advocates a focus on the active "%xture" of 

space, rather than on the "reading" of architecture and space as 'rexts". Texture consists 

of spaces covered by networks or webs: monuments constiMe the anchors for these 

webs. And monuments have "horizons of meaning" wtiere different actions in different 

times constitute and reconstitute a multiplicity of meanings attached to that space: the 

--mortal 'moment' (or component) of the sign is tempotani y abolished in monumental 

space" (Lefebvre 199 1 : 140). In order to clan@, 

monuments shouid not be looked upon as collections of symbols (evm 
though every monument embodies symbols - somctimes archaic a ~ d  
incomprchensible ones), nor as chahs of signs (evcn though every monumental 
whole is made up of si_=). A monument is neither an object o r  an aggregation 
of diverse objccts, evm though its 'objectaîity,' its position as a social object, 
is recalled at every moment, perhaps by the brutality of the materials of masses 
involved, per)iaps on the contruy. by their gentle procedures. It is mthcr a 
sculpture, nor a figure. nor simply the result of material procedures ... What 
appeats empty may tum out to be fùll [as the body] is trawfonmd imo a 



'property' of monumentai m. into symbols which are generdy intrinsic parts 
of a politico-religious whole, into co-ordinated qmbols (Lefebvre 199 1 : 142). 

In other words, Lefebvre is advocating an approach to spatiality which goes beyond the 

matenal to incorporate how we understand and experience space. 

And finally of interest here, he describes t w ~  primary processes which fünction 

in monumental space: "1 ) Displacement, implying metonymy, the shifi fiom part to 

whole, and contiguity; and 2) condensation, involving substitution, metaphor, and 

similarity" (Lefebvre 1991 : 142). Social space, or the place of social practice, is 

manifested in monumental space. Each monumental space, or those places in which we 

negotiate our social identities, "becomes the metaphorical and quasi-metaphysical 

underpiming of society, this by Mrtue of a play of substitutions in which the religious 

and political realms symbolically (and ceremoniaily) exchange attributes - the attributes 

of power; in this way the authority of the sacred and the sacred aspect of authority are 

transferred back and forth, mutually reinforcing one another in the process" (Lefebvre 

1991: 143). 

In sum, the phenomenological positions described above have the strength of 

resisting the urge to express the "flux of experience with finite, allenwmpassing, and 

bounded terms" (Jackson 1 %hW). Although space is described in tenns of the 

expenences of dwelling and monumentality, there is a shifl in emphasis from 

"explanatory causes to creative effects" (Jackson 1996:4). Space, or the world in which 

we live, is never something finished; it is always in the making through our social 

practices. Human beings may build and dwell, but the tenns of these exprimces are 

always in flux As such, the sense of "dwelling" or "monumentality" is actively 



constructed and reconstructed within cultural and epistemological constraints. 

The discussion of space has thus tàr concentrated on the social, political and 

religious forces that shape the built environment, and the impact of these buildings on 

subsequent sociaI action. Inherent in this spatiality is a notion of time; that is, spaces 

become meaningful places by virtue of the actions which occur there at specific points in 

time. 

Buildings, indeai, the entire built mvirommnt, are d a l l y  social and 
cultural products. Buildings result fiom social needs and accommodate a 
variety of fiinctions - eçonomic. social, politid, retigious and cultural. 
Their size. appearance, location and forrn are governecl not simply by 
physicd factors (climate, materials or topography) but by a society's ideas, 
its fonns of economic and social orgnk t ion .  its d i t i o n  of tesources 
and authority, its activities and the betidk and values which prevail at any 
one pen'od of time (King 1980: 1 ). 

But there is also the sense of temporality which emerges through social uses and 

meanings of architecture and space over time. Most ofien, these social histories focus on 

the historical development of a particular building type, such as Foucault's ( 1975) study 

of prisons. The evolution of physical forms is evaluated according to socio-historical 

periods, and institutional design is seen as a mechanism of control. Another version of 

architectural social history was wnducted by Winslow (1984). Her original study of 

Sinhalese Buddhist deities was revised (Winslow 1989) when a renewed understanding 

of Sri M a n  history compelled her to re-analyse the spatial patterns she had observed. 

This serves to illustrate how different concepts of culture history may transfonn our 

understanding of the relationships between buildings, spoce, and social action. 

Relatedly, "postcolonial times" have produced a body of literature concemed with "the 
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connection betwen space and violence. This comection cornes from seeing spatial 

production as differentiation. The produa-on of space thus irnplies division and 

hierarchy, cutting up, and also division fiom, not as avoidable evils, but as unavoidable 

conditions of the constitution of space" (Liggett and Peny 1995:4). And finally, there is 

the type of architectural social history to be applied in this thesis: where extant historiai 

documents and ethnohstonc and ethnographie accounts are used to (re)create no longer 

existing architecture, a situation dealt with fiilly in Chapters 4 and 5. However, it is 

beyond the scope of this thesis to discuss how scholars interpret other people's built 

environments; it remains a viab!e focus for future research. Ail of these approaches 

relate the "timekpace of analysis to the time/space of social production through the 

creation oE..narratives t h .  re(enact ) spatial patterns" (Liggett and Perry 1 9958). 

Spatial Order 

We have discussed how spatiality is rendered meaningfùl through hurnan acti-on. 

"However, the capacity to reinterpret and change me-@ is constrained by the already 

existing spatial order" (Parker Pearson and 19945). By spatial order it is meant 

that humans classi& the world in which they live accord& to "morality, social relations, 

space, time, and the cosmos ... The concentric stnrcturing of space into a centre and a 

periphery (or a set of concentric zones) and diameiric organization according to one or 

more axes (such as the four cardinal directions) are also common elements of an 

underlying system of niles or conventions" (Parker Pearson and Richards 1994: 1 1 ). 

Thus, what is of interest here is the orientation of people to their environments, and that 
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of buildings according to cuitunilly mediaîed meanings of order and place, and how that 

ordenng, in tum, conditions human behaviour. 

If spatial and temporal boundaries consist of physid and conceptuai thresholds, 

then any notion of spatial order or organisation involves the idea that' these boundaries 

are "permeable and negotiabie, created, maintained, elaborated and dismantled, 

separating and unimng, divisive and inclusive, definitional, invisible, transforming, and 

transformaiive" (Pellow 1996: 1 ). There is no need to establish which type of boundary, 

physical or conceptuai, is more "rd;" any type of boundary has the dynamic quality 

stemming fiom human interaction attnbuted to it above. And yet, each boundary serves 

to delineate experiential space so that a sense of inside and outside is perpetuall y 

maintained or transformed 

Spatiai order may also conceptualise and concretise a centre, through building 

and dwel ling. in other words, through a centre point where different planes of existence 

converge, human beings negotiate their social identi ties and their relationships wit h the 

physical and cosmoiogical worids. There may exist a "centre of the world,'' an m i s  

mundi; similarly, there are spatial images of the universe, or imago mundi. These 

centres, or pivotal points, are architectural or spatial foci (Eliade 1959). A settlement 

with complex concentric stmcturing might even have multiple axes mundi. Other kinds 

of architecture represent or reflect the universe as expen'enced by the builders, who in 

tum, reexperience the building through those values. This centre and virtual unfolding 

of the universe, whether physical or conceptual, has a seose of spaîiality that, while based 

in metaphor, creates a flow of "real" power to and fiom that site (Wheatley 1971). 
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People construct their places, and the places then mediate their interactions with the 

world- Exercises in dominance and resistance both smooth and contort the human 

experience of spatiality. 

Spatial order has been presented as the generative interaction b e e n  humans 

and their geography. We can extend this mediaîion to include the cosmos; that is, the 

human experience of the sky. The connections between astronomy and architecture in 

this context may seem obvious, but these connections are as fluid and compiex as any 

discussed above. Both astronomers and architects deal with space, and "the spatial 

imagination necessary for an astronomer facilitates the arc hitect 's understanding of the 

physical space which he or the planner defines" (Hartung 1981 :33). In this sense, 

architecture is most fully three-dimensional; it is ~ ~ ~ e ~ t e d  to a world as large or srnail 

as we can imagine we see. The Gothic cathedral soars towards the heavens both actually 

and rnetaphorically, whereas the natural hot spring in which we bathe sinks us into the 

earth. We build places from which we can see our world, both in its daylight and night- 

time phases. In many societies, dwellings ofkn face the rising sun and from observation 

points we can trace the path of celestial bodies across the horizon And, always. what 

meanings we attach to these spatial and temporal experiences are mediated through 

human social actions and reactions. 

The C i .  

Today, the defining expression of spatial order is that of the city. Urbanites 

imagine a myriad of intenecting lines, leading and also refùsing us entry to specific 

areas. We have an idea of where the "centre" is, and which areas are essentially 
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peri pheral or "outside". We also know our "place" within the city: it is where we iive 

and go, and yet we are still able to see "others" as like ourselves by virtue of sharing our 

space, even if they don't share our particdm sense of place. As well, the city has the 

ability to warp the distinction between 'boutsider" and "insider". For example, a penon 

living in a nirai area may view the city as "outside," but once they find themseives in the 

city, it is they who becurne "outsiders". Surely, this can be wnsidered the "texture-of 

space: the order we create and recreate living in our towns and cities, and the relative 

positions we take in mediating those relationships. 

Frorn Medieval times to the Industrial Revolution, the European city was 

fortitied. The massive enclosure walls created a sense of real imposition on the 

landscape. "in some ianguages the word for 'town' and the word denoting its defensive 

walls are the same thing. For instance, the character for the Chinese word ch 'eng means 

both 'city ' and ' wall,' and the English word 'tom' originally meant 'hedge' or 

-enclosure. ' The traditional city can be thought of as an entity unto itself' (Crowe 

1995:206). And the impression of a city's permanence is crucial to its inhabitant.; it 

stands in contras to their hwnan mortality. 

Nowhere eise does the sheer durability of the worid of things appear in such 
purity and clarity. n o w k e  else therefore does this thing-wodd reveal itself so 
spectacuiariy as in the non-mortal home for mortal beings. lt is as though 
worldly stability had become transparent in the pennan«ice o f  art, so that a 
premonition of irnmodty, noi the immorulity of the sou1 or o f  life but of 
somahino immonal achieved by mortal tuuids. has become tangibty present. 
to shinc and be seen, to  sound and to be heatd, t o  speak and to lx read 
(Arendt 19%: 167-1 68). 

The city has traditionally provided for the cornfort and shelter of its wmmunity. Ofien 

constructed fiom local materiais, the city could appear as "moted" as anything else in 



"nature". Important buildings evoked a strong sense of beauty, refinement and 

perfection. As Crowe (l995:2 10) reminds us, 

pennanciit monuments within the traditional cïry wae san as t h g s  that 
OU_& to manifest timeiessness, pefmanence and perfection - a stable armature 
upon wtiich the common citizen's house, a structure more dYcctly associared 
with human rnortaiity, -Id rely ... The naditional city comprisecf a nian-made 
world in its totality. It was not just a pmcticai repiacemutt for nature but a 
refîection of  the cosmic realm as well. Its unity pcrmitted it to be scnsed as a 
cosmos. a microcosrn of the larger wcrld around it now scald to the 
commumty within. n e  traditional city was tbc pendcimate expression of a 
man-made world set in nature and created as 'saconci nature' in the service 
of humankind alone. 

Under the traditional Western distinction between "nature" and "culture," the city is 

surely "unnatural," and y t  it remains that human beings build in relation to nature. In 

this sense, the city is neither wholly natural nor entirely artificial. The city is not merely a 

physical entity; it "comprises human institutions that render it a desirable place in which 

to l k .  These institutions mediate and adjust relationships between individrials, groups. 

and the physical environment that accommodates them" (Crowe 1995:Z 16). 

The city is experienced as dynarnic, even if it is also experienced as permanent, 

The buildings, the rnatrix of streets and squares, within the city serve to "retsin the 

memory of the city's history," and the city serves to presewe the "unity and identity of 

public space" (Crowe l995:2 19). The spatial patterns or order of the city ensues a sense 

of stability through time. Public spaces, in their monumentality, serve as reminders or 

'bpermanences" of a past that continues to be experienced. And it is through human 

actions, and their stories, that monumentality is preserved and recreated. The past is 

made more vivid by the spatial experience of it in the present. 

Wheatley ( 1971 ) looks at the ancient Chinese city and provides some notable 
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insights to the question of u rbn  spatial order. Instead of focussing on the ci@ as 

fortress, Wheatley ( 197 1 :225-226) identifies the ancient city as a ceremonial complex, 

and "naturally this does not imply that the ceremo~al centers did not exercise secdar 

tùnctions as well, but rather these were subsumeci into an all-pervading religîous 

context..- Operationally they were instruments for the creation of politicai, social, 

economic, and sacred space, at the same time as they were symbols of cosmic, social, 

and moral order ... Above al4 they embodied the aspirations of brittle, pyramidal 

societies in which, typically, a sacerdotal elite, controlling a corps of oficials and 

perhaps a praetorian guard, nile. over a broad under~batwn of peasantry". Primary in 

the ceremonial complex's roles was its "cenmpetalizing fùnction". By this it is meant 

?haî political and social power were exercised and spatially concretized within the city or 

ceremonial complex For example, monumental construction requires the ability to 

mobilise a large labour force for sometimes prolonged periods of time. Furthemore, the 

ceremonial complex acted as the symbolic and physical locus for state-controlled 

redistribution activities (Wheaîley 197 1 :257-267). In short, the ancient Chinese city was 

essentiaily the centre-point from which the remaining temitory was controlled and to 

which it was oriented This centrality provided a setting for the '4reiigious and moral 

n o m s  of society, which also provided sanction for a rigid social stratification" (Wheatley 

1971 :3 1 1). 

Part of the centripetal and centrifugai chamcter of these ancient Chinese 

ceremoni ai centres involved the notion that the city (ideally) embodied the entire 

universe. As Wheatley ( 1 97 1 :4 1 6) writes, 



for the ancimu, who coaceived the naturd world as m extension of 
their own personalities and who consequmtly apprehended it in terms 
of human -ence, the 'rad' world transccnded the pragmuic realm 
of textures and geomcuical space. and was pcrceived xhmuitically in 
tenns of an exva-munduie, sacred expcricncc. Ody thc m e d  was - r d . '  
and the 'purely secular' - in so tàr as it could be - m e d  to exist at al1 - 
was the 'pureiy trivial'. By meam of rites dramaazing the inccption of the 
universal order. rimai specialists sou& to d l i s h  an ontdogical link 
betweca the reaim of the sacred and the reah  of the probe. 

If a city were laid out as an imago mu&, the ritual activities practised there served to 

mite the macrocosmos (the universe) with the microcosmos (the city itself). "Reality," 

or sanctifiai spatial expenence, was achieved through hurnan partikipation with the 

centre or the axis rnundi. In the case of ancient China, city planners considered that for a 

city to be successful, its site needed to be adapted to the "local currents of the cosmic 

breath (ch 'i)'? (Wheatiey 197 1 :4 19). This sense of spatial order was wncemed with 

issues of cardinal orientation and axiality, but especiall y with the creation of an aris 

rnundi. The centre-point of the u i s  rnundi was ideally where the earth and sky met, the 

çeasons merged, and hannony between peoples and places resided. An m s  r n d  serves 

to inteprate, althougb not necemly equally, the supernatuml (vertical) world with the 

(horizontal ) world of humans. The u i s  rnundi may be the city itself or a specific place 

or object within the city: it is where the vertical aspect, symbolised by a pole. tree, or 

buiiding, meets the horizontal aspect of the land and society. 

Nature, the Human-Made World, and Open Spces 

This chapter has discussed various ways of lodring at architecture and spsce, but 

al1 the approaches have a cornmon characteristic: building involves human activity in 

reshaping the "naîural" world. In other words, we build with materials h m  nature, we 
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buiid into naîrue, and our recognition of place inteptes us with natural space. The built 

environment is therefore modified "mure," or more precialy, the appropriation of 

"nature" into the realm of "culture". 

An open space may be empty of visible structures, but it is not any l a s  

constructed than a building. This construction goes beyond the delineation of wcially 

meaningful space. We do not create open spaces simply to provide ourseIves a location 

from which to interact with the bordering buildings. We construct open spaces to be 

functional and meaningfid in and of themselves. Certainly our experience of an open 

space like a public square is defined by the surrounding architecture, but we also interact 

with the open space itself. We attach meaning to the place between the buildings by our 

actions and understandings 

An urban open space is both part of the surroundmg city, and an entity unto itself 

Lts meaning is experienced through the relative positions of the people who use it. In 

other words, the open space mediates Our interactions with each other, and with the 

world at large. A 4uare is not rnerely a forum for human activity, it is cultural practice 

and meaning manifest in material form. This inseparability of built environment and 

human experience urges a consideration of urban open space that goes beyond mere 

~eorne~ca l  configuration or mere social practice; it involves the recognition that - 
architecture displays how we understand the world. A purely formalist interpretation of 

architecture is therefore anathema to its quali ty of rnanifesting culrural experience. in 

order to understand architectural space, one must seek an emic interpretation of spatial 

experience. 



Cbapter 3 - lnlu Space 

Tawantinsuyu - Empire of tbe Four Quarters 

When the Spaniards, led by Francisco Piimm, invaded the central Andes in 1532, 

they enwuntered one of the most impressive civilisations the world has ever known. 

One of Pizamo's men commented that they "were astounded ... Nothing similar hafd] 

been seen in the indies so far, and it caused al1 of us Spaniards great conh ion  and fear" 

(Estete 1924 [1535]:25). The Inka cdled their world Tmantinsuyu, the Empire of the 

Four Quarters. During the previous eighty years the Inka had brought over 5500 

kilometres of wme of the world's most nigged terrain under their administrative control. 

î i n u a n t i n s ~  stretched from present-day Colombia, in the north, to Boiivia in the West, 

and Chile and Argentins in the south (see Figure 1 ). Known as Cuzco since the time of 

the i n v a s i o ~  the inka capital of Qosqo was a magnificent city in the southem Peruvian 

highlands, and whose narne is sometimes translated as the "navel of the world" (Angles 

Vargas 1978:25-27). From this centre radiated rmds leading to the four parts of the 

Empire: Chinchoysup, Kuntrsqm~ AntÏsuyu and Qoflasqm From Qosqo and provincial 

administrative centres, the inka ruled hundreds of different ethnic groups, each with their 

distinct language, in geographical setting ranging from the coastal desert, to the Andean 

highlands, and even into the Amazonian lowlands. Although TmanljRIFqm was a 

multiethnic empire, Quechuu, the language of the indigenous people of the Qosqo axa, 

was spoken among the d i n g  elite and as a l inpf iancu or contact language among the 

different peoples of the empire. In inka times, this language was known as runasimi, or 



the language of the people. And despite, or perhaps because of, the heterogeneous 

character of the people of T ~ ~ ~ a n ~ i n s u y u ,  distinctly inka practices were visible 

throughout the tem-tory. Finally, one should remember that whiie the Inka had a 

numerical and narrative record-keeping system which employed sets of knotîeâ strings 

(called khipu), schoiars are still unable to decipher them with any reliabilil (see 

Domenici and Domenici 1996). Consequently, what we know about them cornes fiom 

colonial period Spanish documents (a situation which will be dealt with in depth in 

Chapter 4)> augmented by archaeological investigation. This chapter will endeavour fo 

provide the reader with a general sense of what fonstituted Inka spatial experience. 

Additionally, it will provide a summary description of Inka architecture in an attempt to 

introduce iis connection to cultural practice. 

Pacariqtambo and the Origin of the lnka 

In the place and site which is called today the great city of Cuzco in the 
province of Peru. in anciem times. before there were any lord wejones. 
Inca Cappacuna. as they cailed their kings. there was a s d l  town of about 
thirty dl. humble straw houses .. . the inhabitants of this t o m  caiied it 
Cuco fiom ancient times. As to wiaat this ~ m e  means. al thcy can say is 
that it was the name of this town fiom ancient times .. . The earth opened up 
a cave sevcn leaguts h m  this town, which today t h y  cali Pacarktambo, 
which means house of origin .. . M e r  this cave opened up, four men came 
out with their wives ... Thcy went up the hi11 ofGuanaawe one day to 
look out h m  there and discm where they could find the best place and 
site to  settle ... (Betanzos 1996 [1552]: 13-14). 

According to Urton ( 1990: 18)- about forty versions of the Inka origin myth are 

recorded in the Spanish chronicies between 1542 and 1653. There are two related, but 

distinct cycles of genesis myth: one which involves the emergence of anceston from a 

cave called Yacariqtambo, and another which centres around Lake Titicaca and/or 



Tiwanaku and describes the creation of  the sun, the moon, the stars and human beings by 

T 'iqsi Wiracûcha. Felipe Guaman Poma ( 1 980 [ 1 6 1 5]:80-87) corn b i d  these two cycles 

by stating that the ancestors emerged fiom Lake Titicaca, travelled underground to 

Pucuriqrumbo, where they again emerged and embarked on their voyage to the valley of 

Qosqo (see Figures 2 and 3). Perhaps it may be undersid that hurnan beings (the 

Andean people) emerged h m  Lake Titicaca and the inka, specifically, emerged fiorn 

What follows is an outline of many chronicles', and specifically that of Sarmiento 

de Gamboa's ( 1967 [2572]), rendering of  the ongin myth: 

At a place to the south of  Cuzco called Pacariqtambo, there is a 
moumain called Tampu T'oqo (window house) in which there are 
three whdows. or  caves. At the beginning of  tirne. a group of  four 
brothers and their four &ers - the anceston of  the Inkas - emergd From 
the centrai window. The principle figure of this group was Manqo Qhapq. 
the man who was destineâ t o  becorne the founder-kins of the empire. One 
of the fïrst acts of the ught anceston was ro organize the people who were 
livino around Tampu T'oqo into ten groups. called uy/iu.s. The f i I l  
entourage of ancestral siblings and qyffus set off fiom Tampu T'oqo to  the 
north in search of fatile land on which to  build thur  imperiai capital. C m .  
Along the way, tfiey stopped to test the soii. At one of  these stops, Manqo 
Qhapaq and one of  his siners. Mama OqUu. conceived a child whom they 
caiied Sinchi Ruq'a- mer a period of wanderings fïiicd with marvdous 
events the entourage arrivai at a hiIl overiooking the vaiiey of Cuzco. 
Recognizing by miradous  signs that this was their long-sought-ofta 5ome. 
the Inkas descended fiom the mountain and took po-on of  the valley 
(Unon 1990: 13- 14). 

Urton ( 1990) paid pamcular attention to Sarmiento de Garnboa in reconstructing the 

origm myth for several reasons. First, Sarmiento had interviewed more than 100 

khipukamupq (keepers of the khipu) who had served the inka as historians before the 

conquest (although this would have been forty yean earlier) in order to compile his 

history of the Inka. Furthemore, Sarmiento read his chronicle, in full and in Quechua, to 
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a group of forty-two descendants from each of the inka noble lineages and "al1 of these 

men ... agreed that 'the said history was good and true and conforrned to what they knew 

and what they had heard their parents and ancestors say"' (Sarmiento de Gamboa 

1572: 180 as translated in Urton 1990: 19). Certainly, this doesn't mean that Sarmiento's 

account is '>nie," but it does aliow "us to study in some detail the political and social 

contexts of the production of at leas one earty version of the origin myth" (Urton 

1990: 19). ' 

A more detailed description of ths  myth is necessary in order to show how the 

In ka conceived their social world. As mentioned above, Pacarqfambo (the "im of 

dawn" or "place of origin") is supposedly locatted six leagues (sorne 33 kilometres) to the 

south-southwest of Qosqo. It is considered to be a pcrqurmu (sacred origin place), 

aithough it is unclear whether such a place was considered to be an abstract, 

dimensionless or diffuse concept or a concrete geographical location. At Yucarrqtumbu 

there was a mountain called Tampu T'oqo (the "house of windows") with three 

'-windows" or caves. The central opening of the group of three was called Qhapac T ' q u  

("rich window"), and the two lateral openings were called Maras T'oqo and Sutq T'ogo. 

From Q h p u  TOqo emerged four men and four women, who are described as siblings 

andor spouses in the c hronicles. From Maras T'oqo emerged the Maras Indians and 

from Swiq T'qo emerged the Tambos Indians; in Sarmiento's time there were members 

of both ethnic groups living in Cuzco. These people did not have parents, but emerged at 

the urging or command of the creator-god T'iqsi Wirucocha (Urton 1990: 1 9-20). 

Whether "siblings, spouses or both, in al1 cases the links m e e n  the eight 



ancestors] represent consanguineal or afinal ties within a s i d e  generation" (Urton 

1 9902 1 ). The chronicles also describe the ancestors emerging in speci fic order, ranked 

hierarchically by authority, age aWor sex Sarmiento de Gamba ( 1 967 [ 1 5721) lists the 

names of the four brothers, ranked in order of authority, followed by the narnes of the 

four sisters, parallel ranked by age. The brothers were Mango Qhapq, A-var A w h ,  A-var 

Kachi- and Advar Uchq the sisiers were Muma Oqifu, Mama W a h ,  Momo IpakuraXura, 

and Mumu Rma. Betanzos ( 19% [ 155 1 1: 1 1 - 12) ranks them as couples who emerged in 

birth order: first, A-var Kachi and Mama W a h ,  second, Ayar C/CIIu and Muma Ipukurû!, 

third, A-var A wka and Marna Rava,  and fourth, Manqo Qhcrpaq and Mama Oqfh. Either 

way, the emergence of the eight ranked ancestors established hierarchical social relations 

in the "primordial set of or&anizational principles and relationships in Wra 

mythohistory" (Urton 199O:Z 1 ). 

in addition to constituting Inka social relations, the origin myth served to set out 

pol itical ( Le. Inka and non-Inka) relationships and their inherent conflict: 

Mer the emergence of  the eight ancestors. contlict. dnven by greed and 
the will to  conquer neighboring peoples, appeared. society was formed 
out of this primordial coaflict and the belhgcrcnce that motivated it. That 
is, immediately upon their emerpnce fiom Tampu T'oqo. the eight ancestors 
began stirring up trouble by saying that they werc ztrong and wise and that 
they wefe gains to join the Tambos Indians who lived around Tampu T'oqo 
and g o  in search of fertile land. Thcy said that when thcy found it, they 
would conquer and subdue the people who lived there. These bellicose 
statments'wm made by Mama Waku and Manqo Qhiprq. both of  whom 
were said to be especidiy fiercc and cruel. (Urton 1990:22). 

The eight ancestors approached the Tambos Indians and told them of their plans, but 

offered to share with them what would be conquered. Out of an interest in this 

proposition, there were fonned ten ayfiw fkom arnong the Tambos. The qf fu  is a basic 



category in Quechua classification incorporating kinship and its associated temtory , and 

incl uding such other principles as labour organisation and ritual pracîice. The ten qyllur 

were bi-partitioned, dividing the group into two halves of five, thereby comprising the 

hierarchically-ranked moieties of Hanan (Upper) Qosqo and Urin (Lower) Qosqo (Urton 

199025). 

The q d k ,  then, were the basis for the social, politicai and ritual organisation of 

non-Inka peoples. And while the qI /w .  formed a dudistic hierarchy based on authority, 

the ancestors were divided into pairs based on a hierarchy of age. As Unon ( I99O:Z) 

points out: 

The critical distinction betwecn these two instances of age-authority hicrarchies 
is the daboration of  rankings within the moi- system of Cuzco, which cornes 
about by the jutaposition of the eight ayiius wiîhin Cuzco with two groups of 
outsiders; one such poup (SaÏiuq) was wmposed of people who actually lived 
outside the city. the othcr mm) was composed of autochthonous. non- and pre- 
inkaic peopies. 

The primordial structures of Inka society, as reveaied in mythology, were thus based on 

suc h dual isms as ageiauthority, male/female, brothedsister, husbandlwi fe, 

consanguine/afïi ne, and centre (Inka)/peri phery (outsiders). 

Shorti y afier the q t h s  were formed, the myth narrates how they and the eight 

ancestors began their journey to the Qosqo valley. Where exactly they began this journey 

is not certain. The modem town of Pacariqtarnbo was not founded until 1 57 1, as the 

result of political consolidations made under the reduccibn system instituted by the 

Viceroy Francisco de Toledo. According to Bauer's ( 199 1 ) swey,  it is most Iikely that 

the Inka mins of Mau&ullaqa and P z u n ~  Urqu represent the "original" sites of 

Pucuriqtarnbo and T a m p  T'oqo. Both sites are located north of present-day 
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Pacariqtambo on the way to Cuzco. MaukulIaqta comprises extensive ruins containing 

over 200 stone foundations, several elaborate stone gateways, cobblestone streets and an 

'ünusual central court" (Bauer 199 1 : 10). The stone outcrop of Pumo Urqu is 

immediately to the east of MauhUaqta, and features c m e d  psageways, carved 

boulders, Inka buildings, and tenaces; the name 'V?una Urqu" likely derives fiom the 

carvings of two pumas on the highest part of the outcrop, a sumrnit circummibed by a 

stone wall (Bauer 199 1 : 1 1 - 13). Regardless of  the preck location of  Pucariqtambo, the 

anceston and ayllus headed north, making several stops along the way. ine fim 

significant event was the birth of a son, Sinchi Roq ù, to Manqo Qhapc and Mama 

Oqllu, who wouid later succeed Manqo Q h p c  as the second lnka nila (see Figures 4 

and 5).  A-var Kuchi, one of the male ancestoïs, was a great nickster who made trouble in 

the villages along the way and caused discontent among the siblings. At one point in the 

myth the ancestors sent him back to Pacur~qrambu under the pretense of reû-ieving 

belongings from the cave. When he entered the cave, the entrance was sealed and he 

remained inside for al1 time; this act helped to furiher identify the puqarina as a ~: .ah ,  or 

sacred place on the inka landscape. The ancestors eventually ascended the hi11 of 

CCunukuuri, and saw a rainbow over the valley of  Qosqo, which they understd as a sign 

that they had finally found their home. I t  was here that Ayar Uchu was transforme. into 

stone and thereafter was worshipped as the waka, Wumhuri. Finally, the ancestors 

reached Qosqo itself, and ai Wanaypata, at the centre of the seîtlement, M a y 0  Q-c 

thnist the Staff of  the Sun into the eartb and A-vur A w h  was transformed into a stone 

pi 1 lar. This lefi Manqo Qhopac, his four sisters, and the boy Sinchi Roq 'a to found and 
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build the city of Qosqo (Urton 1990:37-38). 

In sum, "as is undoubtedly tnie of al1 origin myths, the Inka origin myth is 

concerned essentially with the sources, nature and consequences of identityo' (Unon 

199039). The hka ongin myth can be seen to involve three levels of identity: 

individual, social, and political. In terms of individual identity, "the ancestors were a 

group of carefiilly construcrd archetypes, for example, the king, the queen, the tyrant. 

and the tricher, whose individual and collective identities were the refraction through 

the lens of Inka mythohistory of the array of personalities of which eacb generahon of 

storytellers found itself a part" (Urton 1WO:W). Social identity comprised the 

siblingispouse relationships between the ancestral men and women, as weil as the 

formation of non-royal qliu among the commoners. 

The inkas who emerged fiorn Tampu T'oqo at the command of T'iqsi 
Wiracocha were of divine origin. and their social identities - the first 
p ~ c i p l e s  of Wca collective life - were products of divineiy inspireci 
irrdivid~ia/ identities. The social identi ties of the commoners. on the 
other han4 were derivecl 6om. and dependcm on, the Inkas, for it was 
the ancestors who were responsible for the formation of the first ayllus 
(Unon 1 WI:39-40). 

The idea of political identity is concemed with where these definitions of individual and 

social identities took place - in this case, outside of Qusqo but within its immediate area. 

According to Urton ( 1 WO:4O), there arose a "problem of establishing a point of view 

within mythic space fiom which to charactexize the array ofpiiticui identities within the 

empire. especially the relationship beîween the nobility in Cuzco and the Inkas-by- 

Privilege and the local k u r h s  [traditional or ethnie leaders] in the provinces". Since 

neither the centre nor the extremities would suffice, the 

compromise was to sciect a rniddle place, tbat is, a 'boundary' phce with 



one side on the pcriphery of the vallcy of Cuzco and another adjacent to what 
was geographicaiiy and hinorically 'outside' . . . Once set in motion on the 
periphery. the personalities, structures, and dations govcniing impen'al 
society (eg the ancators. ayllw, moiaies, and hicrarchicat ranking) moved 
inexorabiy toward the centa, definhg successive boudaries bctwecn the 
periphery and the cemre in the journey of the ancestors. until t hey came to 
rest in the valley of  Cuzco (Unon 1990:40)- 

The Inka origin myth provides the ideal composition of Inka and non-lnka identities, and 

it serves to justi. the actions of, and subsequent relations between, the emerging 

conquerors and those to be conquerd 

Formation of the Inkn Empire 

Any understanding of the formation of the Inka Empire is complicated by the 

question of myth versus history. To some extent, the distinction is arbitmy and even 

irrelevant if one is willing to accept that whether or not these people and their actions 

"actually" existed or happened, they were nonetheless "real" in the sense that they 

sanctioned inka social groupings and the Iandscapes îhey inhabited. The following 

chronology provided in Bauer ( 1992:38) would a.ttempt to represent Inka dynastie 

succession as "achial " historical events or process: 

Manqo Qhapac 
Sinchi Roq'a 
Lloque Yupanqui 
Mayta Qkpaq 
Qhapaq Yupanqui 
Inka Roq'a 
Wiraqocha Inka 
Pachakuti Wca Yupanqui 
Topa Inka Yupanqui 
Wayna Qhaw 
Wasqar Inka 
Atawalpa lnka 

A.D. 1250: [mythical?] founding of Qosqo 
rn ythical 
mythical 
mythical 
unknown 
Unknown 
until AD. 1438: [mythical?] Chanca War 
A.D. 1438- 147 1 
A.D. 1471-1493 
A.D. 1493-1528 
A.D. 1528- 1532 
A.D. 1532-1533 



On the other han& Zuidema ( 1982: 173) daims that the chronicles contain only mythical 

representations of the inka pas& as he considers 'Yhe whole of inca history up to the time 

of the Spanish conque* and even to a certain extent beyond, as mythologicai. inca 

- history , ' then, integrated religious, calendrical, ritual and remembered facts into one 

ideological systern, which was hietarchical in terrns of space and time". Furthemore. 

Betanzos ( 1  996 [1552]) in his introduction states that in the version reiayed to him by his 

inforrnants, Mra history did not have a chronoloj$cai or linear character, but rather a 

cyclical and moral signifimnm 

Archaeology has been unable to provide the type of precise daîing needed to 

estabfish an exact calendar date for Inka state formation or expansion. Howeveq there 

seems to be a general consensus in the chronicles (see for exampie Betanzos 1996 [1552] 

and Sarmiento de Garnboa 1967 [1572]) that the expansion began with Puchukuri I n h  

and continued to the time of the Spanish invasion (see Figure 6) .  Still, there is little to 

suggest the possible motivations for this sudden push to extend the lnka territory. 

The decisive point in Inka mythohistory was the Chncrr War. This event 1s 

described as fol lows: 

The king Viracocha Inca has conquered the town of Caica, some m e n  leagues 
(35 km) nonh of Cuzco ... One of his feats was to set the town afire. throwiny 
a heated stone with his golden sling fiom the site where he would later build 
the tom of Caqui . . . (The! aerial distance from Caqui . . . to Cala i s  approxirnately 
5 km). Together with the crown prince lnca Urw hc later returmd to this spot 
w k n  fleeing h m  the Chanca attack on Cuzco. A younger son, Inca Yupanqui. 
organized the dcfense of Cuzco. in the night before the battle he prayed outside 
the town to the Sun god. who appeared to  him. Duritg the battle he was helped 
by Stones tuniing into sotdiers. ïheu soldicrs. known as Puniraucas, were sent to 
him either by the god Viracocha - identifkd as the creator by the Spaniards - or by 
his father. V Ï h a  Inca, who took his nunc a t k  ha* a vision ofthe god. lnca 
Yupanqui withstood the Chana attack on the outskirts of tom. Later he defeated 
them a second time in the laquijrhw to the west of Cuzco. He mrganized not 
ody the city of Cuzco, its politicai organization, calendar. and religion. but also its 



history, by drcssing up certain murnmies and identifling thern as his ancestors. 
Upon king crowned. he adopted the name of Pachacuti Inca and kgan the 
conquest which would Iead to the formation of the empire (ZWdema 1985:203-204). 

Inka Yupunqui then becarne d e r ,  not because he was next in line for succession, but 

because he defended Qosgo when both his father and brother fled the town. When 

Wirucocha inka finally returned to Qosqo, he renamed his son Pachakuti, meaning 'mm 

of time," and Pachakuti made his father dnnk fiom a dirty vesse1 in h n t  of the people. 

This public belittling of his father caused Wiracoch inku to Iower himself and ask 

forgveness, thereby transfemng his power to  his son Pachukuti 's "arendancy begins 

with the moment that the Chanca menace forces him to corne forward as a war leader; 

goes through the time that he, as a law giver, defines the structure of Inka society; and 

ends when he is crowned and married and his father becomes a mummy (Zuidema 

Effectively, the inka Empire as it is now known in tenns of its institutions and 

architecture, began with the rebuilding of Qosqo by Puchuikuri afier the Chuncu War- In 

the following eighty years, successive Inkas carried on these traditions and practices, and 

M e r  expanded the geographical reach of  the empire's boundaries. 

The City of Qosqo 

The naditional or  pre-indusnial European city "varied according to location and 

size, of course, but essentially it was a solitary object in the landscape fiom without and a 

hierarchically ordered ensemble of houses, monuments, civic edifices, and public 

passages and gathering places from within" (Crowe 1999208). If one defines a city by 
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architecture evocative of such self-containment and permanence, then surely ancient 

Qosqo was a city. However, the Spaniards did rewnfigurr the alignrnent of the city's 

buildings and streets into a more @d-like pattern, thereby defining the spatial and social 

order neces- for the 16' cenniry Spanish senlement of C u w  as distinct from its Inka 

predecessor (see Figure 7). 

Historians and archaeologists have provided comprchensive analyses of li fe in 

Qosqo (see for example Angles Vargas 1978, 1988; Chavez Ballon 1970; Rowe 1946, 

1967, 1985) as well as establishing that the Qosqo area was inhabited by non-Inka 

peoples for centuries before the nse of the Inka Empire (see for exampie Gonzilez 

Corrales 1 984: Rostworowski 1 988:2 1-30; ValcirceI 1939: 190-206). According to the 

chronicles, the rebuilding of Qosqo is attributed to P achakwi Inka, suggesting that it was 

a deiiberately planned senlement. Betanzos ( 1996 [1552]:69-73) claims that Pachkutr 

hku made plans of the city and created clay models, none of which have survived to the 

present-day. He set out where bridges and roads would be placed and narned places on 

the landscape, as wel 1 as evacuating the inhabitants for five Ieagues (about 25 

kilometres) around the city and deciding upon the location of house lots. Only Mas 

were to live in the central sector and "he called the whole city together 'Body of the 

Lion,' meaning that the inhabitants and people who lived there were the members of the 

Lion, and that [Pachkufi S] person was the Head of it" (Betanzos 1996 [155 11 ch. 16). 

This description is likely influenceâ by European notions of the "body politic," although 

the "lion" (puma) is an often used metaphor in the Andes. 

Qosqo was situated on an alluvial fan at the head of a mountain valley at between 
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1 1000 and 1 1500 feet (3395 metres) above sea level. Qoqo proper was a modest sized 

area between the Watanay and the T u i ~ ~ o  Rivers, which had been canalised and their 

courses straightened by inka engineen. Some buildings were of finely dressed stone, and 

others combined stone and adobe in their construction. A large "fortress," Saqsuwarnan, 

overlooked the city. Rowe ( l967:6O) States that the ''area between the rivers was laid out 

in the shape of a puma, the fortress representing the puma's head and the point where the 

rivers corne together representing the taii. This point is still called 'The Puma's Tail' in 

Inca [Quechua]. The space between the puma's front and back legs constituted a great 

public square used for ceremonies ... The streets were straight but somewhat irregularly 

arranged to fit the topography of the site and the puma figure . . . The streetts were namow, 

paved with Stones, and with a stone-lined water charnel &ng down the middle" (see 

Fi- es 8,9 and 1 0). Zu~deina ( l983a) disagrees that Qosqo actudl y took on the 

physical form of a puma, and that this description is better understood as a metaphor. 

Central to Zuidema's ( 1983a) interpretation of Qmqo as a metaphoncal puma is 

the bel ief that ''Qosqo" was the entire area descri bed by the zeque -stem, and not merel y 

the buildings within the area describeci by Rowe ( 1967). Radiating out for many miles 

fiom the Qori Kunchu, or Temple of the Sun, was a set of 40 or 4 1 lines, or sequesi 

located along those lines were approximatel y 328 w a h ,  or sacred places (see Figure 

1 1 ). The lines were arrangeci according to the principle of quadn-partitioning into suyu, 

or partç. Each quarter was named for the parts of the empire: Chlnchqvsuyu, Kunrisup, 

Qollusuyu, and A n t i s y  (see Figure 12). The lines of each quarier were frvther sub- 

divided into three parts, ranked as qoIiana (primary , upper, Inka), payrn (seconcbty, 
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rniddle, Inka and non-Inka), and cuiiao (primordial, lower, non-Inka), and each of these 

sections was in tum subdivided into three more. The wu&, or sacred places. located 

along these lines included rocks, springs, and canais. Most of the lines were also 

associated with a y l h  and panqas (royal aIlps), whose people were responsible for the 

ntual maintenance of the w a k  on their %ne". The system offered principles ordering 

social, ntual, calendrical and geographicai features (Zuidema 1 964). S herbondy 

( 1 982: 73 ) States that "the Ceque System is an explicit mode1 incorporating various 

Andean organizational principles to order aspects of the spatial, temporal and social 

reality of the capital of the Inca state, Cuzco, and by extension of the entire empire". 

As we have seen so far, the Inka used bi-partïtioning to define Hunan and Urin 

Qosqo, tri-partitionhg to define qolfunu, p-an,  and d a o ,  and quaciri-partitioning to 

de fine the four q m s ,  or parts of the empire. And the zeque system may be seen to 

e x e m p e  radial patteming pointing to an important centrai location, the Qorikanch, or 

Temple of the Sun. These divisions have topographie correlates. as Zuidema ( 1978) 

demonstrates that the northern part of Hanan (upper) Qmqo includes the hills and 

upriver area of the valley, as well as the ways to Chinchaysup and Anrisuyu; Sherbondy 

( 198226) adds that the sources of water for the Wutunuy River were also located in 

Hanan Qosqo. Urin (lower) Qmqo comprïsed the downriver area and the roads to 

Q o l i ~ ~  and Kuntisuyu. This bi-partition created the upper half larger than the lower 

half, and the sub-divisions (both tri- and quadri-@tioned) within each were of unequal 

proponion, demonstrating %at although the organizational pnnciples of spatial division 

are applied to geographical reality, there are also factors of that reality that m d i e  the 
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ideal structure" (Sherbondy 1982:27). Mifio (1994) provides a comprehensive 

description of the physical and social vpeas of inka spatial organisation. 

Returning to the notion of  Qosqo as a puma, Zuidema ( 1983a) points out that the 

"body" of Bsqo is better understaod as the entire spatial dimension associated with the 

zeque system, with P u c h h i  Inko seMng as "head". The w a h  themselves may be 

seen as having representeâ, spatially and symbolically, social units. The origin myth and 

stories about the deeds of the Mca ders  often refer to the processes of humans becoming 

stone, or of aones &ng into human k i n &  Actually, Quechua wuynos, or songs, frorn 

the Cuzco area today still involve reference to wmmon ancestry between humans and the 

physical iandscape. Zuidema ( 1 983a) considers that the chroniclers describing Qosqo 

as a puma were greatly influenced at the time by European ideas çonceming "the body 

politic," which served to confuse what the Inka may have meant when they described the 

"body" and " h d  of Qosqo. He further daims that the puma was associated with 

transition and transformation, and descriptions of pumas rnay be better understood to 

communicate such symbolism. Classen ( 1 993: 1 02- 105) responds by stating that 

"although certainly used at times of transition, the puma seems more specifically to have 

had the role of affirming inca identity and power in l i m i d  situations,~ and 3hat the 

Spanish c hroniclers rnay .have understood the body metaphor used in the Andes in terms 

of their own cultural background, however, does not prevent the metaphor fiom being 

authentically Andean in origin". 

Relatedly, one of the Huarochiri rnyths (Salomon and Unoste 199 1 ) describes the 

origtns of humanity from the quinw plant. The Inka ongin myth describes the fim 
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anceston plunging the staff of the Sun into the ground of the future site of Qosqo, 

thereby "fertilising" the "tree" or "plant" that was their new capital. Furthemore, the 

Quechua word for "young plant" is the sarne as that for '-ancestor": mafiki. Classen 

( 1993 : 104) claims that "as the origin of civilization for the Incas, Cuzco would have also 

had the role of an ancestral parent, helping to guide the future of the empire, while as a 

hurnan city, a puma, and a tree, it would have possessed the combined vitalil of al1 the 

1 iving things on Earth". As well, "the cyclical structure of lnca tradition, according to 

which Pachacuti's creation of Cuzco is a repetition of the original act of Creatios makes 

it logical that Cuzco, which takes the place of human bodies in this second creation, 

would have the symbolic meaning of a body. Indeed, the fact that the Incas beliwed that 

Cuzco had s p m g  fiom a root demonstrates that the city was wnceived of by them as an 

organic body, and not simply an ensemble of structurai opposition" (Classen 1993: 105- 

106). The body metaphor for pacha, or Andean space-time, connects the head with the 

point of origin or the pst, and the feet with the future (Bastien 1978); the 'nunk of the 

body corresponds to the living and to the present, and mediates between the feet and the 

head (the pst and the future)" (Classen 1 993: 1 I 2). In this sense, by refemng to 

ï u w u n r i n s ~  as the body of a puma with I n h  Pucltcrcz~~i as its head, it is possible to 

suggest that the ruier embodied the ancestry or ongin of the Empire. Classen (1 993: 1 12- 

1 I 6) goes on to write that 

the Incas aiso associatd the fiont of the body with the past and with clarity. 
and the back with the hture and with drrkness. The ordinary of time 
which was but a rqmition o f  h w n  putans, could be representd by the 
metaphor o f  walking. A truly mvolutionary event. a p a c h l t i  (reversa1 of 
spadtirne). howevet, couid bc rcprcscnted ody by the metaphor of the body 
tuming around and ficing the opposite direction (or, on the verrical a is .  by 



king stood on its head) .. . in h a  and modem Andean thought the middie 
-on of the body contains the organs that control the flow of fluids through 
the body. It sewes. therefore, not only as a mechuor betwecn top and bottom, 
but as a ccnta of exchnge. Tt#sc centrai organs are indicated by the Quechua 
tcrm mm, which tefers to the 'anrails' : haut. stomach and intestines. The 
.wmo is M d  to be the seat of miotion and t-ether with the head. of thought. 
As the center, the SOIK:O both intcgratcs the body into a whole and stands for 
the wholc.. . Wfih the presence of the imegrating and separatins center. Andean 
dualism bccomes tripamte. 

The use of the body metaphor is of particular interest to this thesis, as it is the 

Ha~caypatu- Ktlsipata which was iocated in the centre of the "body" of -o. 

Moving beyond interpretations of the puma metaphor for Qosqo, there are several 

early descriptions of the city given by Spanish soldiers before it was bumed in 1535 and 

reconstmcted accorâing to Spanish specifications. According to Rowe ( 1946, 1 967) the 

chronicles ctaim that there were about 4000 residences between the two rivers, and 

anot her esti mate was for more than 1 00,000 buildings (including storehouses) in the 

entire valley; however, he does caution that these estimates are likely too high 

Additionally, Wra planning extended some seven miles below the city into the valley, 

where rivers were canalised and abundant terraces built. There were also nurnerous 

residential settlements and vast storehouses built in clusters on the valley slopes. Hyslop 

( 1 99029 ) claims that when encountered by the Europeans, Losqo was the largest city in 

the Amerkas at the time, with probably more than 100,000 residents; however, this may 

be c ha1 Ienged wi th population estimates for the Aztec city of Teotihuacan. 

In addition to Rowe's ( 1944) "Introâuction to Cuzco Archaeology," severai 

archaeological and architectural studies have been conducted in the Cuzco region in 

more recent years which have helped complement the historical sources h m  the 

colonial period (see for example Gasparini and Margol ies 1 980; Hy slop 1 990; Protzen 
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1993). As mentioned above, scholars such as Rowe ( l%7) have suggrsted that Qosqo 

took the physical f o m  of  a puma, with the Haucqmta-Kwiptu s i ~ a t e d  between the 

front and hind legs of the animal. It is fiom this place that four roads led to the fou .  squu 

of the empire. The dual plaza-like complex was (wequolly) divided by the canalised 

Watanq  River, which ran along the east-west axis. While the Spaniards found the 

Haucaypatu too large for their rebuilding specifications, and filled in much of it with 

new buildings, it is the inka royal buildings which would have originally smunded the 

Haucuypatu which are best h o w n  to scholars. nie discussion of those buildings will be 

undertaken in the following chapter. 

The symbolic division of Qoqo into Hanun and C/rin halves occurred along a 

northeast-southwest axis that correspondeci to the roads leading out fiom the Haucaypta 

(Gasparini and Margolies 1 980:53-58). Distinctl y separate fiom the above rnentioned 

buildings was the QoriRPncha, or Temple of  the Sun, which was located closer to P m c  

Chupan or the "tail" of the puma. If one accepts the puma as a physical model, then the 

curved wall of the QoriAancha was locatted where the puma's testicles would have been 

(see Figure 8). One of the best sources for information on the Qorikoncha remains 

Rowe's ( 1944) plan and interpretation of the relateci Spanish chronicles, as well as 

MacCormack's ( 199 1 ) interpretation of its symbolic, rituai, and social sipificance. In 

addition to k i n g  the temple of primary religious and syrnboiic significance to the Inka, 

as mentioned above, it was the centre of the zeque system (Zuidema 1964). 

Although there were four roads leading fkom the Haucaypata to the four suyu, 

there were many other roads which united central Qosqo to the outlying areas. The 
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numerous access routes to and fiom Qosqo distinguish it from ancient European or 

Chinese cities with enclosure walls and main gates. The impressive site of S a q s u w a n t ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  

although outside of central Qosqo, was certainly part of the city plan (Hyslop 19905 1- 

56). While ofim refemd to as a "fortress," any defeasive or battle roles it may have had 

were likely ritual in c h t e r ,  as there was a significant amount of ceremonial 

architecture at the site. in addition to three massive zig-zag terrace walls, there was an 

open space, and aqueducts, cisterns, terraces, patios, stairs and buildings in the area 

known as Suchuna. Arnong the more impressive fcatures is the "Throne of the u" a 

set of sculpted shelves in an outcrop of rock (Valc&cel 1946). 

It was long assumed that Qosgo provided the model for other inka settlements in 

the empire; if so, it was used more as a model for the hctionai, ritual and syrnbolic 

elements of the empire rather than for its shape and physical appearance (Gasparini and 

Margolies 1980:66; Hyslop 1990). At ieast two recurring patterns appear in inka 

settlements: orthogonal and radial patterns set around a centre. The central sector of 

Qosqo had a roughly orthogonal pattern, but radiality exists within the zeque system, and 

the arrangement of pripheral districts surrounding the centrai sector: "thus at Cuzco an 

orthogonal Street pattern in its central sector becomes a radial pattern as the roads leave 

the center" (Hyslop 1990:203). Recmt archaemlogical projects in the Inka provinces 

(D'Altroy 1992; Maipass 1993; Matos 1994; Moms and Thompson 1985) have show 

that there were significant differences between Qosqo and the provincial a d r n i n i ~ ~ v e  

centres in ternis of architecture and planning, as well as among provincial centres and 

between them and royal estates, including satlements in the lerger Qosqo area. In this 
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light, Qosqo may be better understood as the idad city of the Inka empire and a physical 

manifestation of the experienced lnka universe. 

inka Cosmology and Space 

M a  cosmology cm only be understd as pragmatically worked out through 

social relations. That is, according to Zuidema ( 1992: 18), organising cosrnological 

interests comprised inka kinship, or social renewai and wntinuity, and the inka calendar, 

based on the cyclical movements of the sun, moon, stan and the plana Venus, used to' 

regdate social activities in space and time. As alluded to above, there was an Imperia1 

cult of the Sun, with the inka ruler as the "son of the Sun," serving as his earthly agent. 

The Inka himself was the only pcmn who couid drink with (rnake offerings d i d y  to) 

inti, the Sun, thereby allowing the ruier to assert authority over subject kings. in addition 

to the Sun were two other major deities: IIIap or Thunder, a mounain god and brother 

of Venus, therefore associateci with the moming and evening star, and Wirqochu, the 

Creator, cioseiy associated with the condor and the constellation Onon, identified in the 

Andes as a composite raptor (Zuidema 1992: 19). These three deities may be understood 

as embodying the universe: inti (Sun) was associated with daytime and the celestiaI 

reai m; Mapu (Thunder) was associated with dawn and dusk and the terrestriai world; and 

Wiraqoch (Creator) was associated with nighttirne and the non-terrestrial realm, or the 

ocean surrounding the Earth and the underworld As Zuiderna ( 1 W2:iO) reminds the 

reader, the celebrations for these deities "established the connections between the inca 

intemal sociopolitical organization and the outside world". 



The validity of this distinction between "inside" and 'outside" may be qualifieci 

by fùrther examination of the Inka cosmos. The Inka universe was divided into three 

worlds: Ukhu Pack (the underworld or world within), Kuy Pacha (this world of 

humans), and Hanan Pacha (the afterworld or world above). in Quechua, pacha means 

both "space" and "rime" and Pachamama, or  Earth Mother, carmot be excluded fiom the 

list of primary deities. The inka universe then mus? be understood in both spatd and 

temporal aspects simultaneousl y. Working in tandem with the three worlds mentioned 

above were t h e  times, or ages (see Figure 13)- The first age was the one before this 

one; that is, the one of darkness and machu, or ancient ones. The machu were arrogant 

and Wiraqoch destroyed their age of rule by raising the Sun into the sky and shriveling 

them. The second age waslis the present age of nma, or the people, beginning with the 

first Inka, Munqo Qhapaq, and continuhg to current times and incorporating the 

descendants of the uil<a Due to modem Christian influence, this age is now believed ta 

end with Judgement Day. The third age, now referred to as that of Espiritzi &nto (the 

Holv Ghost), d i s  the age of the afterlife (Sallnow 1987: 127- 128). The pst-world 

coexists wrdedwithin the present world and the dead reach the next world, or upper 

world: "the three ages or worlds, while sequentiai in one representation, are coexistent 

in another" (Sallnow I987: 128). 

Ethnographie accounts indicate that the modem Quechua recognise the eartfi as 

having a curved surface: 

At the nonhem and southem e x d e s  of the eanh am two enormous 
mountains. These mountains, both calid Vd* stand at the boundrry of 
the earth, the sky, and the c o h c  sta. which completdy cncirdes the euth. 
Through the center of the earth. fiom the southeast to the northwest, flows 



the Vilcanota (or Unibrmbo) River.-. The Vilcabota River is the major ancry 
for the movemem of w a t a  collected fiom the smaller m m c s  of the earth 
back to the cosrnic sea. h m  whcre it is taken up h o  tbc slcy within the Miky 
Way and recycled through the univene. The Millry Way [.layu] is k i f  thought 
to be a celesaal reflection of the Vilcanota River (ürton 198 1 :37-38). 

The point of convergence between the earth and the sky is the horizon. The ocean, or  

Mamcrqocha, is celebrated as the source of ail water, both terrestrial and ceiestial. 

Panicular landmarks on the horizon are named and provide "points of orientationfrom 

which lines of  sight may be extended into the night sky" (Urton 198 1 54). These 

(spi ritual) landrnarks, or ap, are transitional spaces. Whiie major apu are often 

mountain peaks, an apu may also be a lake, marsh or other physical feature. In lnka 

times, as well as in the present, several apu dominated the irnmediate area surrounding 

Cuzco: Apu Ausangafe (a snow-capped peak 6384 metres above sea level) is now 

considered the ruler of cattle; mountains such as Apu Akhanaku, in P a u c a m b o ,  rule 

over Andean tubers; Apu Sowc~siray, between Paucartarnbo and Calca, is considered the 

ruier of maize; Apu SaIkantuy is the d e r  of  Amazonian produce; and Apu W i f k ~ c  the 

Urubamba or Vilcanota River, represents male vidity as the water which sustains 

Pachamama (Dr. Aureliano Carmona, personal communicaîion 1997). These primordial 

upu are endowed with human characteristics, celebrated along with the other deities, and 

are considered to be directly responsi ble for the well-king of the community. 

R a . 4  on ethnographie research, the most important nighttime celestid body for 

the Quechua is the Mayu (river), or  Milky Way (Urton 1981 5 5 ) .  In Misminay, the M i  

is directly equated with the Vilcanota or U r u h b a  River, which flowç fiom the 

southeast to the northwest through the Department of Cuzco. But the celestiaUterresÉrial 



circulation of water is more cornplex. When examining a typical Andean river and 

irrigation canal system, one may see that the 

pattern of  trîbutPria convaging with the mein counc o f  the river is dupiicatd 
or reversed after the river is c)ianneld for irrigation purposes. The main course 
of the river 0ows h m  right to l& ... [so tht]tributaria flow downward 
and inward to converge with the river, wtrereas. .. irrigation canals çonduct 
the wata  away h m  the rivcr at a rcduced angie [sec Figures 14 and 151. The 
critical point in this hydrolic qmem is the point at which the inward motion of 
branching reverses to outward; that is, at the point wherc thc r i v a  a n d  its 
maximum input and begim discharging water into the canais. From the point of 
view of a CO- iiving doiigside d a  river rnd utiiïzing it. the rivcr is oriattcd 
fiom this cenual point which divides the upper river (= inward motion) corn the 
Iowa river (= outward motion). . . 'Ihe "%cntcT of tht alestid River may bc takm 
as the point which fdls nearest to - and revolves around - the unmuked south 
celestid pole [tbe Southera Cross] ... This arca may be referred to as the center Ïn 
the sense that it separates the hemispheres of the River with respect to the pole, 
thus separaring the eastm rising haüfiorn the western sctting hdf(Unon 198 1 57-59). 

Addi tional 1 y, the position of the Milky Way changes during the year: the May-Au* 

orientation of the MW is northeast-routhwest, and the November-Febniary orientation is 

northwest-southeast. At the June solstice, which is in the middie of the dry season, the 

Sun rises in the northeast and sets in the northwest; at the Decernber solstice, during the 

rainy season, the sun nses in the southeast and sets in the southwest. Therefore, the 

solstices and the seasonal axes of the MW, or Mlky Way, serve to quadri-partrtion the 

sky (see Figures 16, 17 and 18). 

The pnnciple of intersecting axes is an important element in Andean cosmolow; 

so too is cyclical movement through space and time. "In order to flesh out our 

understanding of cosmology in the Andes, we must integraîe celestrol space with 

terrestriai space and operctiod time (i-e. astronomicai, biological, and seasonal 

periodici ties) with historical time" (Urton 1 98 1 : 1 94). Part of doing this is undentanding 

that physical distance in the Andes is ofkn reûuced by sentimental and social proximity- 
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That is, in a sense, the celestial reah is present on earth, expressed through settlement 

planning and associateci social aspects. One could daim that the Western distinction 

between the earthiy and heavenly realms is rendered effectively meaningless due to the 

social importance attributed by the lnka and their descendants to theu points of 

intersection or convergence. The =que system underlaid the "formal ordering both of 

space, orienting the topography of the region toward Cusco, and of time, providing 

horizon markers for the obse~ation of the rise and set of heavenly bodies fiom which the 

state calendar was constructed (The zeques] fùrther sustained the hierarchical order of - 

social groups in the capital and joined this hierarchy with the temporal and spatial orders 

by an elaborate calendrical division of ritual lahr beîween the various groups [of people 

in the Empire] (Sallnow 1987:38). In addition to cosmological wncems, there are 

sevekl aspects of M a  architecture and setîlement planning which can be couched in 

economic, politid, and teligious tems if it is made explicit that they should not be 

considered mutually exclusive domains of analysis. This thesis is concemed specificalty 

with the social dimensions of spatiat experience in one architectural compiex, and will 

not attempt to provide an exhaustive interpretation of al1 Inka çociocufniral practices. '' 

What fûllows is a necessarily simplified overview to provide the reader with basic 

background infonnation. 

The Inka had a policy of forced relacation of its subjects; these "settlers" were 

referred to as mitmqunu. Some mitllulquna served the Inka direct1 y as kamayu4 

(economic specialisîs or labour leaders) oryamquna (royal retainers with hereditary 

statu) and Rowe (1 982: 105-106) lists two other kinds: one kind "who were incorporated 



into the reguIar administrative structure of the provinces. There were [mirmquno] of 

this kind in al1 parts of Inca territory ... The second kind ... consisteci of colonists sent by 

the sierra naciones of Qolfasqm to grow crops a! lower elevations. These colonists 

remained under the jurisdiction of the curacas [local lords] of the districts fiom which 

they came". As Sarmiento de Gamboa ( 1967 [ 1572) ch.39) wrote, PachaAuti: 

desipnnted people to go to the subject provinces and exuniac than ud to 
maice ciay modeis ofthem- And such was done. And the modcis d descriptions 
were piarni before the U who examincd them and considered the plains 
and fortresses. He ordered the investigators to watch well what he was doing. 
Then he begui to Id the fortresses he M. and moved thoJt inhbiums 
to lower land. And he rnoved those of the plains to the k g b t s  of the moumains. 
each so far from the othefs aad so far fiom their Mtural [land) that they could not 
return to it ... 

It was, then, oftïcial Lnka policy to resettle peuple in unfamiliar surroundings, and in 

effect, create a new, inka, sense of space for them. The mitmaq policy also sent loyal 

people fiom Qosqo or other areas, to live with and administer rebellious local 

populations; often, strategic marriages were fomed beîween the hrucas or local tords 

and the Inka or Inka-by-Privilege, those non-Inka peoples who were incorporated into the 

Inka socio-political framework and allowed greater social standing than non-Inka 

peoples, as well as forging alliances with newly conquered peoples. Mimuq were also 

moved tiorn over-populated areas, or those of low agricultural productivity to places of 

greater economic viability. While this policy resulted in the resettlement of entire 

vi 1 lages, the Inka ofien built their provincial settlements on existing ones, and bath styles 

of architecture were present Mitmuquna u s d l y  lived on the outskirts of inka centres, 

left to build in their own way, and therefore easily identified as outsiders (Rowe 1 946, 

1967). Relatedly, it was also Inka practice to allow everyone to keep their own style of 



dress and much of their own internai social organisation and subsistence practices; this 

served the dual purpose of mainaining ethnic soliâarity among conquered people, as 

well as making them instantly recognisable as different fiom their ders and social 

superiors. The mitmaq policy was one effective way the Inka undercut provincial 

loyalties, and strengthened the sense of unification mthin the empire (Rowe 1982). This 

spatia 1 relocation can also be extended to include the lnka practice of establishing 

counterparts to the Qorikancha, or Temple of the Sun, in major provinciai centres. 

Monthlv sacritices werr pdbrmed in thew provincial temples to  match 
those in Cusco. recrcating the local in the image of the cent«. The export 
of the state cuit to the provinces was matched by the tnnSfa of subsidiary 
images of provincial wak'as to the meaopolis where they wcre kept in a 
spccial temple, each on its own a h  with its ùwignia and attenduns but 
with a chah around its foot to si@@ the vasdage of its people. By this 
mtans the Inkas appropriateci and made into a whoie the symbotic capital 
of their subjects (Sallnow 1 987136). 

The inka aiso imposed a rotational labour-tax system crtlled the mit à. Part of 

one's obligation to the state was to provide labour on a rotational basis; ail of the 

supplies, accommodations, food and drink were provided by the Inka. This labour 

included all agricultural work beyond subsistence fming, the manufacture of such 

goods as textiles, ceramics and metais, the construction of buildings, tenaces, canais, 

bridges and roads, as well as religious senice. At ail times, somewhere in the empire, 

there were people sewing their mit 'o rotation; the rest of the time, the lnka appear to 

have ieft their subjects to their own ways of life (Murra 1980). 

Central to the understanding of al1 Wu social practices, and therefore spatial and 

temporal experience, is the Andean notion of qvni, or reciprocity. Essentially dudistic 

in character, ayni implies a two-way exchange between people, and even b a n  pople 
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and the gods. Explicit is the notion that any exchange is not complete unless each side 

contributes something. For exampie, offerings are made to the ancestors or w a h  in 

order that they give something to the people, be it advice (through oracles) or Iife 

(through the f d l i t y  of the land and her poples); it would also inciude exchanges of 

material goods. There is no social obligation of an equal exchange, and a y i  is ofien 

seen to reciprocally rnaintain asymmetrical relations. Contemporacy ethnographies of the 

central Andes (Allen 1988; Condori Mamani 19%: Isbell 1978; Meyerson 1990; Skar 

1997; Urton 198 1 ) describe how ayni is d l '  at the centre of al1 rituai -ces, which for 

the Quechua as well as the Inka, extend well into what we rnight term political, 

economic, and social pranices. In this way, the mit 'o and mitmq policies can be seen to 

express an exchange (not necessarily equal) between the inka and their people: they 

served to integrate everyone into a common system or space, as well as to delineate the 

boundaries within that system or space. In other words, certain Inka practices, such as 

the rnirmuq and mir à policies, served to M e r  distinguish lnka fiom non-inka both 

socially and spatially. In the spirit of q i ,  these same practices simultaneously served to 

integrate a large and diverse group of people. 

Inka Architecture 

Like al 1 great builders, the inka were botb influenced by their antecedents and 

innovative on their own ternis. So, while Inka architecture can certainly be described as 

unique, it also embodied characteristics h m  the architectwe of Tiwanaku, in highland 

Bolivia, and fiom Chimu and Wari sites, in northem Peru (see Figure 19). Gasparini and 
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Margolies (1 980) provide the most chprehensive discussion of technical and formal 

antecedents to inka architecture. 

It is suggested by Gasparini and Margoiies (1980:7) that the inka may have 

developed rectanguiar pians for their enclosed architeamai compounds (kuncha) from 

the geat walled enclosures at the Chimu centre of Chan Chan. The introduction of 

sett lements based on the grid, with straight streets and rectangular areas may also have 

been influenced by those at Chan Chan or Wari sites like Pikiiiaqta during the periods of 

Inka conquest of those areas. 

And although Tiwanaku had long ceased to be an influential cultural centre in the 

Andes. its magnificent monumentat architecture can be seen to this day and likely 

impressed the Inka as well. There rppears to be some continuity between Tiwansku 

building technique and form and those of inka architecture. Of @cular note is the 

introduction of fine stone-working and certain elements of form and aesthetics such as 

the niche and double-jamb doorway. L u p p  stoneworkers fiom QoIf4sqm are known to 

have been in geat demand, and likely fil fil-led their mit 'a obligation by wnstnicting 

many Inka buildings: but there were several centuries between the decl ine of Ti wanaku 

and the rise of the Inka in that area iacking any cut-stone construction, making it dificult 

to account for the continuity of masonry practice. The few formal components of inka 

arc hi tecture, suc h as the double-jam b doorway and decorative niches, wuld have been 

taken fiom Tiwanaku. But, while Tiwanaku architecture emphasised rectangular 

openings, the Inka consistentiy used trapezoidal shapes. However, in the end "the incas 

assimilated and developed these influences, finally transforming them into an 
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independent expression" (Gasparini and Margol ies 1 980:7). 

The architecture of Qosqo and its immediate environs is not entirely indicative of 

al1 Inka architecture. Most notably, the superb quality of finished s tonemasoq 

appeared quite suddenl y, and is generall y associated with Pachakuti S influence; 

however, fieldstone, or  p h ,  construction appeared throughout the entire inka sequence 

and was the more common type of construction. It seems that the character of  

architectural form was more closely lînked to the use and meaning of the building than to 

its g e o p p h i c  location in the empire. As well, both in Qosqo and the Test oi the empire 

it was common to build adobe walis on top of stone foundations, in both the most 

common and most s r e d  architecture (Gasparini and Margolies 1980: 13 1 ). 

inka s~onemawmry 

Understanding how the Inka worked stone is central to an understanding of how 

they constnicted many of their buildings. The quality of inka masonry îs considered to 

be among the tinest in the world. In the area of Qosqo, monumental stone walls were 

constructed without the use of mortar, and cut stones were fitted with a precision which 

to this &y does not allow the insertion of a knîfe-bide. Unlike their cultural 

antecedents, the Inka used very few decorative elements; the aesthetic character of their 

architecture relied on a ngorous simplicity. One element of lnka architectural aesthetics 

seems to have involved an appreciation of the visual effect of inegularly pattern4 joints 

and the "play of 1 ight and sMe produced by recessed joints" (Protzen ï 983: 1 83). 

Research concerning Inka quarrying, stonecutting and building techniques has been 

conducted in the Cuzco area by Protzen ( 1983, 1986, 1 993) and Lee ( 1986). 
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Protzen ( 1 983) examined several quarries in the area, but focussed on those at 

Kachiqafa, where the inka mined red granite for the construction of parts of 

Olhztaytambo, and at Rumiqolqa, which provided andesite for the construction of 

Qosqo. The Kachiqata quarries are located across the Urubamba River, about 4 

ici lometres southwest of Oifar~upambo, and between 700 and 900 metres above the 

val ley floor. The quanies of Rtuniqoiqa are 35 kiiomeîres southcast of Cuzco on the 

bank of the Vilcanota River, just off the lnLa road from Qoqo to Qollasuyu. Protzen 

( 1983: 184) suggests h t  qunying must have been of upmost importance to the Inka, and 

'-not a routine matter," due to the difficulty in accessing such quanies and transporting 

materials fiom so far away. Access roads to the quames were cornpiemented by 

"additional works of infrastructure," such as the greaî retaining walls at Kachiquta and 

wate-r canals leading from both quarries to nearby ruins. At both Kachiqaia and 

Humiqoiqu are ruins which are currently referred to as the supervisor's or administrator's 

residences and the worlanen's quarters, although excavation has nwer been undertaken 

to confirm or reject these interpreîaîions (Protzen 1983). Kochiqata is unique in that 

many circular or square burial towefs, or chufIpusT are found in the areas of Miyapfa  

and the north quarry. As well, only at Kuchiqutu were stone-cutting and temporary 

storage facilities separate from the actual extraction areas. Finaily, within each quarry 

separate quarrying areas exploited different types of stone, or different quaiities of the 

same stone. 

At Kachiqata, the Inka stonecutters did not cut stone h m  bedrock; instead they 

selected blocks of stone suitable to their needs, minimally shaped them with 
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hammerstones and sent them to construction sites where finishing took place (Rotzen 

1 983 : 1 85). Even today one can still see stones in various stages of work within 

settl ements and dotting the landscape. When appropriate boulders ( usuall y granite) were 

found, they were iikely lashed to ramps in order to  be moved; some of these stones would 

have weighed several tons each and it would have been no srnall feat to move them. 

In one pit at  Rumiqo/qa about 250 cut stones were "finished and ready to be 

shipped" (Protzen 1983: I86), as well as samples of  blocks in ail stages of production. 

Hammerstones (usually andesite) included simple river cobbies fiom the Vilcanota 

River. Shaping was accomplished by fiaking, just as one might make stone tools, and 

"dressing was done using medium weight harnmers to cut the surfaces and smaller ones 

... to drafi and finish the edges (Protzen 1983: 19 1 ). Finally, polishing may have been 

achieved by using pumice, as there is some indication that stones rnay have been cut by 

abrasion, rather than by crushing or pounding (Protzen 1983: 19 1 ). 

As to the actual fiaing and laying of  stone, Protzen (1983) experimented by using 

one dressed stone and cumng bedding joints into another, in an attempt to understand 

how the? may have been fitted together. Witb the sap fiom the root of a locai bush, 

Protzen outlined the bedding joint and pounded it out. The dust produced while 

pounding was usehl in detennining where fïirther pounding was needed, as it only 

compressed in certain areas. Although archaeologists seem unable to suggest how long it 

might have taken, it is claimed that through repeated fitting and pounding, the "technique 

for fi tting two stones is thus one of trial and error . .. [and while] this technique appears to 

be tedious and laborious . . . to the Incas time and labor were probabl y of linle concem," 
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not to mention that the work would beçome easier with practice (Protzen 1983: 192). 

Rising (or lateral) joints were dealt with similarly, as the "new block to be laid is fitted 

into, and the joint cut out of, the lateral block or blocks already in place" (Protzen 

1983:!93). 

A discussion of lateral fitting leads to the question of laying sequence, and while 

the order is not of much importance for mawnry with a regular bond, it "certainiy 

becomes critical in masonry with an irregular bond," which is the character of most, if 

not all. Inka masonry (Protzen 1983: 193). The wails at Saqsuwamcfn, in Qosqo, have 

been one area of investigation of laying sequences and other constmction techniques. 

Lee's ( 1 986) study of the building of Saqsmamn calls into question several points 

made by Protzen ( 1983) conceming construction techniques- Lee ( 1986:49) instead 

suggests a "scribing and coping'? technique, which is the "precise opposite of the triai and 

error approach in that it achieves the desired fit in one operation, and thus requires only a 

single lowering of each stone into place". This technique is similar to the modem 

process of building log cabins. and is entirely within the range of possible Inka 

technologies. It differs from the approach suggested by Protzen ( 1983) in that the stones 

to be fitted next would have been completely shapd before moving; this process 

involves pre-shaping the upper stone, moving the upper stone, irnmobilising the upper 

Stone above where it is to be fitted, and finaiiy rribing and cumng the iower stone in 

preparation for the lowering of the upper stone. While Lee ( 1986) is likely correct in 

suggesting that the trial and error approach of constant movemmt becomes increasingly 

dificult as the stones increase in size and weight, as with the "cyclopean" stones at 
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Saqsmaman. the prospect of suspending and immobilising several ton stones strî kes one 

as no l e s  daunting a task. Lee ( 1986) also argues that the protuberances and 

indentations often found on Wra stones would have provided the means by which these 

rocks could be stabilised during coping and scnbing. However, if this was the case one 

might suppose that they would be removed after they ceased to be usefiil: altematively, 

Gasparini and Margolies ( l98O) suggest that protuberances and indentations may have 

been of a purely aesthetic character. 

While the inka engaged in various q & y i n g  techniques apparently guided by the 

type of Stone desired for building, it cannot be overstatted that the Inka placed a rather 

marked emphasis on these endeavours, bringing sometirnes enormous stones over h g  

distances in a mg@ landscape of rivers and mountain valleys. Very little is known 

about how stones were transported. For example, Betanzos ( 1996 [ 1 5521: 158) on1 y 

mentions that "these stones were pulled with thick ropes made of braided sinews and 

braided sheepskin [Hama skin]". Today, one can see t!!e Kachiqata quarry fiorn the ruins 

of Olhyrambo and it seems as though huge rocks were simply rolled down the mountain 

dope, and some of them got stuck. Even if they were rolled, once they got to the bottom 

of the slope they remained to be transported across a river'and up the next mountain 

dope to the construction site. Some stones, which were li kely dropped dunng transport 

and impossible to pick up again, are still readily visible on the landscape. ' Whatever 

techniques the Mca used, there is little doubt as to the need for a large, organised system 

of labour such as the mit ù. 



Stuîe ColLStru&ns 

It is usefùi here to provide a brief description of the most cornmon formal 

elements of hka buildings. Notably, 

besidcs stone, the Incas made considcraMe use of adobe. both in modest houses 
and in pailces and temples. Important structures fkquently combine the two 
materials in their wds, with stom to a height of two to four mctrts and adobe 
up to the top Althoua walls of stone are especiallv striking because of their 
exquisite finish and the pdection of the joiMng of the blocks, adobe was surdy 
the building motcrial most commody empioyd by tbe lncos (ûaqmnni and 
Mar_polies 1989: 13 1 ). 

The use of adobe was more common in Inca coastal settlements, although there was no 

lac k of adobe walls in highiand Inka architecture. At lem in the highlands, the use of 

tim ber was generally limited to the construction of wooden t'rameworks for thatched 

roofs. 

The most cornmon structural form was rectangular with a pitched roof, although 

flat roofs are known and even wmmon in coastal settlements. According to Kendall 

( 1 985: 1 3- 1 4), Inka architecture in the highland Qmqo- Umbamba region cornprised 

single rooms which were either closed (with four walls) or open (with three walls). 

There were also back-to-back double structures of closed and open types, as well as open 

and closed side-by-side double structures. A related architectural concept of grat 

importance to the Inka was the hncha, or "a walled cectangular block enclosing groups 

of one roûm buildings ... [uniting] within its confines, buildings intended for a single 

function" (Gasparini and Margolies 1 980: 1 8 1 ) (see Figures 20 and 2 1 ). Round gound 

plans were also known, although rarely used for domestic buildings and ofien 

characteristic of chulf's, or burial towers, and storehouses, or qollqus, outside of the 
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Qosqo area. Oval and curved plans also appeared, but in rare circumstances, 

"panicularly in association with enclosun walls and whae the topography was not 

conducive to rectanguiar p l d  (Kendall 1985: 15). Additiondly, "most curved buildings 

and planned enclosures indudeldl a mixture of cwing  and smiight walls," such as in the 

Qorikancha. or Temple of the Sun (Kendall 1985: 16); these compound fonns included 

semi-circular pians of open and closed types, serni-circuiar segments, and irregular 

compound plans. Most Inka structures were single-storied, although two-storeys were 

certainly known and three-storied buildings occurred in very rare circumstances (Kendall 

1985: 1 8- 19). Inka roofs were generally of hip or gable construction, and thatch was tied 

onto a woven frame and wooden superstructure (Kendall 1985:20-22). Finally, ail walis 

were slightly inclineci and often containeci doorways with lintels or ones which extended 

from floor to roof (like a missing segment of the wall), windows, andor niches; these 

trapezoidal apertures sometimes with double jambs, were a hallmark of Inka architecture 

(Gasparini and Margolies 1980). 

Additionai l y, there were those "edifices constnicted by the Inca governrnent for 

collective, administrative, rehgious, and miliîay purposes ... [which we might] cal1 

public works, in spite of the fact that there were many limitations to public participation" 

(Gasparini and Margolies 1980: 196). First, is the kdanka, which consisted of "a peat 

rectangular ha1 1, very long, with a gabled roof supporteci by a senes of pi1 lars set the 

entire length of the long axis. One of the longer sides, with various doorways. always 

opens ont0 the main plaza" (Gasparini and Margolies 1980: 1%). Some of the 

chroniclers daim that these large halls were used to shelter activities in the plaza during 
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poor weather conditions. On the wall opposite the doors facing the plsua there was 

aiways a sequence of windows or niches, and frrquently two hiiannko were lined up side- 

by-side ( see Figure 22). According to historic sources, the kallankn were often 

interpreted as some sort of barracks or communal lodging Second were the elaborate 

temples and other "sacred and hallowed places where religious rites and ceternonies 

were c;imed out" (Gasparini and Margolies 1980:220), which rnight have included 

naturai wukus and open-air usnu shrines. The most famous temple was the Qorïkancho, 

or Temple of the Sun in Qosqo, although elaborate temples were found in al1 parts of the 

empire. An usnu might have been a "simple stone or structure, an altar, or a throne," 

often taking the form of a raised piatform or stepped pyrarnid-iike structure irnposed 

upon a larger open space (Gasparini and Margolies 1980:267)- A more detailed 

dis&ssion of the Qori Kancha and icsntl~ will be undertaken in chapter 4. Other --public 

works" included the qhcrpuq-nan, or Inka road system (see Hyslop 1984), as well as 

impressive bridges, extensive agricultural terracing and storage facilities, or qoliqas (see 

Figures 23,24 and 25). 

Finally, despite the varies of Inka buildings, there appear to have been particular 

standardisai forms such as the kanchu enclosures. As well, krriiankac (great halls), 

temples, mnu (shrindthrone ) and ot her large-scale constructions wi-del y distributeci 

throughout the empire tend to be indicative of an ovenidhg state presence in 

architectural matters. 
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Open Spaces 

In Inka architecture one may distinguïsh ôetween two main types of urban open 

spaces. First are those open spaces which fonn part of larger architectural wmpounds, 

and second are those open spaces which constitute complete entities in and of 

themselves, although remain associated with bardering architecture. The fim type is 

similar to an intenial patio or courtyard, and appears within the krurcha enclosures or 

compounds. The second type is of direct concern in this thesis: those inka urban open 

spaces recognised by Westerners as plazas or squares. 

If Qosqo is used as an example, one can see that the Inka distinguished between 

at least two types of ''plaas" by using the suffixes c'pamp" or "pt~ta". According to 

Holguin ( 1989 [ 1 608]:275) "~pmpcr"  means '-pl-" "flat grouna" or more generally an 

open field In souttieastern -0, near the road to QoIIa~uytl~ was a place called 

Hlmcpampu, or "ml king square," where the Inka consulted oracles. On the other hand, 

Holguin ( 1989 [1608]:280) defines -4pata" as a bench or terrace. The subject of this 

thesis, the Huucu_vpatu-Kusiptu, is this type of open space (see Figures 26,27 and 28). 

Most scholars tend to gloss '"pafa" as "place," such as when Kusipra is translated as 

"place of joy" (Dr. Bruce Mannheim, persona1 communication 1998). However, when 

compared to '"pampa," the word "pta" develops more specific connotations. A p m p  

may be understood to refer to topographical l y flat spaces, whereas a pafa refers directly 

to a constructed or levelled section of land Therefore, while Western scholars have 

treated the two types equally as "plaas," one may suggest that the inka did not conceive 

of them as entirely the same. A pampa occurred as "naturally" flat, while a para, at least 
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in part, had to be made flat. In the case of the H4ucqpata-Kwipara historical records 

claim that there were temces on which buildings were constructeci, and the name might 

refer specifically to those sections within the open space. Yet, historical documents also 

describe the inka transformation of a swarnp into the Haucuypata-Kusipata, an 

endeavour which included the total replacement of the existing substrate and the 

construction of a level area. Subsequentfy, at is not unreasonable to maintain the above 

distinction between p m p  and pata. 

Every Inka settlernent included one or several "plazas," although without the 

original names i t is di ficult to suggest whether they were purnps, ptas, or another 

categoq entirelv. Despite state-organised construction, there is not one single type of 

Inka "plaza" and if we take the name to refer to any open spaces then the connection 

must lie in the sheer fiequency of such places rather than in any real s h e d  forrn, 

al îgnment or presurned usage. However. most Inka settlements were arranged around a 

centrally located open area of sometimes enomous dtmensions and virtually unrestricted 

access, and the shape of it usually defined or repeateâ the architectural alignments of 

surrounding buildings. According to Hyslop (1 990:234) the Inka used various "plaza" 

shapes in their settlements: rectanguiar, trapezium (a plane figure with four sides, no two 

of which are parallel), irregular, and most rare, trapezoidal. 

Outside of Qosqo, these central "plazas'' range in site fiom between 5000 and 

7000 square metres at royal estates like Ollantaytambo and Chinchero in the Urubamba 

Valley near Qosqo and at Tomebamba in modem-day Ecuador, to the almost 19,000 

square metre "plaza" and sssociated m u  (platforrn) at the small administrative centre of 
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Willka Waman near present-&y Ayacucho, Peru Large Inka administrative centres in 

the Peruvian central highlands Iike Purnpu and Huiinuco Pampa each had massive central 

"plazas" of approximately 200,000 square metre areas. As well, both of these "piazas" 

were the site of convergence for the roads leading to and fiom the site, and each 

contained usnus, or large wellconstnrcted masonry platforms, centrally iocatted within 

the open mea. Most rpctangular "plazas" were onented within a few degrees aiong 

north-south or east-west axes (Hyslop 1990:236). The Hau-vpau-Kucipfa of Qosqo is 

unique in that it appears to have been the unification of two trapeziums, with the 

northeast-southwest axis considerably longer than the northwest-southeast width (26,27 

and 28)- Other trapezium-shapeâ "plazas" are found at Tomebamba, the Inka capital in 

Ecuador, where the longest axis is aiigned east-northeast to west-southwest, and at 

Pumpu, where the %ne tiom the usnu platform to îhe main gate on the east is about two 

degrees off a zenith sunrise azimuth ... [and] the north side of Pumpu-s piaza may point to 

the zenith s u ~ s e "  (Hyslop 1990237). And yet, despite the variation among Wra 

"plazas," they ail stand in contrast to the urban open spaces of the earlier Chimu and 

Tiwanaku sites because of their unrestrïcted and open character. 

The Chimu state (AD 900- 1470) of the nonh of ~ e r u  is best known by the 

site of Chan Chan. Chimu architecture can be described simpiy as dominated by 

rectanguiar walled enclosures, and as Conklin ( lWO:6 Z ) States, the "repetitive forrn of 

the compounds creates a pattern of urbanization unlike any other in the entire worid. 

Hence the analyst lacks explanatory analogies or metaphors. The individual compounds 

have been called appropriateiy ciudadefas, that is, citadels or little cities". 
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Architecturally, there is little to suggest a unified state: there is no real central section 

which might speak of common grounQ nor main or shared r d  and water systems, and 

there is M e  or no public art since decoration in the form of elaborately carved fiiezes is 

limited to certain areas; neither is there a main plaza. instead, open spaca  at Chan Chan 

corn pri sed enclosed courts incorporated into the individual ciudodeler . As Moore 

( 1996:94-95) points out, ''activities withtn the citrdadeia were invisible to outsiders, and 

the plazas were placed such that encounters were tightly controlled.. the focal point of 

the plaza. .. [was] a ramp and bench ... designed to be viewed and approached fkom a 

single direction.. . Access was restncted, participants were Iimited, and the interactions 

were visuall y anchoreci.. . The open spaces in Chimu cidadelas. .. [were] where d e r  and 

rded came together in arenas where social distances were rearticulated and maintained. 

In other words, Chimu architecture and the articuiation of open spaces was most likely 

used to separate, rather than integrate diverse social groups. This likely was not a 

particulad y oppressive practice meant to  punish people, but part of a broader attempt to 

create and maintain particular social ties through reciprocal arrangements involving 

obi igations and privileges. 

The Tiwanaku state (AD 300- 1200) o f  the southem Andes is Iargely defined by 

the site of Tiwanaku near Lake Titicaca, a site "dominated by an urban core of 

monumental edifices, monolithic gateways and great stelae" (Moseley 1992:203). The 

largest structure at the site is the A k a p a ~ ,  a massive terraçed platform with a flat 

summit which likely held a sunken court. S u r r o d n g  the grcat m o u d  are various 

building complexes and an unprecedented proliferation of elaborated doors and gateways 
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which often iead to small sunken courts associated with tenaced platforms. According to 

Kolata ( 1 993: 1 04) it is these multi-levei open spaces that "dominate the civicceremonial 

core of Tiwanaku and that of its satellite communities". ï he  sunken rectangular plazîs 

were "relatively private interior spaces, though located in central positions in 

constnicted, urban space" (Moore 19%:7%). One could suggest that entering the pl- 

was just as important as k ing  in the plazas: access was restricted and space was lirnited, 

and the ofien elaborate decoraiion of the sunounding walls and passages likely had the 

effect of drawing attention to the boundan'es ratber than to the space in-between. Again, 

the effect of Tiwanaku-style plazas would have been to promote sociai encounters of a 

priviieged character, and whiie such a goal may be comparable to those at Chimu sites, 

the ways in which the different plazas infiuenced and/or refiected these goals was likely 

very different. 

In sum, Inka urban open spaces may be understood only loosely as "plazas" in the 

Western sense, although we will never know precisely how the inka conceptualised these 

open areas. What we are able to suggest is that Inka "plazas" appeared in various foms, 

iikely indicating the different roles of the places in different spatial contexts. Although 

sight-lines and architectural alignment were likely more complex than we can now 

determine, the usnu platforms or shrines served as centripetalising and centrifûgalising 

structures within the open space, and were often connectecl to astmnomical observations. 

And finaliy, the non-restncted character of Inka "plazas" fimly distinguishes them fiom 

those of cultural antecedenu, suggesting rhat the primary d e  of the Mca "plrira" W .  to 

intepte (although not necessariiy equally) the varied social groups who used them. 



En ka Settlemeat Planning 

lnka settlements may be understood to include not only the sites of towns or 

cities, but dso wide-spread modifications to, and incorporations within, the physical 

setting in which they were built. Inka stonemasonry was not limited to the constmction 

of buildings, but included elaborate wateworlrs and landscape modification including 

tenaces and carved rocks and outcrops. No two inka settiements were identical and 

many factors came into play when inka settlements were planned 

Beginning with the layout of Mca settlernents, there seem to have been two . 

recumng patterns: orthogonal and radial patterns set around a centre. Both were "rarely 

found together, and each may be found in only one sector of a larger settlement. Still 

other Inka sites have no orthogonal or radial planning" (Hyslop 1 990: 19 1 ), suggesting 

that &ere was no universal planning concept for inka settlernmts. The inka orthogonal 

plan was characteriseci by streets that crossed each other on a roughiy perpendicular axis. 

The resul t was a type of rhom boidal patchwork appearance, reminiscent of an irregular 

en'd (a factor later '-corrected through Spanish reconstruction). One or more kunchu 
C 

(enclosed architectural compounds) may have cornposed the units formed by the streets. 

The central sector of Qosyo had a type of orthogonal plan, as did sections of 

Offantaytambo and Chinchero; and although according to Hyslop ( 1990: 192-209) few 

examples existed outside of the Qosqo area, they were evident at H4ruqoIfu, 

Huamuchuco and Tomebamba (Cuenca). More widespread in Inka settlements were 

radial plans. Curiously, with the exception of radiality found in Qosqo's planning, most 

examples are located far fiom the capital. Two types of radiality were used in Qosqo: 
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the zeque system. and lhat of streets connecting the central sector with a ring of about a 

dozen peripheral districts smunding the central sector. Thus at Cuzco an orthogonal 

Street pattern in its central sector becornes a radial pattern as the roads leave the center" 

( Hyslop lSWO:202-203 ). Radial plans outside of Qosqo inciuded that at Huanuco Pompa 

(Morris and Thornpson 1985), where the site is clearly divided into four main parts with 

an usnu (shrindthrone) at the centre; another example was I b a s i ,  where fourteen 

uni& were arranged around a plaza with an usnu-like plaaonn in the middle (Hyslop 

1985). 

As mention4 above, integral to inka spatial planning were ideas of bi-, tri-, and 

quadri-partitioning, often centred around a large open space. Relatedly is the orientation 

and al i gnrnent of inka settlements to astronomical features. These ideas are very 

cornplex and not within the scope of this d i s c w i o ~  although some attention will be 

g-iven to astronomical observations in chapten 4 and 5. Whiie not wishing to grossly 

ovenimpli@ the connection between astronomy and lnka architectural planning, the Inka 

have been shown to be concemed with horizon observations of celestial phenornena, 

which were sighted fiom towers, through particular windows and by lights and shadows 

cast by certain piliars found both within the settlements proper, and in the nearby 

landscape (as such these places of observation should be considered part of the closest 

lnka settlement) (Bauer and Dearbom 1995). 

Stone 

Inka architecture was often integiated with natural rocks and outcrops, and stones 

themselves were part of inka settlement plans. As Hyslop ( 1990: 102) notes, "buiden 
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and outcrops may form paris of t e m w s  or  fieestanding walls, rest conspicuously on 

terraces. platfoms or  plazas, be placed in or  between buildings, or simpiy be 

freestanding features". There were hundreds of  carved stones in Towontlnsw. ranging 

in size fkom small rocks to large areas of bedrock on the mountain slopes. Sometimes 

architecturai features sunounded otherwise wunodified rocks. in addition to the sites of  

Suchunu and Kuriiiochoj. an example of  the importance of stone and its varied treament 

is the site of Kenqo, where a carved outcrop with a passageway and niches beneath it had 

a platform built around it. Other modified rock included shelves and niches carved in 

stone. as weil as carved channels generally C O M ~ C ~ ~  to small or large depressions or 

b a i n s  (Hyslop I W O :  103- 105). Nurnerous examples of special bouldcrs or outcrops 

direct1 y incorporated into Inka settlement plans are known; that is, buildings were 

extended out from these features which sometimes served as foundation stones and other 

times seem to have govemed where Inka architecture "began" or '-ended'.. This tendency 

further Iinks Inka buildings with the landscape, and culture with nature. As part o f  larger 

settlements, outlying stones of cultural importance included the irnpressive Cciaciavwire stone 

near Apurimac. the Wanuhur; stone near Qosqo, and the "Tired Stone" north of  

S u q s ~ ~ ~ u m u n .  Paternosto ( 1 996: 1 77) would descri be such feats as Inka "sculpture in the 

round". Hyslop ( 1990: 125- 126) suggests that a particular stone was a criterion in and of 

itsel f for selecting settlement location, an idea not unfeasible considering that the 

--symbolism of rocks and stone outcrops in Inka culture was so complex that one cannot 

simply refer to a 'cult of stone' or  the 'sacredness of rock' and expect to explain why 

such stone is important" (Hyslop 1990: 128). 



Patemosto ( 19%: 180) refen to a quality of '-stoniness" found in Lnka 

architecture and sculpture: 

this noNness rcsponds to dccper causes: Stone appars to qrcsan itsdf: its 
own essmce. because it was, beyond al1 other thùigs, a transcendent matcrial. 
significant in and of itseif heavy with symboiic potmtial. A Western artin uses 
sterile, neutrai materials. but arnong the Incas, the  sculptural medium itself was 
numinous. From Ume inimcrnoriai stone has ban comemplated as the intrinsic 
structure. the very foundation of the universe. and has had a multiplicity of 
refercnts and meanings in differcnt cultures. Among these meanings. stone 
represents the antithesis of biological matter. which is subject to change. decay. 
and dcuth. The whok nont - the rock - syrnbotizcs cohcsion and a hmnoniow 
reiation with beiny and, in this sense. is the opposite of sand. dust. and 
spiinters of stone, which represent phases of disintegration. 

Lndeed, the Inka were known to have considcked stone itseif to be wako, or sacred (see 

Figure 29). and one may suggest that for the lnka, stone takes "on the ontological sense 

of the foundation of king-' (Patemosto 19%: 183). It has also been proposed that the 

tiindamental Prymmehy of inca scuipture is the direct result of its adhesion to 
the primordial fonn of the chosen rock the w h  - an adhcsion that is subnantially 
analogous to the accommodation of topography typical of Inca buildings, which are 
the true outgrowths of an 'organic architecture'. The sculptural transformation of 
rock.. . involves its incorporation into the cosmos: therefore it takes place in situ. 
within the numinous naturat surroundings.. . [and] the 'mernory' of the stone's 
original form is never totally erased. It remains mted, immobile. in a landscape 
with which it establishes an infinite number of relations (Patmosto 1996: 185- 186). 

Relatedly, Van de Guchte ( 1990:334-339) suggests that for the lnka 

the mythological rdations betwem diffcrent points in the landscape [were] 
expresseci in a system of geographicai relations. organized dong gmeratiod 
lines. It appears that carved rock complexes ftnctionfed] as cornmernorative 
features in the landscape. linkiny people spatially with their temporal past ... 
Aesthetics mix with agriculture. social structure with sculpture. The occupation . 
of space by the Incas was always aoverned by social practices ... The socialization 
of nature in the thinking process of the incas ascribed behavioral characteristics to 
aspects of the environment which al1 transcend the purely physical. Stones. water. 
and the I d  reccived dictates tiom the realm of rnetaphysics. 

Waer 

Neither should the fundamental significance of water to the Inka be 

underestimated, as it, or at least its source was also considered sacred in lnka cosmology; 
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furthemore. peopie's relationships to water sources could be used to express ideas of 

ongin and ethnicity (Rowe 1946). The location of settlements near important bodies of 

water or particular river systems was cornmon, as in Qosqo and Tomebarnbu. The Inka 

dependence on agrïculnire required extensive terracing and water management systems; 

the sources and canals of these irrigation systems were often regarded as  wakcr. and much 

effort was put forth in their construction and maintenance. In this way, ceremonial and 

utilitarian water systems mer@ as part of Inka settlement planning. As Sherbndy 

( 1982: 127) notes, 'The canals were referred to as puquros (springs) and the reservoirs as 

c o c h  (lakes)," again suggesting the inter-connection between '-nature" and "culture" in 

Inka architecture. In addition to the canals, complex drainage systems. elabrate baths 

and fountains were constnicted. None of these Inka waterworks appear to have been part 

of a sewage system, as there is no evidence for any water facilities for human defecation; 

perhaps, as today in many panc of the Andes, one simply urinated and defecated in the 

open fields. The question of the ritual significance of inka watenvorks will be d d t  with 

more fuiiy in chapters 4 and 5.  

Conclusion 

Inka settlement planning involved the partitioning of space into two, three or four 

sectors, and the utilisation of both orthogonal and radial patterns. Of great importance 

was the connection of Inka architecture with the lanâscape, suggesting, perhaps, that the 

inka did not perceive or experience the distinction made in Western philosophy between 

nature and culture. As well, central to inka settlement planning was the integration of 
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important water sources and the constniction of elaborate waterworks. Fundamental to 

any consideration of inica architecture and seîtlernent planning is the understanding that 

the boundarïes between the naturai and built environment were fluid. From the selection 

of a building site and the quanying of stone, to the construction and use of their 

bui Idings, the inka created and reflected the cosmos in Tawanrtnsyu. 

Tuwantinsqa, the Inka Empire of the Four Quarters, comprised a magni ficent 

landscape extended and modified through the constniction of stone and adobe 

arc hi tecture and sculpture, extensive road systems, bridges and terracing projects, as wel l 

as elaborate waterworks. Inka mythohistory reveals that fiom the time of the first 

ancestors, there was an inextricable connection between the people, the land, and the 

cosmos. Particuiar cultural practices, such as the rnrfmuq and mit 'a policies. as well as 

the zeyue systern bi-partitioning of Hanun (upper) and W i n  (lower) and trLpartitioning 

of qollunu (upper, Inka), p y u n  (middle, inka and non-Inka), and Culkro (lower. non- 

Inka). al1 incorporate spatial dimensions. In sum, Inka architecture need not be 

understwd as a separate dornain from the landscape itself or fiom social, political, 

economic and ritual contexts. In other words, to maintain the Western distinction 

between the natural and human-made world is an ineffective way to approach the inka 

and their architecture; Inka architecture is the material expression of their universe. The 

following chapter will seek to further expand these notions in the context of a particular 

architectural compiex, the Haucayp~ra-Kusipfa of central Qosqo. 



Cbapter 4 - Colonial (Re)Construction of the lalu H~~coypcrra-Kdpota 

The Writing of Histories 

We will never know objectively and verifiably what the Haucqpa~a-Kus;puta of  

In ka Qosqo was "real If '  li ke. But we can take a look at  what it %as k e n "  to suggest 

how it may have been experienced by the Mra- If we understand that as soon as a 

moment passes it becomes history (past), and the only way in which we may describe it 

is tiom the present, then histoxy (or the process o f  communicating the past in the present) 

necessarily comprises the cultural contexts of  al1 its narrations. In this way- architecture 

and culture are not things to be made or  un-made, but are in a continuous process of and 

in the making. it might help to look at it as erecting buildings upon buildings: the Inka 

buiivcreated the Hatcc4ypata-Kusiptc1: the colonial S paniards builtkreated the Great 

Squure that no longer existed; this thesis will attempt to address the cultural correlates of 

the Haucqpatu-Ktlsipata as they may have been understood by the Inka. 

Rather than understanding history as a sequence of events that actually occurred 

in the past, and that can be used to predict the future, "histories are ways of knowing 

what happened in the past" (Dening 199 1 :352). Furthemore, the presentation of the pst 

through histories constitutes a perpetual (re)formulation of meanings: "Relics of  what 

happened in the p s t  are cultural artifacts of al1 the moments that give them 

permanence ... They gain meaning out of every social moment they survive" (Dening 

199 1 :354-355). Since no single position can encompass every point of view, 

ethnohistory and ethnography are most productive in attemping to "locate hurnan 
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behaviour in more than one Frame of reference at once" (Rapport 1997: 183). These 

frames of reference can be spatial, temporal, cultural. etc., but if the goal of anthropolo~ 

is to express the hurnan experience, it should be acknowiedged that hurnan experience 

occurs simultaneously in ail those dimensions and in multiple and sometimes 

contradictory ways. 

The colonial Spanish chmnicles of the lnka are not treated as "History." in the 

sense of definitive and verifiable accounts of actual events or ideas. They are instead 

those histories, or ways of understanding the past that various people. fiom diverse 

positions, wrote in the first hundred or so years afier the invasion of T à w a n ~ i m ~ .  The 

Haucayata-Kusiporo of Inka Qosqo was constantly created and recreated by the people 

who built and used it, and its sense of place involved the realm of history. When the 

Spaniards redesigned the city in 1 535, that space was forever altered and its sense of 

place became the realm of a difierent and continuing history. In tum, these histories 

create and recreate the Haucuypura-Kqs~pata from colonial viewpoints. What follows IS 

a recreation of these histones, providing bio+mphical information for the authors. the 

social contexts of writing, and initial interpretations of the narratives and their vdue for 

historical architectural reconstructions. 

The Chronicles 

Since the Lnka did not use a system of alphabetid writing to record their stories, 

most of what we now know about the Inka is based on post-contact European texts. 

These documents inclde eyewimess afcounts of contact and conquest, letters to Spain, 
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and chronicles written in the tradition of Spanish historical epics with aesthetic and 

moralising tendencies. Each sought to mpresent a different aspect of Inka culture and 

history, as much as each reflects the motivations of the individual writers. Many of the 

Spanish writers relieci on the remaining khipuhmayq (keepen of the Ahip) to provide 

the stones of the Inka, but very littie is hown about these informants (sec Figure 30). 

An early attempt by Markham ( l98O [ 1 9 1 O]) to interpret the chronicles cteated a 

double- classification based on race and profession. Accordingly, chroniders were 

divided into either Spanish or Indianhdigenous categones. Although Markham 

recognised the different intents of the individual chroniclers, he made no attempt to 

evaluate the chronicles contextuaily in terms of historical chronology and change. 

Louis Baudin ( 1 % 1 :238-253) proposed instead five categories for interpreting the 

chronology of the early chronicles. The first group comprised "Eyewitnesses of the Mca 

Empire," or those who saw it firsthand and thereby had greater credibility than those who 

only heard about it from others, including soldiers such as Sancho, Estéte, and Pedro 

Pizarro. The second group consisted of chroniciers who were "Post-contact arrivais" 

and could only wimess traces of the prior Inka state, including Cieza de Letin. The third 

group cornprised "Collectors of the first reports, not themselves on the scene," including 

Las Casas. The fourth group consisted of "Collectors, in Pem, of accounts by the Incas' 

descendants during the colonial period," including Garcilaso, Sarmiento de Gam boa, 

Molina "el CuzqueiioT" and Polo de Ondegardo. The fi& group comprised "Spanish 

historians of the 1 7"' century," who were largely clergymen far removed fiom the period 

of conquest, including Munja and Cobo. The strength of Baudin's fiamework is his 
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attention to the historical and social distance of the writing fiom the period and people 

which they purpon to describe. 

Philip Ainsworth Means (1973), more concemed with content and representation 

of the Inka, divided the chronicies into two large categoria: 1 ) chroniclers called 

"Garcilasistas," who in accordance with Garcilaso de la Vega supported an idea of the 

gradua1 formation of the inka Empire as a benevolent and innocent patnarchy; and 2) 

chroniclers called "Toledans," who were inspireci by the Viceroy of Toledo and favoured 

a late formation for the tyrannical and ba&c inka Empire. 

More recently, the interpretive categories outlined by P o m  Barrenechea 

( 1986: 16- 1 8) provide a synthesis of views on the transformation of an historical genre of 

literature and on the pecuiiarities of individual authors. He outiines five general 

categories of chronicle: i ) "Chroniclers of the Discovery Period," comprising such v a r d  

individuals as soldiers, secretaries and pilots who acteci pnrnarily as geographers 

between 1524 and 1532; 2) 'Chroniclers of the Conquest Period," or those soldiers who 

invaded irawantimvyu and founded the first Spanish cities; 3) "Chroniclers of the Civil 

Wars," which began in 1538 and lasted until 1550, including such writers as Las Casas. 

These writen condemned d i r e ,  downplayed the glory of the original conquistadores 

and exalted the Native; 4) "Chroniclers of the Incurie," or priests and professionals who 

began writing about the Inka during the ciM1 wars and continued througti 1650, and who 

used information primari1 y fiom InJca quipucumayuqs and fiom oral histories. This 

category was sub-divided M e r  into three groups of interest here: a) 4bChroniciers of the 

Indies," including de las Casas; b) "Pre-Toledan Chroniclers" who wrote fiom 1 550 to 
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1 569, including the chronicles by Cie= de Lebn and Betanzos, who spoke Quechua 

fluently and advoçated the antiquity and geatness of the Inka and condemned the cruelty 

of the conquistadores: and c) "Toledan Chroniclers,'' or those writers who wrote under 

the direction and in the spirit of the Viceroy of Toledo who ruled in Cuzco between 1569 

and 158 1. including Sarmiento de Gamba, Molina, Polo de Ondegardo, and Acosta. 

These writers favoured a short history of the Inka Empire, and emphasised the cruelties 

nf the  Inka toward their subjects and the redemptive power of the Spaniards; and finally, 

5) --Post-Toledan Chroniclers." who wrote during the late and early 17" centuries 

and based their accounts on information fiom the descendants of the Inka, taking a 

sympathetic tone which likely idealised life in the Inka Empire before it was de&oyed 

by the Spanish invaders. Porras Barrenechea ( 1986: 1 8 trum~ution mine) incl udes such 

chroniclers as "Inka descendants iike Garcilaso.,. natives 1 ike Santa Cruz Pachacuti or 

Guaman Poma de Ayala, and animated Spanish priests with folkloric cwiosities and 

vivid imaginations, like Mu nia... and the Anonymous Jesuit". 

This thesis relies mainly on Porras Barrenechea's ( 1986) historical and literary 

categones for the Peruvian chronicles listed above. While Porras Barrenechea considers 

sorne chronicles to be more reliable than others, yet stilI subject to cautious use and an 

awareness of their own contems, his reliance on l i t e y  analysis and biography may be 

seen to present the chronicles as Spanish stories or epic histories, rather than as 

misworthy sources for an "Actual lnka History". 

Narratives conceming the Huucqptu-Kuvip~u of lnka Qosqo can be found in 

al1 categories except the first, which treats the period before the Spanish entry into the 
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capital of T u w u n t i n , ~ ~ .  Only those passages directly pertaining to the physical 

appearance and activities of the Haucayputa-Kuripata will be considered. This decision 

cornes from the temporal and spatial limitations of a Master's thesis, and the desire to 

focus closeiy on a single architectural complex As such, this thesis attempts to interpret. 

in detail and as close1 y as possible, the early histories of the Huucqp~u-Kmiputu. No 

attempt is made to recover an "authentic" history of the compound; this thesis is tess 

concerned with what the H r r u c u y p u ~ u - p u  actuall y was (its physical form ), than it is 

with how it may have been understood by the people who used it (its cultural ideals). 

The historical narratives are amplified and (re)contextualised through ethnographie 

analom in the final chapter. 

In the tradition of previous scholars, this thesis diseusses the h t t e n  accounts in 

chronological order. so that the context in which they were written ma? be more easilv 

and systematically explored and discussed. By doing so, this thesis attempts to qualie 

some of Porras Barrenechea's ( 1986) interpretations in order to re-evaluate the \Minen 

descriptions of the Haucaypato-Kusrpara through time. 

Eyewitness Accounts: the Soldier Cbroniclers 

Although many authon have described the ancient capital of the Inka very few 

accounts were written by those who saw the ci- before it was set ablaze by the lnka 

themselves in an attempt to take Qosqo back fiom the Spanish in 1535 (see Fi y r e  3 1 ). 

Afier the fire. the city was rebuilt by the Spanish according to European specifications. 

forever altering the design intended by the Inka. Of those accounts which make specific 
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mention of the Haucqvpoa-Kus~pfa, the first was written by Francisco Pizarro 's 

secretary, Pedro Sancho de la Hoz, on the spot in 1534 when the SpaniPrds entered the 

city . The anonymous "Noticia del Per&" likeiy authored by Miguel de Estéte. was 

probably written in 1535. And tinally, in 1572 Pedro Pizano cornpleted writing what he 

had seen. 

P o m  Barrenechea ( l986:20-26) characterises chronicles written during this 

early period as conquest chronicles, written by soldiers or their associates and 

constituting a distinct style of representation. Central to this style is the wrïting of an 

otficial history of conquest, to be sent to Spain and suMve as the grand story of Spanish 

accomplishment in the New World. These wn'tings are often impersonal accounts, 

lacking reference to proper names or individual actions beond those of the Spaniards in 

charge. Another characteristic of the soldier-chronicles is the "vagueness and 

impreci sion of t heir remembrancesa- ( Porras Barrenec hea 1 98622 rrunvlur ron nzrne ). 

However. they were ofien impressed by Inka architecture and made cornparisons to 

known European buildings. The lnka were most ofien described as an extraordinar). 

people. more primitive and cruel than the Spanish in their beliefs and practices, yet 

sufficiently civilised to constitute a formidable and wonhy oppnent. Finally. in contrast 

to later chronicles. the soldier-chronicles were sparse and pointed accounts largely 

lacking in conjecture and likely intended to be realistic and pra-matic renditions of 

Spanish history in the making (Porras Barrenechea 1963). Although several eyewitness 

accounts of Qo.vqo were written, only three make specific mention of the Hcrucuvpuiu- 

Ku.v~putu compound. The first two were written in Cuzco between 1534 and 1535. but 
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the third description by Pedro Pizarro in 1 572 will be addressed later, in the context of its 

date of completion. 

Pedro Sancho de la Huz 

The first written account of the city of Qosqo was recorded by Sancho de la Hoz 

when h e  entered the lnka capital with Hemando Pizarro in 1534, shortly after the 

execution of Inka AtawuIfpu in Cajamarca The Sppniards had been in Towcrntimuyu 

since 1 533. and Francisco de Xérez had served as Francisco Pizarro's secretary. 

According to Esteve Barba ( 1 %4:405), Sancho was a veteran of the wars of conquest. 

and had served in the ranks of Pim-ro's army fiom the outset. Sancho later replaced 

Xérez, who had taken ill, and served as secretary fiom 1533 to 1535. For unstated 

reasons, Pizarro considered Sancho to be a man of "falsity and of suspect moral 

character." and Sancho's account is considered to be more personal and expressing 

--more mobility and fieedom of imagination" than the dryly wriaen calendars of other 

soldier-c hroniclers (Porras Barrenechea 1 986: 1 1 0 tram~utron mrne ). 

Sancho de la Hoz ( 19 17 ( 1  5341 Chapter XVII: 154) described the area of the 

Hcrucuypu~u-Ku.~~p~~~u as "rectangular, and the greater pan of it is t-lat and paved with 

small Stones. Around the plaza are four houses of noblemen, who are the chief men of 

the  city [the houses] are of stone, painted and carved, and the best of them is the house 

of Giinynacaba [Wuvnu Qhcrpuq], a former chef, and the door of it is of marble 

[coloured] white and red and of other colors; and there are other very sightly buildings 

with flat roofs...". In addition to this brief physical description, Sancho ( 19 17 [ 15341 

Chapter XIX: 170) discussed the mummified corpse of W c n u  Qhupuy, stating that in 



reverence, 

tiequently they take the [body] out imo the plaza with music and dancing. 
and they always stay close to it, day and nioht. drivino away the flies 
When some important lords corne to see the casque, they go 6rst to salute 
these figures. and they then go to the cacique and hold wit h him. so man? 
ceremonies that it would be a great prolixity to describe them. S o  many people 
assemble at these feasts that their number exceeds one hundred thousand souls. 

Sancho recognised a "plaza" surrounded by elite architecture, not entirely unlike 

the conternporary plazas of Spain- He portrayed the austere stonernasonry we now see as 

impressive multi-coloured and carved walls. Sancho also gave some indication of the 

size of the Hc/ucuyputu-Kuwpara when he claimeci that certain feasts drew at Ieast one 

hundred thousand people; he described its appearance as largely flat and paved with 

Stone. As well, both accounts point to the immortality of W q n u  Qhupq through the 

preservation and maintenance by his lineage of both his body and his belongings. By 

focussing on Inka ancestor worshi p, Sancho initial l y 1 inked the Haucqpara-Kus~putc~ 

~ G t h  ritilal practices related to the maintenance of proper social relations in space and 

time. 

Miguel de Estéte 

Boni in 1507, Estéte joined Pizarro's mounted cavalry and actively panicipated in 

the capture and execution of hkcl Atuwuiipu in Cajarnarca (Esteve Barba 1964:40 1 1. 

Estéte contributed a bnef relation of Hernando Pizarro's voyage from Cajamarca to 

Xauxa which was incorporateci into Francisco Xérez's oficial 1534 account of the 

conquest. Additionally, he is considereâ by some scholan (see MacCormack 1 99 1 ) to be 

the most likely author of the anonymously written "Noticia del Peh" tentativelv dated to 

1 5 3 5. Estéte's wn-ting has been considered to general 1 y exhi bit a playfulness and 
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fieshness of vision (Esteve Barba 1964:403), a view dificult to reconcile with the bief 

and pointed nature of his descriptions. 

In the "Noticia del Peni," Estéte ( 19% 11 535?]:390-392 tramIution rnrne) 

describes the Huucaypatu-Kusrpara in the following manner "The city's plaza was 

almost square. neither big nor small". He claims that "Atabalica's [AtawuIIp '.Y]" house 

had two towers and a dwrway adomed with sitver and other precious metals. both "of 

good appearance". The only other building that Estéte mentioned is a "monastery caIled - 
Atuncanchq" a building "encircled by a beautifid masonry wall" with a door bordering 

the plaza. Inside this building, he claims were more than one hundred houses where 

priests. ministers, and many mamuconus, or women dedicated to religious senice. lived- 

Finally, he mentions that close to this enclosure was the Street leading to the Temple of 

the Sun. 

The physical description of the Haucoypata-Ktlspta as almost square and 

neither big nor small, contradicts recent suweys and plans which indicate that while the 

area was not a perfect rectangle, it was considerably longer than it was wide: 

furthemore, using Gasparini and Margolies' ( 198054) map, the possible area was 

between 100,000 and 1 10,000 square metres- As such, it was more than thineen times 

the size of a regulation football (soccer) field, making it diffïcult to understand why 

Estéte could not commit to an impression of its size. The two towers in front of 

Aruwu//pu S house are the only vertical elements described within the horizontal space; 

they did not form the compound's boundaries, they sat within the delineated area. The 

religious compound he described was likely the Aqfi~~~u.cr, or House of the Chosen 
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Women (see MacCortnack 1 99 1 ; Silverblatt 1 987). "Aruncancha" was the on1 y proper 

name &en to the surrounding architecture, beyond the indication that one could enter 

and leave the plaza by a particuiar street leading to the Temple of the Sun. In Gonzilez 

Holguin's ( 1989 [ 16081 154) Quechua-Spanish dictionary, there is no entry for '-utun" but 

"hot un" (silent 'h' ) means the "geatesî, principle, or best known" and "canchu" means 

--enclosure". "Hutunkanchu," then, could be understood as the "Great Enclosure". 

Estde made n o  mention of activities in the plaza, and consequently presented a sense of 

static spacer however. by mentioning the "monastery" and street to the Temple of the 

Sun, h e  also attributed a religious character to the general area. 

In sum. the soldier-chronicles of Sancho de la Hoz and Estéte provided brief 

descriptions of the Inka Haucqvpaiu-Kirs~pum in Qosqo. Both men recognised the 

cornpound as a "plam," or open space surrounded by elite architecture, but it is difEcult 

to get a sense of its magnitude fiom their descriptions. Sancho focussed on the richness 

of the palace of W ~ J M  Qhopq, and the awe-inspiring Inka practice of worshipping 

ancestral murnmies in the open area (see Figure 32). Estéte placed two towers in the 

open space, identified Atuwuffpa 's palace and a compound most likely the Aqfimtusr, or 

House of the Chosen Women (see Figures 33 and 34). And despite falsely attributing it 

to the AqfIawusi, he provided a proper name for one of the buildings, Harunkanchcr or the 

Great Enclosure. From thei r wri tings, the Huu~putu-Kas~pufu emerges as an open 

space containing two towers, and as surrounded by buildings of royal and religious 

character where ri tua1 practices were common. 
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The Pre-Toledan C b roniclers 

Uniike the soldier-chroniclers before them, the Pre-Toledan w-riters actively 

sought to understand the "mind of the Native," and became the first writers who were 

fluent in Quechua. The Spanish Crown and the Church actively encouraged leaniing the 

lan-miage of the Inka so that they could know the history and customs of their new 

colony. as well as to bener communicate with their new subjects (Porras Barrenechea 

1 98634). Spanish administrators gathered many khrpu~mcryq (keepers of the &lupu) in 

order to collect the officiai Inka information encoded in the knots, which was to be used 

to facilitate the transition to a colonial society and economy. These chronicles are ofien 

fervently pro-Native, and constitute the first Spanish attempt to systematica! ly esplore 

the epic history of the Inka. 

Juan de Beîanms 

Believed to have k e n  bom in Galicia Spain in 1 5 10. the date of Betanzos' 

arrivai in Peru is unknown. He was one of the first Spaniards to become a Quechua- 

speaker. as sometime after 154 1 he rnarried a daughter or niece of W q  Qhapuc. Dofia 

Angelina Yupanqui (<.ùx~r~mqv Oclio). herself a former wife of Amwcrllpu and 

concubine of Francisco Pizarro (Porras Barrenechea 1986309). Due to his marital 

connections with the Inka nobility. he was used as an intermedia- between the Inka and 

Spanish viceroys, and Betanzos served in Peru as an official Crown interpreter. ordered 

by Viceroy Antonio de Mendoza to write down the Inka traditions he knew. In 155 1 he 

cornpieted his '-Suma y Nanacion," although it was not published until 1557 (Porras 

Barrenechea 19863 10). 
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Considered to be a pre-Toledan chronicler, Betamos? narrative is a history of the 

Inka fiom the legends of their origin to the time of the Spanish invasion (Porras 

Barrenechea 1986:3 10). In the pre-Toledan tradition, Betanzos favoured a long and 

established history for the Inka, despite effeçtively attributing the way things were to the 

9Ih h k o  Puchukuti and his successors. His account is considered to be poorly written, 

rnonotonous and impersonal, much like those of the uneducated soidiers of the conquest 

(Porras Barrenechea 19863 10)- but he did state in his letter of introduction that his style 

\vas atTected by trying to provide the most literal translation possible of the Quechua ora 

traditions he had collected (Betanzos 1996 [1551]:ix). Informeci by the members of 

iItmu/lpa '.Y family. Betanzos' account exalts the actions of f n h  Pachokuti, great geat-  

mndfather of A r m d p ~ ,  and belittles the actions of Ww'kur h k u  in cornpanson to those - 
of Arrrwdipu. Betanzos does not appear to have aspired to have his work published 

although there is some indication he was financially compensated for his efforts 

( Betanzos 1 996 [ 1 55 1 ] :xii-xiv). 

In Betanzoso ( 1  996 [155 11 Pt. I.Ch.lI1: 13) rendition of the lnka ongin myth, the 

first ancestors came across a small town, where they were to build the city of Qu.syo: 

The rest of the ara around this tom was a marsh of sedge with sharp-edged 
leaves This marsh was created by the springs fkom the sierra and came forth 
fiom the place where the foruess [Scrq'~~~~'ammr] is now. This marsh was 
located and formed in what is now the square and houses of the Marquis Don 
Francisco Pizarro.. . 

The next mention of the '-square" is in Chapter XI "Wherein Inca Yupanque made the 

house of the Sun, the statue of the Sun, and of the long fasts. pagan rites, and offering 

that he did". Deciding to rebuild Qosqo, I n b  Pachakuti Yupinqui began with the design 



and cofistmction of the "House of the Sun,'' or the Qorikancha (not changed since 

Manqo Qhnpac '.Y time), "in which there would be placed a statue to whom, in place of 

the Sun, they could worship and make sacrifices" (Betanms 1996 [ 1 55 1 ]:44). Pachukwi 

placed the golden statue on a tropical feather-decorated bench, in a chamber of the 

Temple. Only he was able to pray and make sacrifices in that room; the other lords 

"remained in the patio, and there outside they made their sacrifices and tbeir reverent 

gestures. The common people had to wonhip outside, not even entering the patio as the - 
Iords did" ( Betanzos 1 996 [ 1 55 1 ]:47). And so, on the day the statue was placed in the 

had piaced in the middle o f  the square of Cuzco, where the pole o f  the -dlows 
is now. a stone made like a sugarloaf pointed on top and covered with a strip 
of gold ... When the stone was placed in the rniddle o f  the square o f  Cuzco. tirst 
a l a y e  hoIe was made there where al1 the people o f  Cuzco. old and Young alike. 
offered to  the Sun as many pieces ofgold as they saw fit. M e w a r d .  they filled 
up the hole and built a stone font about one-half us~ado [about two and a half feet] 
hi&. Aii around the font they buneci some gotd statues. each one about the lengh 
and thickness o f  one finoer. Before these little statues were buried this way around 
the font. they made as many srnall squadrons as lineages o f  the city of  Cuzco. 
Each statuette represented the m o n  important lord o f  each of those lineages Afier 
these squadrons were set up and put in order. al1 were buried under the earth bv the 
wall of  the font. In the rniddle o f  the font they put the stone that represented the 
Sun. Putting these statues around the font that way was an offerin8 which th- 
made to  the Sun of  the generation of  people o f  Cuzco and the lineages from the 
time of  Manco Capac had founded up to  the l i n q e s  of that tirne. Once this was 
done in the way ?ou have heard. a11 the people o f  the ci- sacnficed iarge nurnbers 
of sheep [Ilamas] and lambs. From that time until the Spaniards entered the city of 
Cuzco. the natives always made this sacrifice to this stone idol. So rnany sheep 
and larnbs were sacrificeci there to  that idoi that they do  not know nor can they 
count thern. But thev say that the least number o f  sheep and larnbs sacrificed at 
one time amounted to  more than five hundred (Betanzos 1996 [155 1]:4749). 

Betanzos continued describing the great deeds of I n h  Puchukwr in Part 1, Chapter XII 1. 

when Pachahi  wanted state storehouses bui lt, and in order to promote that he organised 

a fiesta. A large amount of sedge was spread in the "square.'- along with branches and 

flowers and live birds. Chicha was brought out into the plan and the lnka had --four 



golden drums'' placed at intervals. and everyone joined han& and danced in a circle. 

They sang hero songs (haf[vi) about Inka h i s t o ~  and triumph, and after six days of 

drinking chicha and chewing coca, the cucryues (lords) agreed to build the storehouses 

the  inka wanted, and repair the banks of the rivers. Afier the work was completed, the 

Inka held a thirty day fiesta in thanks, and ordered that al1 the single men and women of 

the Empire be rnamed, and that men of one province could many women fiom another 

( Betanzos 1996 [ 1 55 1 155-57)- 

Betanzos' discussion continued in Part 1, Chapter XiV, where he wrote that hkcr 

I'uclzukuti wanted to establish a yearly festival to the Sun 

for the victory which was given t o  him and made h m  mler ... So that this fiesta 
would always be rememberd  Inca Yupanque told [the lords] that it would be 
yood to confer the titIe of orept  wanior with cenain ceremonies and fasts. 
Such a thiny as that was a si- and i n s i ~ i a  that would sain them fiom the 
youngest to  the oldest in that city, recognition throughout ail the land as 
children of the Sun. It seemed t o  him that fiom that time on those ofthat city 
should be held in more esteem and respected more than they had been before 
by chose of al1 the land (Betanzos 1 996 [ t 55 I ]:W) 

Betanzos ( 1996 [155 1]:63-64) gave a detailed description of the Inka male rite of passage 

to adulthood and warrior sbtus: afier visiting the w u h  "called Yavira" the Young men 

"wiiI al1 corne down together to the square of the ci ty... When the neophytes reach the 

square they will spread out in wing formation at the lower end facing toward the 

direction the Sun cornes up". Afier certain rites were performed, they celebrated for 

thirty days, at which point the neophytes and their relatives gathered in the square before 

the initiates lefi for the "fountain cal led Calizpuquio," where they would bathe. Upon 

retuming to the square, they would hold a mock battle (rinkuy), and they would "fight 

this battle with the objective of leaming how they should fight their enemies. It seems to 
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me that this is the way these ceremonies should be. This rite wïll provide the order for 

making these orejon wam-ors, and not what has been done before this time''. Betanzos 

refers to this celebration as "Raime," or simply "festival," and claims that despite 

Spanish efforts to eradicate its practice, people stiIl performed it secretiy at the time of 

writing. 

Betanzos also described activities in the Haucayputa-Kusipata concerning the 

death of lnku Puchukufi. He stated that before the people of Qosqo would know of 

/'uclrukuri 5 death the lords would elect the new d e r  and send hm out into the plaza 

where his status would be made public (Betanzos 1996 [ 155 1 1: 13 1 ). This action could 

have served to provide the people with a smooth transition, with no perceived loss of 

leadership. And afier any kin or servants chose to be buried with him, "a11 the lords of 

Cuzco should go out into the plaza and cry for him there and, crying, tell in a loud voice 

of his famous deeds such as planning the city and subjugating and acquiring lands and 

provinces under his dominion as well as the organization he had in ruling and gïving 

orders for the well-king of the city as in everything else of al1 the land (Betanzos 1996 

[ 1 55 1 1: 132); his wrapped body was to be placed with the murnrnies of the ancestors and 

camed throughout the land, and one thousand boys and @ris were to be brought to C,o.~qo 

for the ('upacochu sacrifice, and afierwards buried throughout the land. 

Again- Betanzos ( 1996 [ 155 1 ] Pt.2, Ch.1: 189) discussed the Haucqpuru-A'UFI~UIU 

in the context of W-a Qhupaq '.v death and the succession of Waskar Inka: 

When he became lord. he went out into the square and declared that hencefonh 
the lands o f  coca and maize production that had been owned by the Sun and the 
bodies of the dead mlers. including those of his father. Huayna Capac. would be 
taken fiom them. Ali these he took for hirnseif. saying that neirher the Sun nor the 



dead nor his father who was now dead ate. Since they did not eat. he had needs of 
their lands. This action honifieci the lords. And they were saddened because th- 
had permitteci hm to become lord. 

Betanzos also descri bed the funeral procession as c haotic: before the 1 itter marched 

Wu-vnu Qhupuq 's prisoners of war, including a dwarf who was ferociousl y attacked by 

the lords and ladies of @qo because they felt it unjust that their benevolent d e r  had 

been taken fiom them and replaced by such a "vile king". When the men in charge of 

the iitter tned to protect the prisoner fiom the hysterical mob, "the women saw that the 

dwarf had been taken fiom them [and] they shouted amid their tears and cned of the 

oreat valor and the goodness of this good man, Huayna Capac. Later the men placed his - 
body in Caxana, Huayna Capac's own house," and afier the body was buried in the 

Valley of Yuqay, "the lords of Cuzco celebrated the fiesta of Purucaya [mouming] with 

meat solernnity" (Betanzos 1996 [155 1 1: 190- 19 1 ). 
C 

Betanzos described the Huucqpc'tu-Kw.iptu as a place of public announcement, 

when Wuskar /n&a and the wamïor Apapante went out into the plaza to warn the nobles 

that they were under imminent attack by ~~111waIf'p S forces: this caused such fear that 

when the iiuccrs, or matrons, heard the news "the cries they raised in the city al1 that &y 

were so geat that nothing else got done. Huascar even came out and tried to calm the 

women.. . These  cas paid no attention to what Huascar or the other lords told them but, 

rather, increased their lamentations and cries'' (Betanzos 1996 [155 1]:220). 

In the rendition of lnka histov presented by Betanzos, the Haucaypatu-K~rsipàfu 

were built on top of a marsh, presumabfy during the time of Manqo Qhupuc and the 

foundation of Qosqo, thereby establishing it as a centre-point from the earliest times. 
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When Puchkuri is aîtributed with the rebuilding of Qaqo and the introduction of many 

rituals, the "square" existed before the Qorikancho was rebuilt, as it had already been 

allocated as the place of worship for those not perrnitted to enter the Temple itself. 

Betanzos makes no reference to the physical appearance of the Haucoyp~ta-Kus~putu~ 

and instead ponrays the area as a forum for ritual and political activity. 

According to Betanzos, the Haucapzia-Kusrpara was where the "cornmoners" 

worshipped the Sun (Inrl) through regular offerings and animal sacrifices at a pointed 

stone covered with a "strip of gold" placed by Pachukutr in the open space. Beneath this 

stone. itself circurnscribed by a stone wall, reportedly were buried gold figurines 

representing the iineages of Qoqo to that time: their presence may have served to extend 

the sense of history in the Huuc~pu~u-Ktlsipatu. Other activities or fiestas described by 

Betanzos include those used to entice and reward work fiom the Inka's subjects, state- 

sanctioned male coming-of-age rituals (huurochrco). elite funerals (puruepu) and 

inaugurations. and public announcements. As Betanzos describes these affairs, moments 

of transition and the balance between harmony and conflict are negotiated within that 

space, rendering the Hcrucuavputu-Kusiputu as central to the integration of the entire 

population of the empire, and of the empire and the cosmos. This stands in contrast to 

architecture like the Qorikanchrr, or Temple of the Sun. where access was restrïcted to 

the elite members of Inka society. 

Pedro Ci- de Leon 

Cieza de Leon was bom in either Llerena or Sevil la, Spain between 1 520 and 

1 522 (Esteve Barba 196414 13 ). According to Pomas Barrenechea ( 198628 1 ). we know 
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that Cieza amved in Peru in 1548. in the midst of the civil wars between the Spanish 

conqurstadores and the subsequent lnka insurgencies. He retumed to Sevilla in late 

1550, mamed Isabel Lbpez de Abreu in 155 1, and died two months afier his wife in 

1554: he completed his work in intervals up to the time of his death (Esteve Barba 

19644 14). Despite experiencing Peru as a soldier in a time of chaos, Cieza de Leon's 

account is considered to be one of the best written and comprehensive chronicles: he is 

thought to have revealed himself to be straight-fonvard or unaffected and without 

pretension in his geographical and ethnographical approac h (Porras Bamenec hea 

1 986282 ). This '-second wave" of soldiers distinguished themselves from the 

cr~nqu~sfodorcs bv appeal ing to peace and civility an& despite wn'ting for his 

commander. Cieza's account reflects a seemingly genuine affection and appreciation for 

the  land and her peoples: his perceived impartiality is considered his greatest strength by 

Porras Barrenechea ( l986:282) and Esteve Barba ( i 964). However, one might note that 

this "impartiaiiqf' is assurned because of his methodical expression of sympathy and 

humanity. wïthout exaggeration or idealism, towards the Native peoples of Peru. 

Cieza's C'rrinrcu del Peni downplays any Inka social practices likely to be 

considered '-barbarian" at the time, and generaliy insists that the Inka were a noble and 

civilised people. Yet. Cieza also reveals himself to have k e n  a devout Catholic and 

becomes iess attentive to his descriptions of Inka religion (although he seerns to have 

been impressed by the Qorikancho), and goes so far as to rejoice that temples and idols 

had been destroyed in order that their enemy would tremble at the sight of the Cross 

(Porras Barrenechea l986:283). When discussing Inka history. Cieza relied on 



translating from Quechua the oral testimony of orejbnes (Inka nobi!ity), especialiy that of 

( à-vo Tltupoq, and the declarations made by khipuknnayuq (keepers of the khxpu). Li ke 

other pre-Toledan chroniclers, he favoured a history in which the Inka were a long- 

established benevolent presence in the land (Porras Barrenechea 1986). 

Cieza makes specific reference to the Hauccrypa~u-Kuripara several times in his 

chronicle. He -tes that "'there were many. .. highways al1 over the kingdom, both in the 

hiçhlands and the plains. Of al 1. four are considered the main highways. and they are 

those that start from the city of Cuzco, at the square, like a crossroads, and go to the 

different provinces of the kingdom"(Cieza 1959 [ 15541: 137). 

Later discussing the history of the Inka, Cieza ( 1959 [1554]: 144) states that 

"midway between the hills. where most of the inhabitants resided, there was a good-sized 

square which they say was a swamp or lake in olden times. and which the founders of the 

c i9  fiiled in with stones and mortar and made it as it is now". Funher elaborating on this 

description Cieza ( 1959 [ 1 5541: 1 93 ) writes that with the succession of Sinchi Hoq 'a. 

after Munqo Qhupc S death, 

some of the natives of that city [Qosqo] state that where the gea t  square was 
focated. which is the same place it now occupies. there was a small lake and bog 
which made it dificult to erect the large buildings they wished to begin to construct. 
When the Inca Sinchi Roca leamed of this. with the aid of his allies and the inhabitants 
of the city. he went about draining that swamp. blocking it up 4 t h  Feat stones and 
thick log. fillino in where water once stood until it was made as it is nou 

And again, when the 6" I n h  Hoq ù succeeded Qhupc Yupc»qul, he went to sit at a 

nearby mountain because his ear hurt fiom king pierced. Cieza ( 1959 [ 15541202 states 

that at the time there was no river running through the city, and the new Inka praved to 

the gods to help him solve the water problem. A great clap of thunder frightened the 



lnka and he bowed his head to the ground, a d  with his ear bleeding he  heard rushing 

water beneath the earth. 

When he perceived this wonder. he joyousiy ordered many Indians to corne fiom 
the city. who quickiy set a h u t  diggjng untjl they reached the stream of water 
which had made a channei through the bowels of the earth and was flowïng 
without doing any s~ood.. . M e r  they had dug deep and discovered the 
underground Stream, they made great sacrifices to their go&, bel ieving it was 
by virtue of their godhead that they had received this bIessin_n and with preat 
ski11 they conducted the water through the middle of the City, having first paved 
the gound with g e a t  nones and built fine walls with mono foundations dong 
either side of the river. and. to cross it. stone bidgcs at i n t e d s .  I have seen 
this river [the Watanayj. and it is true that it flows as they Say. i t s  source k i n g  in 
the direction of that hiil (Cieza 1959 [1554]:202-203). 

Further describing the appearance of the Haucçwpata-Kirsipatcr, Cieza ( 1959 [1554]:205- 

206) daims that Ycrchukuii hkrr Yupanqui "ordered much gold and silver to be brought 

from many places for the temple [of the Sun], and the stone they cal1 the stone of \var 

kvas made in Cuzco, large and set with goId and precious stones". This stone was set in 

the square- and captains seemed to have swom their fealty to the inka on it and met there 

before embarking on conquests. When narrating activities occumng in the area. Cieza. 

in Part 1 , Chapter 2 1. descri bes the inauguration festivities heId for Waskar hku: in Part 

2. Chapter 57, he addresses the celebration of Hulun Ruymi (Qhpuc  Rqmr in 

Decernber): and in Part 2, Chapter 601 the (hpaqochu sacrifice. 

Cieza s picture of the HrJucayputu-Kuvipu~u emerges primanly as a site 

inextricably connected to wate- and to the worship and management of that water by 

spectacular lnka rulers. He conflrms Betanzos' daim that the "square" was built over a 

marsh. Additional ly, the mention of the "stone of war-' conjures an image not unli ke 

Betanzos' description of the sugarloaf-shaped stone representing the Sun: albeit the 

attributed meanings are different, there is no reason to assume those roles were 
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incompatible. Finally, by discussing the rites associated with royal funerals, the 

celebration of the December solstice, Qhapac Raymi, and the Capaqocha sacrifice, Cieza 

constitutes the area as one of solemn and profound ritual activity. 

The Toledan Ch roaiclers 

The amval of Viceroy Toledo in Peru in 1569, and his subsequent influence on 

colonial polic-making, greatly influenced the tone of chronicles written during this 

period. Porras Barrenechea ( 198637) considers the writings of the time to be the 

"Golden Age" of colonial chronicles, in tenns of a fluorescence in the description of Inka 

religion and history. These chronicles have been the subject of rnuch discussion. 

primaril y because despite the use of Quechua informants, such as khipukumqvoy. the 

political agenda of Toledo allowed the accounts to be reinterpreted according to colonial 

Spanish goals and pre-existing social and political institutions (Porras Barrenec hea 

1 986:38). Central to the Viceroy's goals was a desire to understand lnka political and 

economic organisation, in an attempt to re-establish the Inka tribute system (the mit Ù) in 

a manner most profitable to the Spanish Crown. Despite the variation of style and 

content between the writings of soldiers, clergy and administrators, the Toledan 

chronicles generally exemplie the following five qualities: 1 ) the view that Inka Empire 

arose suddenly and violently during the reigns of lnka f>crchakuri and I n h  7ïrupuq 

Yupanqui; 2 )  the view that the Inka were tyrannical and baharic leaders who had cruel 

rites and customs including human sacrifice; 3) an admiration for the effectiveness of 

lnka social and economic organisation; 4) an iniensive study of the superstitions and 
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idolatries of the Inkq accompanied by a moral wndemnation: and 5) an Imperia1 Spanish 

political viewpoint ( P o m  Barrenechea 1986:39). In short, the Toledan chronicles may 

be seen as a combination of aesthetic and poiitical narratives. 

Pedro Pizarro 

Afthough Pizarro was among the few eye-wimesses of Inka Qosqo, and might 

therekre k considered a soldier-chronicier, he did not write his "Relacion del 

descubrirniento y conquista del PerV until he became Mayor of Arequipa, Peru in 1555. 

twentysne yars afier he accompanied Francisco Pizarro to the capital of the Inka 

Empire. He finally finished his account in 157 1, at the age of fi@-six (Esteve Barba 

1964; Porras Barrenechea 1986). Writing fiom memory, and living in Peru during the 

time of Viceroy Toledo, it may be more usehl to consider Pizarro's account as a product 

of that time, and not so much of the time of soldiers Iike Sancho de la Hoz or Estete. 

Pedro Pizarro was bom in 15 15 in Toledo, Spin, a son of Francisco Pizarro3 

patemal uncle. making him a cousin to the great conquistudor of Peru. At the age of 

fifieen. Pedro joined Francisco Pizarro's soldiers, serving as the Marquis' page. and 

witnessing the entire sequence of the Spanish invasion (Esteve Barba 1964:407i. His 

persona1 life in Peru was always connected to the intemal dissent among the Spanish 

co~~qzristudores, and he did manage to accumulate significant wealth in the fonn of land 

and a large encornienda of Natives to provide labour, as well as inheriting the prestige 

(and disadvantaps) of king part of the Pizarro farnily in Pen, (Porras Barrenechea 

1986: 134- 136). 

Considered a soldier-chronicler by Porras Barrenechea ( 1986: 137), Pedro 



Pizarro3 account is noted for its veracity, sensibility, sobriety, and lack of artifice. 

However, one might hesitate to suggest that an eyewitness account is more reliable than 

one written afier-the-fact, let alone an eyewitness account written at least twenty years 

afier-the-fact. Still, Porras Barrenechea ( 1986: 138) continues to describe Pizarro's 

account as one of the most truthful and direct accounts of the conquest, if oniy because in 

his writi ng. Pizarro describes himself, ofim in third-person, as a tnistwonhy individual. 

Again, one might not wish to attribute a distanceci, or objective quality to what may 

merely be a convention of literature: Pizarro's self-reflexive writing is just as likely 

representative of a certain degree of self-aggrandisement and arrogance. In the end. it is 

dificult to assess Pizarro's writing as the wimessing of actual events, because the histow 

he writes is filtered through years of changing memories. Yet, unlike the "second wave" 

of Toledan soldien writing at the sarne time, Pedro Pizarro didnguishes himself as part 

of the initial group of conqui~rrrdores, and tends to maintain their dry style of witing and 

seem inglv objective, due to the lack of explicit interpretation, descriptions. 

Despite missing passages in the original, Pedro Pizarro ( 1969 [ 157 1 1250 ) 

provides a fairly detailed physical description of the Ha~cu~vporo-Kmiporo as he  saw it 

when the conquistadores entered the city: 

When we entered with the Marquis. he caused al1 the troops to be lodged around 
the pl- he himself taking up his abode in Camna cenain roorns which . . . 
of Guainacapa and likewise Johan Pizarro and G o d o  Pizarro his brothers. In 
others ... were near to this Caxana. Almasr0 [was lodged] in other quarters which 
were near to the place where the Cathcdral now is. Soto [was lodged] in 
.L\marocancha in sorne roorns which are so called [and which were the propeny] 
of the ancient Ingas. which were in the plaza of  the other part. And the rest of the 
soldiers were quanered in a large galpon which was near the plaza. and in Atun 
Cancha which was a huge enclosed area with but one entrance. On the plara side 
of this enclosure was [a house of] mamaconas. and there were in it many roorns 



And despite the passage of years, Pizarro seerns to have remained quite awed by the 

spectacle of Inka ancestor worship, providing a wondefil and surprisingly detailed. 

perhaps tainted by nostalgia description worth quoting in its entirety: 

It was the sight o f  the soldiery who were in this city of Cuzco that caused 
wonderment.. most o f  who served these dead folk whom I have mentioned. 
for each &y they took thern ail out into the plaza and sat them down in a row. 
each one accordins t o  his antiquity. and there the men and women servitors ate 
and drank. And for the dead they made fires More thcm with a piece of  very 
dry wood which they had worked into a very even shape. Havïng set this piece 
o f  wood on  fire, they bumeû here every thing which they had placed &fore the 
dead in order that he mi@ eat o f  the things which th- eat. and here in this fire 
they consumed it. Likewise before these dead people they had certain large 
pitchers. which they caiIed verquis [w'irki], made o f  gold. silver o r  potte?. 
each one according t o  his wish, and into [these vessels] they poured the chicha 
which they gave to the dead man with much display, and the dead pledged one 
another as well as the living. and the living pledged the dead. When these 
verquis were filled. they emptied them into a round stone in the middle of the 
plaza. and which they held to  be an idoi. and it was made around a smdl opening 
by which it [the chicha] drained itself off through some pipes which th- had 
made under the gound .  This ... had a sheath o f  choir which in ... in the whole 
of  it and covered it up. and thus they had built a son o f  hut o f  woven mats. round. 
with which ... .ni& they covered it in the same manner. They took out a small 
covered bundle which th- said was the Sun camed by an Indian whom the! 
had as a priest[ ...] Then came two others who, like the first one. were called 
mardians o f  the Sun. Each o f  these two bore in his hand a lance somewhat - 
larser than a halberd, and upon them were lashed clubs. and axes o f  gold. They 
camed them covered up with woolen sheaths. for they covered them up entirely 
and felt below. Ail these iances were dressed around the middle with _Pirdles of 
aold. These Indians said that they were the arms o f  the Sun. Wherever they set 
ibis bundle d o m  they s w  the head [of the Sun]. For the S u n  they had placed 
a bench in the centre o f  the pl- al1 garnished with mantles of feathers. v e n  
colourfïd and very delicate. and here they placed this bundle, grounding the 
halberds on either side of  him. Holding the axes erect. then, th- Save this Sun 
food t o  eat in the manner which 1 have already described while speakins o f  the 
dead. and th- p v e  him drink. Then. when they burned the dinner o f  the Sun- 
one lndian raised his voice and gave a cry which al1 heard. and. hearing the cry. 
al1 those who were in the plaza. and al1 those outside o f  it who heard. sat down. 
and. without speaking or  couehing o r  moving. kept silence until the dinner was 
consumed which they had thrown into the fire they had made. al1 o f  which did 
not take very long. for the wood was very dry. Ail the ashes which were lefl 
over fiom these fires they threw into the round stone trough shaped Iike a teat 
which, as 1 say, was in the middle o f  the pl- and into which they threw the ..... 
(Pizarro 1969 [ l  V I  j : l C  1-254). 

Of particular interest is Pizarro's claim that these customs and celebrations were 

performed in the p lan by the "lords and ladies" and that the rest of the Indians did not 
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celebrate with them, and were even ordered to lave the city (Pizarro 1969 [ 1 57 1 ]:274- 

276). 

In sum, Pedro Pizarro seems to remember the Haucnypou-Kusipata as the 

"plaza" taken by the conquistudorrs. He identifies the C u u m  and notes the Hutun 

k'uncha and the A q / f a w m i ,  distinguishing between the two when Estéte did not- Pizarro 

States that Hemando de Soto took Amadancha? a building belonging to the ancient 

In ka. "which [was] in the plaza of the other part". It is unclear to which "other part" 

Pilarro refers: perhaps he is distinguishing Hunun from Urfn Q~sqo. the dividing line of 

which comprised the roads to Antrsuyu and Kuntisuyu, and the buildings on the northeast 

border of the H a u c ~ p u i u .  Through his discussion of lnka ancestor worship, Pizano 

locates a sacred "round stone t~ough shaped like a teat" in the middle of the plaza. which 

surrounded a small opening where chicho was offered and drained away through the 

connected underground pipes. This is suggestive of Betanzos' and Cieza de Leon's 

descriptions of a pointed stone in the p l m .  Mentioning the drain serves to funher 

connect the stone, and thereby the Hauca_vpata-Kusipatu. with the redirection and 

wonhip of water. Pizarro also refen to some sort of round hut of woven mats located in 

the plaza, and although the rnissing text prevents one From suggesting i t s  purpose. it may 

have been used to cover the sacred stone. or mnu. Pizarro's description of the ofEerings 

made to the ancestors of the Inka again gants the Haucuyputu-Kus~pafa a pnmanly 

ritualistic character. although inseparable ftom the royal buildings cornprising its 

perirneter. 
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Juan Polo de Ondkprdo 

Depending on the source, Polo de Ondegardo was either from Leon, Salarnanca 

or Valladolid, Spain, and belonged to a well-educated and professional fami l y ( Esteve 

Barba 1964:464 Porras Barrenechea 1986:336), although his date of binh is unknown. 

Polo \vas not a chronicler in the sense of king an historian; he seems to have happened 

upon particular histories during his administrative dulies as Corregidor of Cuzco between 

1 55 8 and 1 560. Polo de Ondegardo was the first to systematicaf 1 y and methodical 1 y 

study the political and judicial institutions. religious beliefs. and panicularly the 

economic organisat~on of the Inka in an anempt to create a Spanish tribute sptem based 

on existing lnka pmctices: writing Inka history was secondary to this endeavour (Porras 

Barrenechea 1986335). His pragrnatic approach to the history of the lnkas as something 

that could inform his present is seen to have smpped his chronicle of the fantastic tone 

attributed to the chronicles as a genre of literature (Porras Barrenechea 1986335 ). 

However, he tends to treat Inka myth as an absurdity of the Indians and, in the tradition 

of las Casas, Polo condemns the Inkas as idolaters. But, in the end, his administration 

seems to have advocated an amalgarn of Spanish right and Native custom for the 

eovernance of Peni. He remained in Cuzco, a wealthy man. and finished his I(eluci6n in 
Cr 

1571. He died in the city of La Plata, Peru in 1575. 

Polo de Ondegardo ( 1 990 [ 1 57 1 ]:97-98) discusses the H u u c u ~ v p u ~ ~ - K u . ~ ~ p ~  in 

his Chapter (XWI) conceming the soil brought to Cuzco for sepulchres. when he clairns 

that the original inhabitants of Cuzco rernoved the soi1 from the area of the plaza and 

replaced it with sand from the Pacitic coast. The original soil was esteemed and was 
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transported to other parts of the empire; sand of a depth of "two and a half palmos or 

more" was laid down in its place. Buried in this sand were many cups, animal and 

human figurines made of silver and gold, which along with the sand were reported to 

have been oflerings to Wiruqocha. When Polo ordered the foundations made for the 

Cathedra1 on the Plaza de Armas, he was told that the sand had been dificult to bring 

and still he ordered it to be removed and again replaced with soil. He daims that this 

caused the Indians great sufferïng, as they told him that each province had contributed 

labour to transport the sand and that among the whole empire the plaza was much 

venerated because of the sand fiom the Coast and because of the festivals and sacrifices 

perfomed by the inka for the benefit of the empire (Polo de Ondegardo 1990 [ 1 57 1 ]:98). 

Li ke Cieza de Leon before him, Polo de Ondegardo tied the significance of the 

Huucu~pu~a-Kustpara to water, in this case the sand represented the ocean, or 

itfumuyochu, the (ferninine) source of al1 water and life. Polo confirms Betanzos' daim 

that gold and silver figurines were buried in the open space as offenngs to the Sun, or 

according to his informants, to Wiraqocha. the (male) Creator. One might assume that if 

Polo had not perceived a reai threat of "idolatq" in the plaza, he would not have 

demanded the removal of the sand; his response may attest to the continued reverence of 

the ancient Hcrucaypara-Kus~paia into his time. Although recognising that the plaza was 

a place of important Inka ritual, he did not provide any details concerning these rites 

bejnd the statement that his informants considered these practices to have been for the 

welI-being of the entire empire. 
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Sarmiento de Gambocr 

As Porras Barrenechea ( l986:362 translation mine) States, Sarmiento de 

Gamboa's biography reads like a novel: he was a "pilot, astrologist, miracle-worker, 

culprit of the Inquisition, prisoner of privateers and Huguenots, seeker of legendary 

islands, dreamer who glimpsed fabulous cities and races of giants ... [the] discoverer of 

the Solomon Islands and coloniser of the Straits of Magellan". Born in 1532 in Alcaiii de 

Henares. Spain, by age 18 Sarmiento was fighting for Spain in either Flanders or Italy. 

and in 1555 he lefi for Mexico. Afier living in Mexico and Guatemala Sarmiento went 

to Peni. He was a well-known adventurer and explorer, and was sent by Govemor Lope 

Garcia de Castro to explore the Pacitic Ocean, where he "discovered" the Solomon 

Islands. Upon his return, Viceroy Toledo commissioned him to write a history of the 

In ka and in 1 572, Sarmiento finished his "Historia Indica". Toledo had gathered over 

one hundred quipukornayoq (keepen of the quipu) in Cuzco to inform Sarmiento and 

collect the information necessary to reinstitute the Native tribute system and solidie the 

control of the Spnish Crown; conseqwntly the Inka were ponrayed as tyrannical and 

cruel in order that Toledo might justi- the eradication of Native practices contrary to the 

goals of Spain. Upon fmishing his account, Sarmiento gathered forty-two male members - 
of the lnka royal lineages, read his account out loud and in Quechua, and these 

descendants of the Inka venfied its content. The remainder of Sarmiento's life retained 

its sense of adventure and exploration, and in 1 590 he retumed to Spin and there he 

died, likely in 1592 (Porras Banenechea l986:362-365). 

Sarmiento3 vision of the lnka Empire is vital, powefil and barbarian. While 
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account by Sarmiento de Gamboa is considered to be more realistic by Porras 

Barrenechea ( 1986:365) because the descendants of the Inka (his informants) had 

descnbed their ancestors as feariess and lacking in compassion. Certainly. the number of 

informants and the --approval" of forty-NO members of the remainine Inica nobility lends 

Sarmiento's account a credibiiity lacking in others. And despite the characterisation of 

the Toledan chroniclers as writers determined to destrov the culture of the I n k a  

Sarmiento 's account emerges as one ultimatel y acknowledging the strength of the 

Empire. 

Sarmiento makes specific reference to the Haucaypata-Kuiputa ve- few times, 

despite ofien mentioning (and narning) buildings and activities that other chroniclen 

attri bute to the area. When describing the (Iranca War, Sarmiento ( 1 967 [ 1 572]:9 1 ) 

clairns that the Chnncaî had advanced to -'a place very near Cuzco called Cusi-pampa 

there being nothing between it and Cuzco but a low hill". It is possible that he was 

refemng to the Kuviputu, which later chroniclers identie as tenaces directiy west of the 

Hcruc-pur~ and Wurunay River, eventually dissoiving into agricuftural lands. 

Furthemore, Sarmiento de Gamboa ( 1967 [ 15721: 102- 103) describes Puchukuri lnku 

rebuilding the Temple of the Sun, disintemng the bodies of the seven deceased lnka 

rulers to be worshipped in the open, and causing 

to be made a great woollen chain of many colours. gamished with gold plates. 
and two red finr),es at the end. It was 150 fathoms in l e n g h  more or less. This 
was used in their public festivals. of which there were four principle ones in the vear 
The first was called RAYMI or CCAPAC R4YMI. which was when t h e  opened 
the ears of kniohts at a ceremony called htmmchico. The second was called 
SITUA resembling our iights of St. John. They al1 ran at midnisht with torches to 
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YNTI RAYMI. bein_p the feast of  the Sun. known as qmrtrq. In these f a n s  th- 
took the ctiain out of tbe House of the Sun and al1 the principal Indians, very richiy 
dressed. carne with it. in order. sinsjng. fiom the House of the Sun to the Great 
Square which they encirclcd with the chain. This [chah] was called munr urco 

In Chapter XIII, Sarmiento ( 1967 [1572]:53) mentions the quicochrco ceremony, when 

girls attained puberty, the ruruchico ceremony when one-year old girls and boys were " 

narned and had their fim haircuts, and the qwcoy ceremony when a child was bom. 

Despite the obvious ignorance of lnka female experience in the chronicles, it is rnost 

likely that these ceremonies were also celebrated with the same reverence in the 

Finally' Sarmiento de Gamboa ( 1967 [ 15721) provides the names of several lnka 

buildings. which Pizarro ( 1969 [ 1 57 1 1 )  identifies as having surrounded the f fuucu~pu~u 

in Inka times. He descnbes the --Casana" as the house of U/al,ncr Qhapuq in Qosyo 

(Sarmiento de Gamboa 1969 [1572]: 158) and the "Amam-cancha" as the palace built by 

I~~uskur inku in Qosqo (Sarmiento de Gamboa 1969 [1572]: 170). As well. Sarmiento 

( 1 969 [ 1 5 721%-99) mentions the sucanca. or solar pillars at Qosqo: 

. . . the Inca caused four poles to  be set up on a high mountain to  the east of 
Cuzco. about two varas apart. on the heads of  which there were holes. by 
which the sun entered, in the mamer of a watch o r  astrolabe. Observing where 
the sun stmck the mound through these holes. at the time of sowing and harvest. 
marks were made on the gound.  Other poles were set up in the pan componding  
to the West of Cuzco. for the time of  hanesting the maize. Havinp fi'ced the 
positions exactly by t hese poles. they built çolunuis of stone for perpetuity in their 
places. of the hei&t o f  the poles and with holes in like places A11 around it was 
ordered that the ground should be paved; and on the stones cenain lines were drawn. 
conformino to the movements of  the Sun eritering through the holes in the coiumns.. 

These sucLInca were used to determine the time of the solstices. and they may have been 

observed from the usnu in the Huucaypafu. Rowe ( 1990:98) cites the 1 570 anonymousl y 

wvritten "Discurso de la sucesion y gobiemo de los Yncas" as claiming that the lnka used 
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the usnu as a solar observation point to detemine the time to plant their crops. However, 

according to Sarmiento, the equinoxes were observed from the point of a stone column 

know as the inri-wurunu, or Sun Circle, located in an intemal patio of the Qorikunchu, 

and it is possible the solstice observations were made tiom that place (Sarmiento de 

Gamboa 1969 [ 1572]:99). Archaeological investigation has k e n  unable to locate the 

remains of any of these pillars, wttich due to the significant growth of Cuzco in recent 

years. now likely lie buried under new areas of construction (Bauer and Dearbrn 1996: 

Hyslop 1990). 

In sum, Sarmiento de Gamba's treatrnent of the Huucqputa-Kmiputu is 

relatively brief and pointed. If  he was referring to the Kusipura when he used "Cusi- 

pampa," then this may be the first time in the chronicles that the "Great Square'- [vas 

~iven an indipnous narne. Mile  discussing the golden "woolen chain" used to encircle 
Y 

the Great Square during festivals, Sarmiento daims that the (=,hapuy Kaymr. Simu. and 

Infi &mi ceremonies took place within the area, again creating a sense of profound 

ntual si pi ficance connected to the Hauc-para-Kusipara. Since fnri W m i  coincides 

with the summer solstice, and Qhapuq Ituvmi with the winter solstice. it is possible that 

pan of the festivities included astronomical observations made tiom within the 

Huucu~vputu. And finally. unli ke Pizarro before him. Sarmiento seems iess interested in 

associating a more political character with the Great Square. as he does not mention any 

buildings surrounding it, despite providing the sarne name for the palace of WUWIU 

Qliupuq as did Pizarro ( 1 969 [ 1 5 7 1 j ), as well as attributing the .4marukuncl1u. al so 

mentioned by Pizarro, to M/'u.skar / n h .  



CristObal de AIbornoz 

We know very little about Albornoz beyond what is included in the letter of 

introduction to his chronicle. He was born in Castilla, Spain in 1530. By 1560 he was a 

clergyman n Cuzco. and became famous for opposing the Native religious insurrection 

known as Tuqui Onqoy. In 1584 he cornpleted his "Instniccion para descubrir todas las 

guacas del Pim y sus camayos y haziendas" (Urbano and Duviols 1988: 142- 149). 

The passage of interest to this thesis is Albornoz's definition of an usnu. He 

daims that there is a general type of waka found on the royal roads and in the plazas of 

towns called usnu: they were the shape of a "bolo" and made of stone, gold or silver. 

The Inka sat on the usnu, drinking to the S u ,  and many sacrifices were made (Albornoz 

in Urbano and Duviols 1988: 1 76). 

The pointed stone previously described as located in the H u q p a t a  was most 

likely an usnu. or sacred place fiom which offerings were made. There is no indication 

that the u.nu at Qosqo actually served as a throne, but the descriptions of it certainly 

indicate its status as a w u h .  

Father Cristobul de Molino, "el Cuzque6oW 

Very little is known of Cristobal de Molina's origins. except that he was bom in 

Baeza. Spain before 1529. Although his narne does not appear on the list of travellen to 

the Indies between 1539 and 1559, he ciaimed to have arrived in Cuzco in 1556 (Porras 

Barrenechea 1986:350). As a bilingual (Spanish-Quechua) preacher and avid historian of 

Inka religion. his chronicle is well-known for its detailed account of Native spintual 
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practices, without any particular political agenda. By the time Viceroy Toledo arrived in 

Cuzco in 1572, Molina had established himself as an excellent linguist and scholar. his 

writings were considered valuable by his peers and he was trusted by his Quechua 

parishioners (Porras Barrenechea l986:X 1-352). In 1583 he completed his "Fabulas y 

Ritos de ios Incas," a comprehensive account of Inka religion according to his Native 

infamants. He generally writes without moral judgement, not condemning such Inka 

%ns" as hurnan sacrifice, but neither idealising their worid. 

Molina narnes the "Aucaypatata' for perhaps the first time in the chronicles. He (in 

Urbano and Duviols l988:59) claims that the "Quisuarcancha" was the temple of l'uch 

Yuci~uchi. or Wiraqoch, and it gave way ont0 the Haucaypata. This may have been the 

unnarned building which Pizarro claims housed many Spanish soldiers. He continues to 

wite  that a statue of the Creator was kept there, made of gold and the size of a small 

child. Discussing the Inka festivals and ancestor wonhip, Molina makes reference to the 

Hcrucayputa-Kusiparo many times as the place where drinking, dancing and offenngs 

occurred. Specifically. he again mentions the usnu, where wamion from each of the four 

s t y m  gathered to rnake offerings of chrchu (Molina in Urbano and Duviols l988:74). He 

continues to ciaim that, while in the plaza, the people of Humn Qusqo sat separately 

from those of Urin Qosqo (Molina in Urbano and Duviols 1988:78,94. 108). Discussing 

the festival of Qhupq Ruymi, Molina (in Urbano and Duviols 1988: 1 03) claims that in 

the square were statues of the Creator, the Sun, Thunder and the Moon, accompanied by 

the Inka and the priests who served them. 

In sum, Molina's chronicle continues to present the Huucrrypata-Kmiputu as a 
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place of utmost sacredness, where the people of the Empire gathered to celebrate. This 

unity also served to maintain social divisions, as each lineage had its designated place 

within the area- All of the regular activities described by Molina involve the 

Huucqpatu-Kusipara as the place where representatives of the four suyu gathered to 

make ofkings to the go&, drink, dance and sing before and afier rituals at other wakas. 

The Haucaypara-Kzlsipata is created as a central place, again reminiscent of the Quechua 

concept of chuwpr. 

Post-Toledan Ch roniden 

The pst-Toledan chronicles are primarity charactetised by their anti-Toledan 

viewpoint. That is, about twenty or thirty years afier the departure of Viceroy Toledo 

there emerged a sentimental attitude towards the history of the Inka by the first 

generation of bilinguai (Quechua-Spanish) mestizos writing in Peru (Porras Barrenechea - 
1986:39). There appears to be a consensus by the chroniclers of this time, that earlier 

writers had not properiy understood the Quechua language and had therefore 

misrepresented the history of the Inka. The pst-Toledan witers tended to work with 

one main informant who interpreted the khrpu for them, and the stories were then 

translated into Spanish. There is also a tendency to describe the Inka in Christian ternis, 

both by clerics and by mestizos seeking to prove their (historically verifiable) moral 

worth and civilised natures. Porras Barrenechea ( l986:4O) also suggests that these 

chroniclers created a sense of exoticism characteristic of viewing the Inka as 

'-curiosities". Due to the temporal distance of these writen h m  the time of the Inka, 
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there b e p s  to appear a sense of nostalgia for a disappeared peoples. These chronicles 

take on a fantastic tone more reminiscent of novels than of the work of traditional 

historïans. Porras Barrenechea ( l986:4 1 ) considers these histories to be conjectural at 

best, and the "delirium tremens" of the chronicles at worst. 

The pst-Toledan chronicles are often divided into two main types: Spanish and 

Native. That is, if the -ter was not Spanish, he was mestizo and therefore capable of 

describing the Native point-of-view. However, to conflate the separate identities of 

colonial mestizos and the natives of the lnka Empire creates a misleading sense of the 

Native point-of-view. 

Friclr hfartin de Munia 

Very little is known about Martin de Munia, including his place and date of birth, 

but there is some confirmation that he was in Cuzco before 1595. His contemporary, 

Felipe Guaman Poma de Ayala, considered him to be an unworthy clergyman. and 

Murua's account certainly exhibits a curiosity for sensual matters (Porras Barrenechea 

1986:477-478). Munia was fluent in both Quechua and Ayrnara, and used information 

from the remaining khipukcrmu~voq for his account. "La Historia de los Incas" was 

written between 1590 and 1600, and by 16 16 Munia was back in Spain. It is believed 

that the original contained many illustrations, but when it was published in 16 16 they 

were missing ( Porras Barrenechea 1 986:478). M d ' s  writing is considered to be 

disorganised repetitive, contradictory, and as relaying his sense of awe at the more 

sumptuous and decorative Inka practices and the beauty of Inka women. His attention to 

detail compelled hirn to describe the intricacies of sacrifices or offerings, as he was never 
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content to describe, for example, a liama without mentioning its colow, age, and/or sex 

and how these factors influenced the rihials. Porras Barrenechea ( 1986:480) considers 

Munia's narrative to be one of the better wrïtten chronicles from a literary viewpoint and 

an admirable attempt to tell the history of the Inka fiom both male and female 

perspectives. 

In Part Three. Chapter X. M u r h  claims that the city of Qosqo had an enormous 

plaza, which had since been divided into two plazas: one side was called '-Aucaypata" 

and the other was called "Cusipata." which in his time was an Indian marketplace ( 1986 

[ 1 590]:503 ). 

In Part Two, Chapter II. Munia describes the adomrnents of the Inka palace of 

Murtqo (Ihupuc. two buildings together called Cyvmuncu.  Munia ( 1986 [ 1590]:346- 

347 ) claims that the building had two great doors: at the first door stood about two 

thousand soidiers (C:Lliiures and (-Ituci~upo~v(~' - Inkas by Privilege) on &il y rotation- 

izuarding the Inka. At the inside door stood one hundred more guards. but they were - 
Qosyo natives ( Inka). Beside this second door were the insignia of the emperor: and on 

the inside was another patio for official guests and ordinary service; beyond that was 

where the Inka iived. The walls were adorned with plaques of gold and silver, 

sometimes imbedded with precious Stones. and inside there were beautifid gardens. 

Although Muriia gïves rather detailed discussions of the festivals, offenngs and 

sacrifices of the Inka, he repeatedly claims that thev were held in the Qr~rikunchu. or 

Temple of the Sun. And although he names the "plaza of H u u c u ~ v p u ~ ~ ~ - K u ~ i p u ~ ~ .  i l  did 

not appear to have struck him as particularly important architecture in cornpanson. He 
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does mention the Kiswurkcrncha, or Temple of Wiruqochû, where a golden statue of a 

small boy was kept, but does not state where this building was (Munui ( 1986 [1590]:443- 

44). 

In surn, although certainly acknowledging and naming both the hucaypufu-  

~~m~pc i ru .  Munia creates a vague and disjointed picture of its appearance and use. In 

discussing the history of the Inka. he de--bes the magnificent palaces of Munqo 

Qhupuc. called C ~ ~ ~ r n u n c o ,  and the E;i.~wurkcrnchu, although it is dificult to determine 

eiractly where they were. Furthemore, despite his interest in inka religion. he did not 

impart any particutarly religious character to the Huucqpu~a-k'us~pil~u~ instead reserving 

that quality for the Qorikancha. 

inca Garciiaso de fa ma 

Garcilaso de Ia Vega occupies a special place in the histones of the Inka. if only 

because he has been considered one of the first mestizo chroniclers, and '-spiritually. the 

first Peruvian.-' as his writing exemplifies the synthesis of pre-contact ~ m a n r r n s z ~ w  and 

the Spanish Renaissance (Porras Barrenechea 1986391 ). His imposing narrative. --The 

Royal Commentaries of the Inca,'- speaks fiom a place of peculiar privilege: he was a 

direct descendant of the Inka, son to an Inka pnncess, Isuhel <'hrmpu O c h ,   and- 

daughter of inka ïhupaq Yupanqui, and a Spanish captain. Garcilaso de la Vega. of an 

erninent farnily of letters from Exuemadura, Spain. He was boni in Cuzco in 1539. and 

was taught by a tutor along with the mestizo children of the cmqu~srudore.~. At home, 

he spent his time with his rnother's family. some of the remaining inka nobilih. and his 

chronicle maintains a sense of nostalgia and of the profoundly sad loss of Inka traditions. 
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Yet. he also gew up with his father's fiiends, Spanish military men and the 

cony u~.~rtldnre.., until Captain GarciIaso died in 1 559, leaving young Garcilaso money to 

be educated in Spain, where he arrived in 1560 ( P o m  Banenechea 1986392493 1. 

From the age of hventy-one, the Inka Garcilaso de la Vega dedicated his life to the 

pursuit of battles. to reading and writing, and to God. He never returned to Peru. and in 

1609. at the age of seventy, Garcilaso published his history of the Inka. 

The "Royal Commentaries of the Inca" are essentially the histories of a man very 

proud of his land and of his people. Porras Barrenechea ( 1986:397-398 ) suggests that 

after arriving in Spain. Garcilaso missed the place of his childhwd. where he feit he 

belonged. and therefore always wrote of the magnificence of his homeland. Accordingly, 

Garcilaso3 narrative is cornplicated by the selective information provided by the 

remaining klixpukumqoq, the experiences of his mother's family before and afier the 

Conquest. and his own nostalgia so many years later. He writes of a city and empire as 

wondrous as any in the Classical world. and his work on the lnka provided the inspiration 

for Sir Thomas Moore's '-Utopia". His writing is a curious combination of oraI histow 

and epic poetry. 

B y far, t h r  most information pertaining direct1 y to the Huu~u~vpu~ü-Ku.~~pu~u ss 

provided bv Garcilaso de la Vega- Beginning with  a physical description. Garci iaso 

provides the names of the Spaniards who took the houses surrounding the main square, 

as well as the lnka narnes for the buildings and to which lineage they were attributed. 

Accordingly, the eastem side of the square contained "a fine hall which was used in bad 

weather as a place of assembly for festivities. It had k e n  the site of the palace of Ineu 



C.irucoc/zu, the eighth king.-. When the Spaniards entered the city, they al1 lodged in it.. . 

When 1 saw it it was covered with thatch ... [near it was the place] called Hutuncancha, 

'big ward. ' It had k e n  the site of the palace of one of the k i n g  called Inca Iirpunyu~" 

(Garcilaso de la Vega 1966 [1609] Book 7, Chapter iX:424). Garcilaso continues to 

c iaim t hat to the nonh of the square was Wuhpuncu, the "gate of the sanctuaqC a place 

beside the Wurunay River and almost parailel to the Coicampara or palaces of Manqo 

Qlzupuq; arriving from C'hinchu-vszgw. it was through this "gate" that one couid enter the 

'-sanctuary" or sacred city of Qusqu and continue direct1 y to the square. According to 

Garcilaso. moving southwards towards the square, there were two roval palaces that 

filled the whole [nonh] side o f  the square: one o f  th- to  the east o f  the other, 
was called Curacora. .'the pasrures.' for the place used to be Pasture and the square 
in front o f  it was a swamp o r  marsh until the Incas had it transfonned to  its present 
state ... The other royal palace. to the west of ('oracc)ru, was called ('assarrcr. 
-something to  fkeze. ' The name was applied to  it out o f  wonder. impiying that 
the buildinss in it were so IV-e and splendid chat anyone who ~4 on them 
attentively would be frozen with astonishment. They were the palaces o f  the 
nreat /rrcn Puchnc~rrrc ... i saw in rny tirne a p a t  pan of  the walls o f  the building - 
caiied C ' c z i s u ~ ~ ,  which were o f  fineiy worked masonry, showing it had been a 
royal dwelling as also a splendid haii which the Incas used for festivities and 
dances in rainy weather. I t  was so large chat sixty mounted men could easily 
joust with canes in it.. . In fiont of these houses, which were formerly palaces. 
stands the chief square o f  t he City called Harunipou, -terrace o r  square o f  
festivities and rejoicing.' Frorn nonh to south it would rneasure about 200 paces 
in ien& or  some 400 feet. From east t o  west, it would be a 150 paces wide as 
far as the Stream. At the end of  the square to  its south, there were two other 
royal houses. one that was near the nream, and opposite, called Amanrca~~'hu.  
' ward of the great snakes. ' It faced CUSM~JCI and was the palace o f  Huaim 
C u p c  ... 1 remember seeing still a great hall, though not so larye as that o f  
t u  I also saw there a ve- fine round tower which stood in the square 
before the house.. . East of Arnanrcat~h.. . is the suburb called Acf/ahuuc~, 
'the house o f  the chosen virgins.' where stood the convent of  the rnaidens 
dedicated to the Sun.. . (Garcilaso d e  la Vega 1966 [ 16091 Book 7, Chapter 
N:325-437). 

He elaborates on the tower in Part Two. Book One, Chapter XXXII, stating that in his 
time the 

wails were about four tirnes the height o f  a man; but its roof. made o f  the excellent 
timber thev used for their royal palaces. was so hiph that I might sa? without 



exaggeration that it equalled any tower I have seen in Spain in height. with the 
exception of the one at Seville. Its roof was rounded like the walls. and above it. 
in place of a weathervane ... it had a tall and thick pole that enhanceci its height and 
beauty. It was more t h  sixty feet in heisht inside, and was known as Sunturhuaci. 
'excellent house or rmm. ' There was no other building touching it (Garcilaso de la 
V q a  1969 [1609]:701). 

White his description of the heiçht of the building is undermined by the fact that he only 

saw it as a child, he provides a name for the tower: Suntum~c1.c.r. However, both Markham 

and Squier provide simihr descriptions of a Sun~uwusi seen at Aï%in-aro. 

Garcilaso's description both confirms and contradicts earlier histones. He 

descri bes the C~u.s.sunu, but attributes it to Inku Puchukuti, when both Pizarro and 

Sarmiento de Gamboa attributed it to W q n u  Qhupuq. He also claims that a building 

cal ied @mqora. or "the pastures." was located by the Cilssana. and was so-called 

because the area was once a swamp. further corroborating both Betanzos and Cieza de 

Leon. Garcilaso amibutes the Hatunkunchc~, also mentioned by Pizarro, to Inku 

)-upunqu~ and identifies another un-named building as beionging to lnku Wkqocltu. 

The Amurukunchu is attributed to W a y u  Qhapaq, although Sarmiento attributed it to 

Wcw'kur Inku. his son. Garcilaso further associates the Amumkunchu wi th a tower. much 

like the ones described by Estéte, and associated with the Qu-ounu by Pizarro. Again. 

Garcilaso confims the presence of the Aq/hwusi, or "House of the Chosen Women". 

Since Hnlunkancha, Amarukancha and the Aqffawu.vi comprised the southern boundary 

of the H ~ ~ L I C ~ ~ C I I C I ,  they also constituted the boundary between Hunun (Upper) and Urin 

(Lower) Qosqo, themselves belonging to Urtn QO-vqo. Finally, as did Munia before him. 

Garcilaso de la Vega provides a name for the great square: "Haucaipata,'* or square of 

festivities and rejoicing. 



Afier providing a description of the buildings to the east of the Wulunuy River, 

Garcilaso continues with a description of what lay to the West: 

To the West of the stream is the square called Cmstpzu~. 'the terrace of pleasure 
and joy ' In Inca times the two squares were one. the whole Stream was covered 
with broad beams, and great flags were laid over them to make a floor. for so many 
lords of vassals raliied to the  chief festivals perforrned in honor of the Sun that 
there was no room for them in the main square; it was therefore extended with 
another and rather smaller space ... To the West of the stream the Inca kinss had 
r a i d  no buildings. and there was nothing but the outer ring of suburbs. The space 
had been kept for fùture kimp to build their palces as had been done in the past- 
for thou* it is tnie chat successors inherited their predecessors' palaces. th- aiso 
had a new one built for themselves to add to their geatness and majesty and 
perpetuate thtir names as builders ... In my time Indian men and women drove a 
miserable trade there. banerins \rinous objects one for anorher (GarciIaso de la 
Vega 1966 [ 16091 Book 7, Chapters !U:428). 

Again. Garcilaso confirms Munia's narne for the square to the West  of the river. the 

Kuvrpuru. and funher points out that in lnka times, the squares were one. According to 

Garcilaso. within the square. the canalised Watamy River was covered with timber and 

Stone in order to facilitate the passage between the two halves. In Holguin's ( 1989 

[1608]: 155) dictionary, the word immediately following his definition of "Haucaypata" is 

'-Yccussipata;" since "y*' in Spanish means "and" in English, this suggests that the whole 

square was actually named "Haucqpara-Kuïrparo". The definition for --Yccussipata" is 

the --othei' square where militaty displays and battles took place: and "cussi" is defined 

as joyous and considered synonymous with "ataü or "ataucay,.' which refer to the bliss 

of banles and other serious and iaudable thinçs or practices (Hoiguin 1989 [ 1608]:36 and 

56).  When Garcilaso daims that the Ku.sipata was smaller than the Huucqvpcfu. h e  

appears to have ignored that his father-s home was built on top of the  husipum. which, 

along with other Spanish buildings, resulted in a significant reduction of the open area 

during colonial times. 



Like the writers before him, Garcilaso's history also focussed on the activities 

which took place inside the Hauccrypara-hipara during Inka times. In Book Six, 

Chapters XX through XXICI, Garcilaso (1969 [1609]) describes the -'principal feast of the 

Sun,-' or inrr Ruynr, which celebrated the June solstice. On the first day of the festival, 

the Inca went out at daybreak accompanied by his whole Ln. They departed in 
due order. each according to his age and rad .  to the main square of the city called 
Haucaipata. There they waited for the sun to ri= and stood with base fea 
attentively gazin9 toward the m.. . The m r m -  [[Iords] who were not of the royal 
blood went to another square next to the main one. cailed Cussipata where thcy 
worshipped the Sun in the same way as the Incas" (Garcilaso de la Vega 1969 
[1609]:358). 

Afier the lnta invited his kin to drink. the lnka "poured the contents of the vessei in his 

right hand. which \vas dedicated to the Sun. into a gold basin. and from the basin it 

flowed dong a beautitùlly made stone-work channel which ran fiom the square to the 

House of the Sun [Qorikonclur] .. . From the vessel in his le fi hand the Inca swallowed a 

draught. which was his portion. and then shared what was lefi among the other Incas ... 

The rest of the cirrucu.~ [lords] in the other square drank the  same brew prepared by the 

women of the Sun. but not of the part that was sanctified which was reserved for the 

Incas" (Garcilaso de la Vega 1 969 [ 1 6091 :359). Afier this ceremony. everyone 

procerded in order to the Qor~hnchu, and '-two hundred steps before they reached it thcy 

removed their shoes. with the exception of the king who on1 y took them off at ihc ven, 

door of h e  temple" (Garcilaso de la Vega 1969 [ 1609]:359). Afier the offenngs to the 

Sun were performed. they retumed in order to their two squares. where the Inka piests 

sacrificed black llamas in an attempt to divine the coming year. The animal's entrails 

were used to predict good or bad fonune. as '-the things they feared were bitter wars. the 
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stenlity of their crops, the death of their sheep [llarnas 1, and similar evils" (Garcilaso de 

la Vega 1969 [1609]:362). Then "al1 the meat for the sacrifice was bumt kmked] in 

public in the two squares and shared [eaten] among al1 those who had been present at the 

festivip: Incas, curucusT and cornmon people, according to their rank" (Garcilaso de la 

Vega 1 969 [ 1609]:362). 

At least in the case of h i  Hrr_Mnz, Garcilaso describes the Haucqvpata-Ku-wputa 

as hierarchically ranked. since Inka participants remained in the Hcrucqpu~u side. while 

local lords (kuruqu-v) and cornmoners remained in the Km-rpru side. I f  the HLIucqmfu 

!vas indeed Hcrnrrn. or upper, and the K u v p ~  was I/rrn, or lower. then this dividing line 

was almoa perpendicular to the dividing line between Humn and ( h n  Qosqo. The 

point of intersection or the pivot, would have been located within the Huucui.putu- 

Kusipufuri. possibl y where the roads to Kunri.wyu and Anfrsyu intenected with the 

IVurcrnuv River. Lt may have even been marked by the usnu Stone described by Betanzos. 

Cieza de Leon and Pizarro. or by the Suntunvasi described by Estéte. Pizarro and 

Garcilaso. Holguin ( 1989 [ 1608]:99) defines "chaupi" as the middle, or centre of things. 

spaces. and tirnes. In Garcilaso's histoiy. the Huucuypu~u-Kusipuru is alluded to as the 

clru u pi of iruwun f insuyu. 

Unli ke wme previous historians. Garcilaso discusses the huurochtcf) festival. 

where young Inka males had their ears pierced, without claiming that any associated 

activities took place in the square. The third main festival he describes is 

"Cusquieraimi." which -ïook place after the sowing and when the rnaize had appeared. 

Many lambs. barren ewes. and rams were offered up to the Sun. with prayers that he 
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should not send fiost to spoil the maize ..." (Garcilaso de la Vega 1969 [ l6O9]:4 12). He 

\vas likely referring to Qhapc Raymi, the celebration of the December solstice. Again, 

Gardas0 does not locate the festivities in the square, but describes the festival as much 

like that of lnri k q m i ,  and it is possible they were celebrated in the same places. 

However. Garcilaso aiso States that, "sufice it to say that all such celebrations took place 

in the temple of the Sun. like the main festival. though the others were done with much 

less ceremony and solemnity and without going out into the marketplace" (Garcilaso de 

la Vega 1 969 [ 1 6O9]:4 12). Perhaps the confusion stems fiom Garcilaso's inabii ity to 

represent the "important" rituals occumhg anywhere but the (_lonkuncjtu: for h m  a 

temple was more monumental than an open space. 

The final celebration considered to be most important by Garcilaso \vas the Smu 

festival, which '-waç celebrated with geat rejoicing by everyone for it represented the 

expulsion from the city and its district of al1 the diseases and other ills and troubles that 

man can suffer. It was like the explanaîion of the anrient F p n c ,  whrn t!~ey pclrified 

themselves" (Garcilaso de la V e g  1969 [ 1609]:4 13). At one point, the lnka emerged 

from L~uq.~awumun ca-ing a spear and ran downhi 1 l t o  the Huuc~p(~~u-Kur~pu~u 

brandishing his spear. as in times of banle. In the square he met four rnembers of the 

royai family and 

he touched the spears of the four Indians with his own. and told them that the 
Sun had bidden them to  go forth as his messengers to expel the diseases and other 
ills there rnight be in the city and its neighborhood. The four lncas ran down the 
four royal highways leading out o f  the city to the four quarters of the world. which 
they cailed Tahuantinsuyu ... The messmgers ran with their spears a quarter of  a 
league out o f the  city. where four other Incas, not o f  the royal blood. bu1 lncas by 
privilege. took the spears and ran another quarter o f  a league. and handed [hem to 
others. and so on until they were five or six leagues from the c i ~ .  where the spears 
were stuck in the ground as a barrier to  prevent the ills fiom re-entering the area 
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fiom which they had been banishcdw (Garcilaso de fa Vega 1%9 [1609]:4 144  15). 

In the Situa festival descri bed by Garcilaso, the Haucoypta-Kusipata is the place 

entered by the lnka and exited by the first set of runners. It remains a place of privilege, 

as only the lnka and runners from the nobility enter and leave corn this point; the farther 

the runners travel fiom this centre point, the farther they are socially removed, as the 

following sets of ninners are Inka-by-Privilege and perhaps even non-Inka. It is again 

unclear where the subsequent offerings and sacritices were made, and if they took place 

in the Haucqpatu-Kusipata, who participated. However, it is 1 ikely that al1 four 

festivals described by Garcilaso contained rituals performed in the area 

In sum, Garcilaso de la Vega's history expands the image of the Haucqputa- 

Kuslputa by both corroboraihg and contradicting previous histones. No other chronicle 

provides such a detailed description of the buildings surrounding the Haucqpara. and 

Garcilaso stresses the comection between buildings and lineages, although there appears 

to be Iittle consensus between the chronicles as to which buildings belonged to which 

lineages. He describes the Sunturwu.~~, or round tower, and like Pizarro, mentions a basin 

which drains to the QoriRancha, again establishing two vertical elements within the 

horizontal space. Pizarro connects that basin to the pointed Stone earlier described by 

Betanzos, and called an usnu by Albornoz. In this way, the Huucuypatu is connected to 

the L)orhnchu by an underground pipe, and the mediating point between the two is the 

pillarhasin or usnu, again reiterating the importance of waterworks and religion in the 

area, as well as portraying the Haucoypau-Kusipcr~u as the middle, or joining-point 

between the people and the gods. 
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Garcilaso's descriptions of the four main lnka festivals also supports this image 

of the Haucuvpata-Kavipara s e ~ n g  to integrate, or join, the people together, as well as 

joining the people and the cosmos. Holguin ( 1989 [ I608:342) defines "tincu'- as the 

joininy of two things; tinkuy is also the name given to ritual battles, which are associated 

with the Kusipata. Furthemore, Garcilaso's descriptions of the ways people were 

organised within the area suggests that this inteption did not atternpt to dissolve sociaf 

boundanes, but rather to reiterate thern through public displav. If the two halvesof the 

square were indeed hierarchically ranked, then the distinction between Hurzun ( upper) 

and Iirin (lower) is spatially perpendicular to the bi-partite q I l u  division constituting 

Hunun and Urin Qasqo. The pivot created by this intersection would have fallen within 

the Huucuyputu-KusiptuT l i kel y marked by the wnu Stone. And final 1 y, Garci h o  

repeatedly descnbes the square as the place entered or exited before performing other 

rites at the (lorikcmchcr or other wukus (sacred placesj within and surrounding the city. 

As with others before him. the prominence attributed to the Qorrkancha in these 

festivals. at least in part reflects Garcilaso's (Westem) association between "importance" 

and the monumental status of the Temple. The Houcayputa-Kmrpatu seems to have 

struck him as "empty" space. and comparatively, of only ephemeral significance in these 

celebrations. 

Juan de Santacm: Pachacuti Yamqui 

Santacniz Pachacuti Yamqui was a full-blood Quechua Native. bom and mised in 

Cuzco. His narrative, although glossed in Westem and Catholic terms. is panly bilingual 

(Quec h ua-Spanish ) and maintains an acceptance of the wonderous so c haracteristic of 
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Inka epistemology as we have corne to know it (Porras Barrenechea I986:SU). His 

descriptions of Inka religion are reminiscent of the syttcretism between Inka and Catholic 

beIiefs during the colonial period, and his political histories are almost surreal. 

Pac hacuti Yamqui makes little reference to the Hrrucayputu-Kus~pu~u, but does 

daim that in the time of the fifih ruler, Qhapuc Iupnqur, the Inka joumeyed to Lake 

Titicaca in order to see where the Creator G d ,  Tonapa. had originated. While there they 

iocated a fieshwater spnng within the rock, and called the water "cupcchunu 

yu~vprstrrocuno,~' or crystaline water which makes one powerfÙI: it was used to anoint 

(_)hupuc ).'upunyur '.Y newborn son In&u Koq 'a, who later became the sixth Inlia d e r .  

Pachacuti Yamqui concludes this discussion by claiming that in later times. the Inka 

collected some of that water and kept it in a "corrccucco" or flask-like container made of 

gold and lead, which was kept in the "middte of the plaza of Cuzco, called Haocaypata 

Cuçcapata, [thereby] honouring the water touched by Tonupu" (Santa Cruz Pachacuti 

Yamqui 1927 [ 16 131: 167 rranslarron mrne). 

Pachacuti Yamqui hrther claims that in Thupciy lnka Ii~punqui 's time. afier 

"uaracauacos" (likely the ritual batties of the huaroch~co celebration) and the singing of 

huvllr (songs of triumph), the men marched to the Qonkunchu and shortly thereafier "the 

captains came forth by the other door [of the Qorikunch?] to the square of Haocaypata 

and Cuçipata" (Santa Cruz Pachacuti Yamqui 1927 [16 13 1: 194 rruns/u~ron mrne). In the 

square, Thupaq lnka hpunqur sat wi th his brother and fat her, M a  Puchukut~. al l three 

displaying the insignia of rovalty as they took their places on golden seats. In the end. 

they celebrated the festival of Qhapq  IZqmr. 



For Pachacuti Yamqui, the Haucuypa~u-Kusiputa is referred to in the singular, 

a g i  n suggesting that the two parts formed a whole. His description of sacred water from 

Titicaca in the Huucu~putu and Kuisp~u serves to connect the image of the square with 

water brought fiom the origin place of the first peoples. And again, Pachacuti Yamqui 

associates the square with solernn festivals like the huurochico (Inka rite of male 

passage) celebration and Q h p q  R-r. The Hmc~pata-Kusrpata is described as a 

place where the nobility celebrated in "traditional" Eumpean regal fashion: welldressed 

men on golden seats, watching their Young men become "knights." 

Felipe Guamrrn Poma de A-vaia 

Guaman Porna de Ayala was also a selfdescribed full-blood Native. boni in 1567 

to the royal lineage of YutoviIcus in Huiinuco, subject to, but pre-existing the Inkas. 

Under lnku Thupoq Yupanqui. the ancient Yaroviicus were conquered and bestowed 

many privileges in the empire. He wote his profusely illustrated narrative. "Nueva 

Cronica y Buen Gobierno." in Quechua and Spanish. But not to be confùsed with the 

Inka. Guaman Poma defrnitely writes from the position of a Native in colonial Peru. His 

sources of information derived from both persona1 and famil y histones conceming the 

Inka. 

Guaman Poma ( 1980 [16 1 5]:398) describes the Great City of Cuzco. and in h i s  

i 1 1 ustration draws the Huucu-vpufu-Kus~putu as they appeared in his time. Although 

laclii ng accurate spatial perspective. the Huucayputu-Ku.wputu is clearl y visible. divided 

by the fitonuy River and depicted as two plazas separated by Spanish constructions. 

However. beyond that. he makes linle reference to the plaza. One of his illusrrations of 
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the festivals names the Houcqpa~u as the place where celebrations and sacrifices were 

made (Guaman Poma 1980 [ f 6 1 5]:227). When he discusses the royal palaces, he also 

presents a drawing of the Huucuypcr, including the Cuyusmunco and Sun~urwu-vz 

( Guaman Poma 1 980 [16 1 51236: see Fi yre 33 ). In short, the greatest contribution 

Guaman Poma makes to the reconstruction of the Huucqpora-Kuwputa are his excellent 

drawings of the area and of the celebratiom which tmk place there. 

Father Bernabé Cobo 

Bemabé Cobo was a Jesuit priest and historian extraordinaire. Whether Cobo 

was writing a general history of the New World or one of the Inka, his work is the 

monumental synthesis of one hundred years of colonisation. Born in 1580 in Lopera 

(Jaén), Spain, Cobo arrived in the Indies at sixteen years of age. He spent twenty vears in 

Mexico and forcy years in Peru before his death lPorras Barrenechea 1986509 ). In 16 10 

he interviewed the descendants of Cuzco cclciyues, and visited the temples. reyucs. and 

H ~ G C I ~  in the area. Cobo also read the earlier chronicles and rnakes extensive use of them 

in his o~vn account: if not directly citing earlier authors, his work has been assumed to 

reiterate unidentified ancbor unpublished manuscripts (Rowe 19792). His investigations 

resulted in the "History of the Inca Empire'' and "Inca Religion and Customs," both 

finallv completed in 1653. A great naturalist. Cobo strove to cstegorise everything he 

encountered and leamai, from strange plants and animals to strange peoples and 

custorns. Interestingl y, Porras Barrenechea ( 1 9865 1 3 ) considers Cobo's witi ng to 

refiect the preoccupations of the Toredan chroniclers, despite arriving in Peru twenty 

years after Viceroy Toledo had left. However, his work is ciassified here as Post- 
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Toledan due to its tirne of wrïting and publication; likely, his heavy rel iance on earlier 

narratives is what gives his work a more Toledan quality. Cobo conccdes a four-hundred 

year history for the inka and amibutes their expansion to the final years before invasion. 

However, he remains a pessimist conceming the pst and potential ofthe Natives. and 

considers them barbarian at best and animals at worst. Cobo describes the rule of the 

Inka as completely tyrannical and akin to slavery, and their religion as ludicrous 

superstition. And yet one cannot help but sense an animism or vitality in what h e  

descnbes, as he lends a sense of raw sentiment to his subjects. 

In '-Inca Religion and Customs," Cobo provided a list of over three hundred 

shrines in inka Qosqo. These wakos or sacred places, were located along the zeuue lines 

radiating out fiom the Qorikunchu. There were four main sections to this radial pian. 

CO rresponding to the four quarters of the Ern pire: C.'h~nchay.qw, Kunriszqm, Q~~Iic~suyu 

and Anrisyu. In tum, each of these sections was divided into Qoliunu (Inka). P q u n  

(Inka and non-Inka)- and Callao (non-hka) segments, denoting which social group was 

responsible for the maintenance of the w a h  on each =que line. The Haucqpuru- 

Ku.vzputu was located within the areas covered by the Chinchqsuyu, Kuntmqw. and 

Cobo ( 1 990a [ 1 6531) l ists at least eight wakm associated with the Haucqpafa- 

h'wrporu. The fifth zequcz in the direction of Chinchu~v.vup was considered (h-vuo- and 

the ten wakas on this line were therefore maintained by non-lnka peoples. They are 

descri bed as fol lows: 

f C h-521 The second pmca was a temple named Pucamarca which was the house which 
beloiipj to the Licentiate [Antonio] de la Gama; in it was an idol o f  the Thunder 



[Ch-5:4] The founh guacu was the main square. named Aucaypata which is also the main 
square at the present time. In it was made the  universal çocrifice for the Sun and 
the rest of the g744ca.s. and the sacrifice was taken to the other pans of the kinsdom- 
It was a very venerated place. 

[C h-5 : 51 The fi lt h gwcu was a b r h o  narned Coracora. in which Inca Yu parqui used to s k p .  
which is where the cabiido [municipal council] houses are now. This said Inca ordered 
worship of that place and buming of clothing and sheep [Ilamaialpacas] in it. and so 
it was done (Cobo I9Wa [1653]:57). 

The second w u h ,  Pucamurca, may have been Kiswu~kanchn~ or the Temple of 

Wrccyochu described by Molina. The fourth wuku was the Haucqpatu itself. which was 

a venerated place to make sacrifices and fiom there, distribute thern to the four quarters 

of the empire. Accordingiy. it was the "empty" space, or the earth itself. which was 

waku. The fifth waku was a buhicl (house) called Corucora, which belonged to fnku 

Puchuk~i I-upanqui. as also described by Garcilaso. All three wukus were considered to 

be on Pqvcrn, or non-tnka zeques. 

The sixth C Yiinchqsqm zeque was cal led QoIlanu, and it had eleven wukus 

maintained by the Inka nobility. The wukus of interest to this thesis are described as 

fol lows: 

[C h-6:2j The second gaca was named Pucamarca [src; probably for Quishuarcancha]; 
it was a house or  temple designated for the sacrifices of the Pachayachachic 
[CreatorIWiraqocha] in which children were sacrificed and everything else. 

[Ch-6131 The third guaca was called nan, which means mad. It was in the plaza where 
one took the road for Chinchavsuyu. Universal sacrifice was made at it for 
travelers, and so the road in question would always be whole and would not 
crumble and fall. 

[C h-6:4] The fourth paca had the name of Guayra and was in the doorway of Cajana. 
At it sacrifice was made to the wind ço that ir would not do damage. and a pi1 
had been made there in which the sacrifices were buried. 

[Ch-6: 51 The filth puxa was the palace of  Guayna Capac named Cajana. within which 
was a lake named Titticocha which was an important shrine and at which r e a t  
sacrifices were made (Cobo 1990a [ i  653 1%). 



Again, Cobo mentions Pucomarca, or the Temple of the Creator Wiroqoch 

(Pachuyuchuchic). If he was indeed refemng to Kiswarkancha, then it was likely an 

important wuku. as the C.ùpuyoch sacrifice of children was only performed on the most 

crucial occasions. Cobo ( 1990b [1653]: 134) claims that Pachokuti inka built the Creator 

( Ctircryochcr) a temple called Kwarkanch  and in it he placed an image of the dei-: 

it was made of gold. the size of a ten-year-old boy. the shape of a shining man 
standing upright with his risht arm r a i d .  his hand almon closed. and his thumb 
and first finger held up. like a person who is giving a command. 

The founh and fifih wuhs  are both associated with the Qasana. or palace of W q n u  

Qhupug. The fourth wuku was a shrine to the Wind with a pit for offerings in the 

doorway of Qu.vunu; the fi* was Qus-ana itself. and specifically a sacred body of water 

located within the palace. I t  was called Titiqocha or. as Holguin ( 1989 [1608]:3341 

de fines "titi" as lead, the "Leaden Lake7'. These three wakas were considered Qoliana. 

and thereby were maintained by the Inka. 

The eighth Cvhinchrryszyu zeque was called P q a n ,  and the thirteen wukus on this 

line were maintained by Inka and non-lnka peoples. Two wuku.s of interest are described 

as follows: 

[Ch-8:3] The third ~ O C Q  was a fountain named Aucaypata [Paccha]. which was next to 
where the  house of the  municipal çouncil is now In it the pnests of Chuailla 
said that the Thunder bathed. and they made up a thousand other absurdities 

[Ch-841 The founh p c a  was called Cugitalis; it was flat place where the house of Garcilaso 
was built. The on@n they tell was that Guayna Capac dept there and drearned that a 
cenain war was cominy. Because il aftrrwitrd came io pus. hr ordered that that place 
be venerated (Cobo 1990a [ 1653]:60). 

The third wuku describes what may have been one of the few vertical elements within the 

horizontal space of the Houcuypou-KUFI~IU. According to Rowe ( 1990:94) there are no 
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other descriptions in the chronicles of this fountain, so very iittle is known beyond 

Cobo's comments. The fourth wah is the only one securely located within the Kmiparo 

(where Garcilaso's house was built) and appears to have k e n  a particular spot where 

W*qnu Qhupuq had a prophetic dream. It  is possible that he slept in a building there, but 

since no buildings have ever been described as having occupied the Kuwpum, he l i kely 

siept in a temporary shelter or even the open air. The prophecy of war serves to funher 

connect the Kuwputu with the bliss of battles implied by its narne. These two wukus 

were considered PuIIvun, or on Inka and non-Inka zeques. 

Finally, in the fifth A n t ; . ~ ~  zeque, named P q u n  (Inka and non-Inka), \vas the 

fol lowing waka: 

[An-5: 1 ] The first was a stone named Lisno. which was in the square of Hunn Aucaypata: 
this was the first guaca to which thoçe who were c1rejcme.s made offzring 
(Cobo 1990a [1653]:66). 

The mention of the usnu in the "square of Hurin [lower] Aucaypata" is a bit perplexing. 

By Cobo's time. the image of the uwu in the Huucqypuru-KUVI~CIICI is well-established in 

the witten histories of the Inka. However, Cobo ( 1990a [1653]: 154) also claims that the 

Hirrrnuucuvputu '-was located ai the edge of town on the road to Callao [ C ) O ~ u . r ~ ] " .  It 

is confusing as to why Cobo would describe the place as on the way to Q o l l c r s ~ z r .  when 

he had l isted it as a w u h  on the Anr;.vzgw zeque. The a r a  he descri bes is usual l y refemed 

a- 

to as Rirnuc Pampa. a "square" (pampa) where oracles were heard (from --rrrnac. or 

"talking"). He claims that this is where lnka coronations took place. instead of in the 

Huucuputu-Kuvipu~u as Betanzos claims. On the other han4 Urin Huucuvputu could 

also refer to the section of the Hrrucuyputu falling in Urin (Lower) Qosqr,, which 



comprised the buildings of Ammkanchrr, the AqIIawasi and Hatunkancha. 

Unfortunately, there is no indication in the chronicles as to precisely where the usnu 

Stone was located in the square; perhaps i t could have been close to one of the above 

buildings. Regardless, the concept of m u  is broad enougb to incorporate a portable 

bench or throne which may have been camed to W m c  Pampa, or even a carved stone 

usnu found there as well, as Qosqo was known to contain more than one urnu (Zuidema 

1983b). 

With the exception of the last wuku described, ail of the inka shrines related to 

the H~ucu~vpu~u-Ku~~pa~a were among the C h Ï n c h q s y  q u e  1 ines. They aiso 

represent Qoliuna (Inka), Puyan (Inka and non-Inka). and Calho (non-lnka) social 

divisions, suggesting that the Huucqvpatu-Kusipta was a dynamic (in the sense of 

continual maintenance) sacred place for al1 the people of Îmuntinsqu. According to 

Cobo, not only was the Huucaypu~u-Kuçipufa itself a wuku, but there were wukLIs located 

in the surrounding buildings and even in places within the open area. This description 

adds a sense of sacredness and fullness of space that is lacking in most early colonial 

descriptions of the Huucclypatu-Ku~ipatu. 

Cobo ' s remaining accounts of the Huucuyputcr-Kusiparu are incorporated in his 

discussions of Inka festivals and "idolatries". Like other historians before him. Cobo 

relates his version of how the Inka worshipped their ancestors. He claims that the 

rnumrnies were arnuiged according to their senionty in the Haucqvpaa-Kuviprrr. where 

the inka would make many offerings, including pouring chichu "over a round stone id01 

iocated in the centre of the square. There was a small reservoir made around the stone 
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where the chicho fiitered through certain hidden drains. Nonnaliy, this stone was 

covered with a sheet of gold thnt fit entirely over it, and in addition there was a kind of 

round buhio or hut made of woven fibres; it was used to cover the stone at night" (Cobo 

1990a [1653]:40). This description of the usm is almost identical to that of Pizarro, and 

was most likel y borrowed. 

Cobo goes on to write about the regular, or monthly. festivlls of the inka The 

first month, Rqvmi, was when the inka celebrated the December solstice with Qhc~paq 

liLrymi and the huorochico rite of male passage. According to Cobo, the Inka forced ail 

non-Qosqo residents to ieave the city for the duration of this celebration. During the 

festival, in the square sat statues of Wiraqocha, inti (the Sun), Quilla (the Moon). and 

Uiapa (Thunder), as well as the mummified Inka ancestors. One hundred llamas fiom 

the four SV or quarters of the empire were sacrificed on the first day, and many others 

throughout the duration. The Haucqpotu-Kusiputu is described as the place where the 

young men congregated to begin their rites of passage, always returning to the square 

between activities to perfom certain offerings, dance and sing. The Qhapaq I ? q m i  

festival was supposed to have lasted the entire month (Cobo 1990a [ 16531: 1 26- 1 34 ). 

According to Cobo ( 1 W O a  [ 16531: 135- 138) in the second month, called Cumuy, 

the Inka gathered in the Haucaypatu-Kusipata to make offerings to Wiraqochu and lnti 

(the Sun), again sacrificing more than one hundred Ilamas of specific colour. More 

offerings and sacrifices were made there at the times of the new and fÙlI moons. The 

peopie performed dances and sang and drank for many days, and iinkuy or ritual battles 

took place between the orejones of Hunan and U-zn Qosqo. And again, the area is 
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described as a point of entq fiom, and departure to, rites murring in other locations. 

Cobo claims that these celebrations and offerings to Wiraqocho were established by Inka 

I'uchuk~li and the people followed his directions and made offerings to him as well. 

Concerning the festivals and sacrifices of the following four months, Cobo claims 

that in the third month, called Haiun Puqgv, the Inka gathered in the square to sacrifice 

another ditierently coloured group of a hundred Ilamas. Afier other offerings, the peopl~ 

proceeded to their a_micultural fields, and "they begged the Sun to help them work their 

fields so the crops would be go&" ( IWOa [ 16531: 139). When this was done, they began 

working the fields. Cobo mentions nothing for the fourth month, but writes that in the 

fi fth month. Ariguaquiz, in order to make the maize seeds develop, another hundred 

1 lamas were sacrificed. and the llamas which had k e n  part of the Q h p u y  Rqvmr festival 

were kept in the square. The pnests fed them chicha, and the animals would knock over 

the jars and spi11 it on the gound. thereby making offerings in their own name. During 

the period of the festival, in the square was placed the sunturpaucar. a --staff covered 

from top to bottom with small feathers of different colours: three of the feathers rose 

from the top. It was one of the royal symbols of the Inca" (Cobo 1990a Il653 1: 139,226). 

The sixth month was called Hurun C q u i ,  and a hundred llamas were sacrificed in the 

square for the celebration of A-vmoray. or the rnaize harvest. Ceremonies to Murnu.~uru, 

or Mother Maize, included going to the fields to begin the harvest and returning to the 

square for @mes and dancing (Cobo 1990a [ 16531: 140- 14 1 1. 

Continuing with the sacritices and festivals of the seventh, eighth and ninth 

months, Cobo writes that in Aucay Czcci, the people would celebrate Infi Ha_vmi- 
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commemorating the June solstice. Again, a hundred llama were sacrifice4 and while 

Cobo states that the festivities took place in various locations, everyone retumed to the 

H u ~ ~ ~ u ~ v p u t ~ - ~ ~ p u t u  for the concluding celebrations (Cobo 1 990 [ 1 6531: 1 42- 1 43). 

According to Cobo, the eighth month was called C a h a  Nuarquis, and many sacrifices 

and offerings were made to the w u h v  associated with water sources. He claims these 

ntuals were established by the second f n h  Roq a when he wught to establish irrigation 

for Qosqo. After these offerïngs were made, the people "busied themsefves with 

repairing the irrigation ditches" (Cobo IWOa [1653]: 143). In the ninth month, Yipaquis, 

another hundred llamas were sacrificed in the square, and the festival of Guqum.  

complete with dancing, was held to ask for an abundant year. Before sowing, sacrifices 

were made in the fields to the Frost, the Wind and the Sun "and to al1 things that seemed 

to them capable of making their sown fields grow or capable of harming hem" (Cobo 

1990a [ 16531: 144). Afier the completion of these festivities the people went to do their 

farming. 

According to Cobo ( 1990a [ 16531: 145- 148). in the tenth month, called C àpac 

li-1, the solemn S;~ULI festival was performed in Qosqo. This festival fell at the 

beginning of the rainy season, and the people made ofFerings to Wwuqochu in order to 

cleanse the empire and her peoples of sickness, disaster and misfortune for the corning 

year. Cobo claims that al1 peopie fiom the provinces, and any residents of Qosqo who 

had physical defects, were forced to leave the city. One of the rites taking place in the 

square is described as follows: 

. . .tiom More the time that the new moon appeared, a goodly number of 
lndians arrned for war according to their customs. with spears in their hands. 



were at the Square of Coricancha, and likewise in the Main Square there were 
people ready for war. four hundred of them. divided into four troops around a 
certain font which was WC. This was the font into which they poured the 
beverages offered zs a sacrifice. These troops were tiom diffierent l i n q e s  of 
the natives o f  Cuzco. and the members of each troop stood facing the direction 
in which he would have to run. This corresponded to the four quarters of the 
world.. . (Cobo 199ûa [1653]: 146). 

Afier the runners finished their relays out of the city, further sacrifices were made to the 

statues of  Infi (the Sun), Qudfa (the Mwn), and Ma (Thunder), as well to as the ancestor 

mummies in the square. Afier the sacred objects had been put away, the people who 

would had lefi the city were allowed to r e m  with unblemished livestock from each of 

the four szqus. These animals were sacrificed in the Huucayputu-KzLsrparcr. and their 

inflated lungs were used to divine the coming year (Cobo 1990 116531: 148). 

Concerning the festivals of the last two months, Cobo ( 1990 [1653]: 149- 150) 

writes that in the eleventh month, Harun Raymi Pachayquiz, '-the ordinary sacrifice of 

one hundred sheep [Ilamas] was made". I f  there was no min, additional sacrifices of 

Ilamas and offenngs of chrcha were made. The women oçcupied themselves, 

presumabl y sometimes in the Haucaypra-Kusiparo, prepating for the upcoming 

huuroclzico festival and the men completed the tasks assigned by the Inka. Cobo 

concludes his account with the las  month, called Ayamarca, when another hundred 

IIamas were sacrificed with the usual solemnity. The young men preparing for the 

Huarochico festival made sacrifices to certain wukas outside the city, practised their 

exercises and dances in the square, and (rnay have) held great celebrations reserved only 

for the residents of Qosqo, called Itu Roymi. The two moieties, Hunun and Urrn, 

sacrificed four Ilamas each "when it rained too much or very little or when there was a 
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plague" (Cobo 1990 [1653]: 150). Wicn thcse sacrifices were cornpleted people were 

allowed to return to the city for more festivities in the Haucayapra and Kwrpara. 

Cobo also rnakes brief mention of the types of ceremonies held at no specifk or 

reguIar time, but rather when the circurnstance arose, such as in the death of the lnka and 

the coronation of the new Inka, or in times of dire need such as the /ru festival mentioned 

above and the human sacrifice C..apaqoch (Cobo 1990a 1 16531: 15 1 - 152 ). Cobo States 

that these festivals were either entirely restricted to the Inka nobiiity, or to the residents 

of Qclsqo, or if declared '-general" by the Inka, open to everyone in Tüwanrmsgvzc. While 

each had sacrifices, offerings. and dancing in the Huuccrypafu-KuvipufuI only the general 

celebrations would have brought al1 of the people of the Empire to the Great Square. 

Finally. whiIe Cobo ( 1990a [1653]) discusses both inka burials and coronations. 

none of his account locates any activities in the Hau~a~vpata-Kuvipata- If nothing else, 

the lineages who had palaces along the boundary would have entered the area to go 

anywhere else. Like other Catholic writers interested in the religion of the Inka, Cobo 

devotes several chapters to the Qorihnchu, or Temple of the Sun and the Aqllmu-SI. or 

House of the Chosen Women. I f  the histoncal descriptions are accurate. one would have 

passed between the Aqlluwusi and Amuruhnchu, leaving the Huucqvpcicu to am-ve at the 

Qorrkancha. The Haucayputa-Kusipata were therefore indirectly connected to the 

@rik<rnchu, and the "cloisters" of aqliuku~w (pung women) and m m k u n u  (ma~ons) 

serving the Sun (see Figure 34). Many, if not all. of the rites perfomed in the 

Qorihnchu involved passing through the Huuc~putu-Kt~viputu~ and usual l y concl uded 

there with general festivities. 
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In summary, Cobo's religious perspective and his heavy reliance on the work of 

earlier chroniclers creates a sense of Mtality and resonance lacking in many of the 

Spanish histories of the Mm The Huucayp~u-Kmipta emerges as not merely 

religious, but as the sensuous, animated expressions of a living entil. The sense of 

sacredness, or w a h ,  is equally applied to Water, Earth. and the buildings and actions of 

people. Daily maintenance and regular festivities celebrated the wakas of the 

Huucqpata-Kusipuza. In his narration, Cobo creates the area as one where the whole 

people of ï i n u a n ~ i m ~  merge with, or join the cosmos (Wiroqocho, h i ,  Quilia. Iiia. 

Puc~zumarnu, Mamaqocha, etc. ) through celebration, and emerge again. There is also a 

sense of balance implied by the exchanges made not just in the square but actualiy with 

the Huucaypata-Kusipatu- Cobo's narrative is the culmination of over one hundred years 

of writing about the "Great SquareVof inka -o. His writing incorporates the views of 

conquistudores, soidiers, administraton and other priests. For him, the Inka practices in 

the Haucqpara-Kusipra may have k e n  heathen or barbarian, but nonetheless 

aesthetically and sensuously charge4 if not actually "living". 

Conclusion 

Despite the diversity of perspectives and interests represented in the Spanish 

colonial chronicles, a cohesive sense of how they perceived the Hauc~parrr-KUYI~UIU 

emerges from their narratives. With the exclusion of the soldier eyewitnesses of Inka 

Qosqo. al l the c hroniciers presented above wrote about a complex that "used to be". 

With few exceptions, these writers would have walked across the much smaller colonial 
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P f c u  de A r m a  in Cuzco, sunounded by merchant's shops and shaded by the Cathedra1 

(see Figure 35). They would have also sem remnarsts of Inka buildings supporting those 

of the Spanish, just as one may see today (see Figures 36 and 37). And while they stood 

on the same ground, they created a distinct impression of the Haucuypata-Kusipafa as 

very different fiom the Pfoio de Armas they hew. The chroniclen may have viewed the 

area as open or empty space, but their narratives reveal the Haucuypata-Kmipata with a 

fullness of meaning suggestive of monumental space. 

Considering the space of the Haucuypara-Kzcsiputu, the colonial chronicles 

describe an open area, but one which unites the elements of eanh, water, and sky. The 

Watanay River runs through the centre of the Haucqpta-Kmipata, dividing it into two 

unequal halves (see Fi-wes 26,27 and 38). The entire area was levelled and the soi1 

replaced with consecrated sand fiom the Pacific Coast, hundreds of kilometres away, and 

then paved with stone. Underground pipes channelied liquids tiom the usnu stone to the 

Qorikancha, or Temple of the Sun. Sacred fountains and other bodies of water were 

loçated in the open a r a  and within the surrounding buildings. And although never 

explicitly stated in the chronicles, an open space also opens upwards into the sky, and 

lets in 1 ight, wind and min. And, as de~cribed in Chapter 3, these elements were part of 

Inka cosmology and rinial. The architecture of the Hauc-pata-Kusiputa mani fests the 

In ka universe. 

The chronicles profess that buildings sunounded only the Haucayputa half of the 

square, and that terraces were built in the Kusipta for future royal architecture. Despite 

the disagreement over which buildings belonged to which lineages, the chrmicles agree 
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that around three sides of the Hrrucaypata were the palaces of deceased Inka mlers, huge 

ha1 1s or kuflanka, a Temple to the Creator, Wiruqocha, and the Aqllmasi, or House of 

the Chosen Women, dedicated to the Sun. And within the open area itself were the usnu 

stone. and at least one round stone tower, known as the Sunrmasr. A11 of these 

structures are of the highest prestige, and exemplifi some of the finest stonemason- and 

most sum ptuous decoration described in the chronicles. 

The chronicles afso create a sense of profound religious and political significance 

to the activities descnbed as taking place in the Haucaypara-Kmtpara. The Inka d e n  

left the area to embark on campaigns of \var and diplomacy (see Figures 39 and 40 1. 

Dai l y and monthl y offennp and sacrifices were made to the wukas, including the open 

wonhip of the mummified bodies of deceased Inka rulers. Festivities marking the rites 

of passage of the Inka nobility, the solstices, the planting and harvesting seasons. the 

funerals and coronations of Inka mlers, and the ritual cleansing of the Empire brought 

some or ail of the people of T w a n t r n n ~ <  together in the Haucqpora-Kuvrpatu (see 

Figures 4 1-52). There were designated places for people of the four s~ and the two 

moieties to sit, and order to the movement of people through the area AI1 of these 

actions serve to create a sense of centrality, where the four szyus or quarters. the three 

social categories of Qolfanu. P-n and Callao, and the two moieties of Hanan (upper) 

and Urrn (lower) corne together, while simultaneously maintaining intemal social 

divisions (see Figures 53-56). 

The fol lowing chapter elaborates on the points drawn above in order to further 

the picture of the Huucaypuiu-Ku~ipatu as a meaningful social space. As such. it can be 
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seen to manifest elements of stone. water and light and to mediate social relations. 



Chapter 5 - Space and Time at the Centre 

Two modern bistories 

At the beginning of Chapter 4. the writing of histories was presented as ways of 

knowing the past. Implicit is the recognition that what happened in the p s t  is oniy 

known through the perpetual reconstruction of meaning in each subsequent social 

moment in which the past is invoked and given permanence. In this sense, the pst is 

being actively created each time it is recollected and retold. The previous chapter 

focussed on narratives written during the first hundred or so years after the Spanish 

invasion of Tàwanr~nsqm, in order to describe the Haucaypata-Kus~putu as it was 

envisioned during that time by panicular witers. And yet, inevitably. that p e n d  of time 

was also being reconstmcted from the present moment 

Two modern narratives of the Hrruc-priru-KZLYI~UILI will be examined in order to 

further i l  lustrate how our understanding of Inka architecture is rooted in previous 

histones. The first article, "Huakapta: la piaza mayor del viejo Cuzco" ( H u u ~ p a f u :  

the main pfazrr uj'old C ' r c c o ) ,  was writien by Pemvian anthropologkt Jorge Comejo 

Bouroncle in 1946. The second articie, "Los monumentos perdidos de la Plaza Mayor 

del Cuzco lncaico" (The Lost Monurnertfs ofthe Main Pfaza oflnca ('m). was wn'tten 

hy b e r i c a n  anthropnlofict Jnhn Rowe in 1990. The two articles are very different in 

their style and content. and again provide scholars the opportunie to consider the 

streng hs and weaknesses of such approac hes to arc hitectwal reconstruction. 

The fint striking characteristic of Comejo Bouroncle's ( 1946) narrative is the 



complete absence of references: there are no citations and no bibliography despite k i n g  

published in the Revista Universitaria Cuzco (Journui of the University of Cuzco). 

Consequently, according to current Western standards of academic scholarship, this 

article does not meet the burden of prwfnecessaxy to constitute a reliable source of  

information. However, if we return to the notion that histories are ways of  knowing the 

past- then surely this article can provide insights that do not require proof in order to be 

considered valuable. The tone of the article is presented in the opening para-=ph_ worth 

rranslating here in its entirety: 

The enorrnous and old main plaza of Cu- is charged with legends. bejewelled 
with mysteries. covered in blood, gods and gold ... The centuries have passed. 
siipping their siillouenes iike shadows in the traces of urne. which sink in the 
erasin- and distant thicket of a remote yesterday. Men and comrnunities have 
passed. as have the heroic penods of war and the tranquii hours of peace. the 
joyous cries of tnumph and the prayers of disgrace. And alL like the smoke of 
a mystwious and siienced offérïng, bring us the &O, the quieted munnur of p a s  
days. We make memones of the plaza which is. in reality. the same hean of the 
p r i a .  the mothertand. her d t a r  and her promise (Comejo Bouroncle 1946% 
manslaiorr mine). 

The Huqvparcc-Kusip~u emerges not rnerely as the '-main plaza" of Inka Qr,syo, but as 

the very foundation of what constitutes king "Peruvian". Comejo Bouroncle urges the 

( Peruvian ) reader to recapture that part of the(ir) past that has been lost or si lenced. 

Comejo Bouroncle considers the Huuca-vpata to be the birthplace of the [nka 

Empire. From that place lefi the Inka expeditions to conquer and civilise the known 

world, and to that place they retumed Mctonous. The Haucoypata is described as the 

"heart of the authentic Peru, the head of  the Indian world, and the promise of better days, 

which, joined with the rnemory of  imperial centuries, has given us a name, fame and 

sentiment in HistocyT' (Comejo Bouroncle 1946:87 tran.&zrron mine). 
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A further point of interest is the name ascribed to the "pfaza". Throughout this 

thesis the narne of Haucoypta-Kusipata has been used to refer to the "plaza". Whi le 

Cornejo Bouroncle names the Kuiporo, he still focuîses on the Hriucaypcr~u half. which 

\vas reconstmcted in colonial times to become the Plaza de Armas. But, Comejo 

Bouroncie chooses an altemate speliing for the Haucaypta:  "Huacaypata". This 

seemingly subtle difference has interesting implications. Foremost is the linguistic 

dual ism establ ished between "Huacaypata" and "Kusipata". 

According to Holguin ( 1989 [ 16081: 155), "Haucaypata" is the "plaza ofjiesrus, 

stnkes and drunks in Cuzco," and "haucay" refers to times of rest and celebrations. The 

words -'au&' "aucca," and "aucay" refer to warriors. battles, and victories, and many 

North American and European scholan have favoured this connotation for the --plaza". 

However, by using -iHuacaypata" innead, this half of the "plus" becomes the "place of 

lamentations," thereby serving as the complimentary opposite of Kusiputa, '-place of 

joy ". Certain1 y there are many discrepancies in spelling the names of the "plaza" in the 

chronicles, and it is dificult to suggest which one is "correct". To use "Huacaypata" 

instead of "Haucaypata" requires a strict adherence to notions of Andean dualism; 

accordingly, the most re-nable assumption is that the two halves of the '-plaza" fomed 

a unified whole of  complimenta^ opposites. However, according to Dr. Bruce 

Mannheim (personal communication 19981, the narne of the "plaza" was Haucqprtr, 

with the "h" pronounceci, which together with Kusipu~a fomied a semantic minimal pair 

or near synonyms: he considers the use of both "Huacaypata" (place of lamentations) and 

-'Aucaypata (place of enemiedwamon) to be "inventions". ' Perhaps Comejo 



Bouroncle, in his search for "authentic" Penivian history, felt compelled to work within 

the constraints of establisheQ yet also historically created, notions of Andean dualism. 

The "Huacaypata*- of Comejo Bouroncle is a vivid and lively place. His nanative 

evo kes colourful and dynamic images of a proud people ceiebrating their victories and 

mouming their losses. But the most profound contribution of his narrative is the 

continuation of his sory into Republican and even contemporary tirnes that is. he  

continues to describe the iHuacayapataœ' as it was transfonned over almost five hundred 

years, without ever losing sight of its "original" spirit. Throughout his descriptions of the 

conquest pend, Comejo Bouroncle ( l946:W- 100) refen to the "evils of the White Man" 

and to the ensuing p e n d  of blood, misery and fanaticism. The "Huacaypata" is 

pomayed as the place from which the Spaniards sought to establish this new era by 

destroying the Inka buildings to build their cathedrais and homes, and conveninç the area 

to a familiar Spanish-style P l c u  de Armas .  Frorn this pIace the congu;sradores 

organised their intemal battles and extemal conquests and in the plaza were executed 

Spanish traiton and lnka enemies. During the colonial p e n d  the "Huacaypata" served 

as a public forum for the Spanish Crown's attempts to '-take the gold and the faith of the 

Indians" (Comejo Bouroncle 1 946: 1 0 1 trumlat~on mine). The once great "Huacaypata" 

of the Inka was plunged into a p e n d  of oppression, only to be later reclaimed during the 

histoncal period of Penivian emancipation. The "Huacaypata" is then presented as the 

inspiration for the new generation of freedom-fighters: 

How many heroes were forged here amidst the inspiration of legends and 
traditions; how many patriots would swear the liberty of  the motherland 
secretly in thar hearts while contmplating the ovenhrown centuries in the 
sands of the Huaca-vpata. which cri4 out for vengeance. which asked for 



liberty, rights. dignity, humanity, and justice! (Comejo Bouroncle 1 946: 102 
rramIa~imt mhte). 

And indeed, the author goes on to describe the giorious people who lefi the plsua to fight 

for freedom and the unfortunate ones who were captured and executed there. AI1 of 

these struggles are seen to be reflected in the space of the "Huaçaypata," and the 

triumphs of the Liberators are interpreted as reestablishing the '-original7' and superior 

history of the place. 

Comejo Bouroncle ( 1946: 107-1 16) concludes his article by appealing to the 

youth of his time to experience the plaza through which they walk as a monument to 

their country's pst, to the glory of their ancestors, the Inka, and to the many heroes who 

Iived and died so that they could be fiee. He Iarnents the cment state of affairs- ciaiming 

that thousands of Indians still toi1 under the oppression and exclusion of a nation that 

neglects its history. He reminds the reader that history is constantly unfolding and the 

ide& of parrra ', liberty and democracy must be upheld in order to survive. And one 

cannot but get the impression that he also means to sugsest that as long as we remember 

buildings and places, we keep their spirit alive as well. 

The second article by Rowe ( 1990) is presented in contrat to that of Cornejo 

Bouroncle ( 1946). Where Comejo Bouroncle writes from the heart, Rowe writes from 

the brain. Undoubtedly, this variation is due, in part, to authors of different nationalities 

writing at different points in history. Cornejo Bouroncle writes tiom the position of an 

"insider.*- a Peruvian and inheritor of the legacy of inka-inspired nationalism: Rowe 

writes from the "outside," an Amencan and inheritor of the legacy of imperialism and 

Western scholarship. Comejo Bouroncle's narrative is personal, passionate and part of 



the h istorical process he descri bes, whereas Rowe 's article attern pts an objective 

distancing and search for the "Truth". 

To be certain, the intent of Rowe's (1990) article is to cl&@ history by seeking 

to determine whic h buildings actually surrounded the Haucqputa. His opening 

statement describes the Haucaypata as the scene of many religious and civil ceremonies, 

and yet the focus of the article is on the buildings which comprised the boundanes rather 

than on what occumd within them. In fact, by focussing exclusiveiy on the Haucaypata 

half, Rowe defines the entire "plaza" by the building appearing aiong a limited section 

of it. Rowe meticulously provides his -'prooF by repeatedly citing the colonial p e r d  

Spanish chronicies, and attempting to reconcile the conflicting information. While not 

wishing to deride such comptent scholarship, what Rowe is able to glean of the "mith" 

tells us little about what the Haucaypia-Kusipia has k e n  over time or how it may have 

been undemood by the people of Tàwanrimuyu. In the end, he is only able to provide a 

tentative spatial (Le. geometrical) reconstniction of the '-pian" in lnka times. And yet, 

he closes his article by again stating that the data reveal a centre of religious activiq of 

the utmost importance. He writes that, 

in a situation in which the ternpies had a charmer so sacred that only the priests 
and people of hi@est natus could penetrate them. the public ceremonies were 
realised in the open air o f  the plaz .  on top of the Iayer of sacred sand and in fiont 
of the usnu. .. [and J the usnu of the Inkas was succeeded by the pillory of the 
Spanish city (Rowe 1 990:98-99 @anslafion mine). 

It is unclear as to how Rowe is able to conjure such an image afier reducing the 

experience of the "plaza" to the proper identification and location of its associated 

buildings. It would seem that, for Rowe, what gave the Haucayporo its sacred character 
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was not so much what happened in the horizontal ares but rather which buildings, or 

vertical elements, couid be connected to ceremonial activity. 

Now, it is not a matter of deciding which article is "better," but a case of 

eval uating what each one can and cannot tell us about the Haucuyptu-Kzaiputu. All 

discussions of the Haucuypura-Kzdpora are treated here as equally valid but none is to 

be understood as the final and sup ior  interpretation; each narrative has its strengths and 

flaws. For Cornejo Bouroncle at the time of writing, the "piaza" stiil existed in the sense 

of preserving the memories of Urnes gone by and having the power to inspire the future. 

He  \vas not seeking to determine what the "plaza'' was in a material sense, but rather 

what the "plaza" has been and may continue to be. On the other han4 Rowe sought to 

define in formalist terms what the "plaza" of the inka actually was in their time. based on 

colonial accounts. The former approach allows us to conceive of architecture as a 

product of al1 the moments it survives and the manifestation of hurnan spatial 

understanding; the latter approach maintains that architecture can be defined by its 

matenal components as they appear at a particular point in time. Rowe's ( 1990) article 

provides a genuine atternpt to reliably reconstruct a no longer existing architecture. 

Cornejo BouroncIe's ( 1946) narrative suggests that architecture. if inexrricably 

connected to space and time. can be understood according to the different meanings 

attached to it through historical and social experience. Where Rowe sought to distance 

hirnself socially and spatio-temporally, Cornejo Bouroncle aspired to connect himself 

and his fellow Peruvians to a long period of spatial experience. One might even suggest 

that Rowe described a "dead" architecture l imited by the need for venfiable and 
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quantitative data, whereas Comejo Bouroncle depicted a "living" architecture endowed 

with dynamic social qualities. 

In order to contextuaiise some of these observations we rnay look to the Quechua 

word puchu, or space-time, in contrast to the Western distinction between space and 

time. 

Andean pacha or space-time 

Bouysse-Cassagne ( 1986), in her ethnohistorical account of Aymara (Titicaca 

region) concepts of space, makes the immediate distinction between urco and umu. The 

term urco was used to represent the highlands where the Aymaras lived, and referred to 

the "manliness associated with violence, aggression and war, the male domain par 

excellence" (Bouysse-Cassagne l986:205). On the other han& uma was used to 

represent the eastem lowiands, or valleys, and since the word means water, it refened to 

liquidity or a lack of solid consistency, and "hollowness (the ho1 lowness of a furrow. of 

valleys, of lowiands, or the concave parts of an object) ... [as well as] the contained .-- 

[and] the container ... [all] associated with the idea of femininity" (Bouysse-Cassage 

1 986207). However, the conceptual opposition between urco and umo was mediated by 

the intermediate zone, or iaypi (Quechua: chavpi), thereby converting the apparent 

dualism to a tri-partite organisation. Since urco was assofiated with the highlands, and 

umcr with the lowiands, it was Lake Titicaca itself which was considered t qp i ,  or the 

middle. 

As an element of Aymara thought. Lake Titicaca is not rnercly a specific 
izeoyraphical location: It is at once a centrifùgal force that permits the 
b 



differentiation of the two terms in opposition and a centripetai force that 
ensures their mediation. ln the syrnbolic architecture, the tqpx. place of 
convergence, is crucial to the equilibrium of the systcm (Baiysse-Cassape 
I986:2O9). 

And like Quechua notions of space-time, Aymara spatial expenence is always already 

social experience. That is, ~hrough ritual mediation, a rupture is avoided between 

individuals, on the one hand, and the binary structure of the Aymara universe on the 

other" (Bouysse-Cassagne 1986:2 13). The point of convergence may also be where huo 

halves (right and left) intersect with another two halves (upper and lower), forming the 

centre of a quadri-partite division. 

This is similar to the structure of Tawantrnsqm, with Qosqo as its centre or 

chawpi. The empire was also quadri-partitioned, "but the suyu, considered as quadrants 

of a circle, are oriented in relation to the center, and it is the symbolic hierarchv of these 

quadrants that provides the main axis between the two moieties of the system: Their 

orientation inclines fiom northeast to southwest" (Bouysse-Cassagne 1 9862 16 ). Perhaps 

the Inka were familiar with pre-existing Aymara spatial/social organisation5 and 

expanded upon that system in their own. What seems to have remained apparent at the 

core is the organisation of "spatial relations in triadic ternis: two elements and a center. 

Each [element] implies the presence of the opposite. but the symmetry is imperfect ... 
9,  

( Bouysse-Cassagne 1 98622 1 ). 

While the Inka horizontally quadri-partitioned their world into the four s-, 

vertical division in Quechua is expressed by the adjectives hunan (upper) and urtn 

(lower), directions which are defined in relation to a centre, chawpi. At the same time, 

today when refemng to a physically lower place, the word ukhu or -'inside" is used. 
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resulting in the opposition between "above" and "inside," rather than "above" and 

-'betow" (Earls and Silverbiatt 1976:300). We might recd the Quechua identification of  

M u  Puch,  the undenvorid, or inside world, as part of the tri-partite construction (with 

Hanun Pacha and Kuy Pacha) of the universe. Where Westerners usually relate two 

places together in terms of horizontal space, in the Andes places are related according to 

vertical space: without connotations of environmeutai determinim. this sort of t hinking 

does evoke the steep landscape of the high Andes. 

Andean conceptions of time involve a linear progression not unlike that 

understood by Westerners: however, Andean time only progresses forward insomuch as ir 

needs to before it can forrn a loop. In this way, Andean time is cyclical rather than 

linear. As mentioned above, the term pacha refers both to space and time. as well as to 

the Earth. Relatedly, the Quechua word nawpa refers to the temporal qualittes of 

"before," '-anterior," and "ancient," while it simultaneously refers to the spatial 

signification of '-in front". @pu designates temporal aspects of "closeness" or --next," 

while also refemng to the spatial notion of "behind". Accordingly, the future is 

considered to be behind the observer, and the past in front (Earls and Silverbiatt 

l978:3O 1-302). 

The conjunctions of space and time descnbed above couid not exist outside of a 

curved and finite geometry. In Chapter 3 the structure of the Inka universe was briefly 

discussed, and the reader might recollect that M~moqocha (Mother Water) is considered 

to be the source of al1 water; W~ruqocha, the Creator. himself emerged from her waters 

(Lake Titicaca) and continued his joumey to the ocean, where he disappeared within 
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(under). A puchukuti is a cataclysm or reversal of space-time; when one cycle is 

cornpleted, another begins (such as in the act of creation). While the world ocean 

cosmologically exists in horizontal space, Lake Titicaca exists as an axis in venical 

space; an  mis conceptualised by the existence of a great subterranean lake (Earls and 

Silverblatt 1978:303). The direction of creation is vertical, as is the vertical movement 

of water evaporation; the qclical movement of water is expressed through its return in 

t h e  fnrm of min (see Figure 57). This understanding of spatial geometry is different from 

Western or Euclidian concepts. Pacha or space-tirne, is characterïsed by being closed 

and without a fixed point of orientation. The conceptions of --outsidehnside" or 

--uppedlower" can only be affected by one point of view relative to another ( EarIs and 

SiIverblatt lW8:304) (see Figure 58). 

Andean social organisation also falls within the realm o f p a c k  Begnning at 

Lake Titicaca the origin place of human beings, people emerged and ventured from the 

centre to the periphenes, only to return in death to the centre again. In the case ofthe 

movement of water descnbed above, centrifuga1 motion begins "outside" the earth's 

surface to return --below," by centripetal motion, to the centre at Lake Titicaca. Social 

1 ife similarl y takes a cycl ical path, but in reverse to that of the hydrolic cycle: the two 

cycles fûnction as part of the same system but are distinguished by the sense of contrary 

orientations. So, while there are no fixed points of reference within the flow of puch,  

social expenence (including genesis myths) delineates a centre from which relative 

points may be meaningdly distin yished (Earls and Silverblatt 1978305). 

The notion of disorder, for example caused by miscommunication, is seen to exist 
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wrrhrn the notion of natural and social order. The fùndarnental principle of interaction at 

work in this notion of order is #ni, or reciprocity (Earls and Silverblatt 1978:309). 

However, beyond reciprocity, one might suggest that u-vni is evewng ,  or the universe 

itçelf: The actual experience or expression of uynr occurs in both symrnetrical and 

asymmetncal ways. Symrnem'cally, at one time Person A may provide labour for Person 

B. in exchange for goods, and at another time, Person B provides labour for Person A, in 

exchange for goods: the exchange is equal but not immediate. Asymrnetrical aynr always 

involves a hierarchically ananged exchange in which no equivalent exchange is made. 

Both types of q n i  include exchanges between individuals, between individuals and 

communities, benveen communities, and between communities and the extemal world. 

However. the distinction between "outsidehside" and "natural/social" is blurred. as each 

half compliments the whole and is subject to the same obiigations of -ni. A person may 

rnake an offering to Puchumuma in the hope of securing her goodwill towards their crops 

or animals: uynÏ is also at the core of the exchange of waters between the earth and the 

sky. 

The mrt ù, or rotational labour system of the Inka, is an example of avni. In its 

temporal aspect. it is govemed by the calendar or measured passage of time. Spatially. it 

may be connected to areas of production or wonhip and social Me. This son of spatio- 

temporal bifurcation is f ~ h e r  exemplified by Quechua ideas of pc'IIqu and rinkuy (Earls 

and Silverblatt I978:3 1 1 ). Pafiqa refers to the division of one thing into two. without 

implications of spatial directionality: it is temporally revenible. An example would be 

the canaIisation of a river. T d w y  refers to the convergence or unification of two parts 
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into one, with implications of uni-directionality in space and irreversible time. An 

example would be a natural river system. Social intervention is understood in tenns of 

pdlqu: it must be constructeci, and it can be, in a sense, deconstructed. Ti- can also 

be applied to social relations, but ody of the irreversible kind As well, social 

organisation can locate a rinkuy between different cycles of interaction; this requires a 

dialectic formation of irreversible character (Earls and Silverblatt 1 W8:3 13). While ayni 

and pullqa serve to bring order and equilibrium to the universe. r inky  serves as the result 

of those principles. 

Disorder, or ruptures in social order and balance, rnay be understood by the 

Quechua term umaru (Earls and Silverblatt 1978:3 14). A m ~ r u  refers to a great 

subterranean serpent in Andean myth, and is usual ly associated with explosive forces and 

the presence of water. For example, a violent explosion might cause an antaru to exit the 

earth and enter the water, travelling in a downward motion. A state of disequilibrium is 

understood to result fiorn forces beyond controi, and the explosion associated with 

amam tends to re-establish a state of equilibriurn by venting the pressure. As well, 

according to Earls and Silverblatt ( 178:3 17), the expression of amaru rnay be analogous 

to that of rinkuy, in that social relations may connect with the circulation of natural 

forces. For example, at the burial of an unbaptised infant an amaru may appear which 

wil 1 bring disastrous hail to the area. 

A final concept related to the connection between "nature" and "culture" is the 

Qriechua word sami. Just as social life is constantly changing, so too is the landscape. 

That is, its features change with v a ~ n g  degrees of light, cloud and Storm. Rural 



inhabitants of the Andes today have a remarkable knowledge of their land, and orient 

themselves according to landmarks rather than by abstract cardinal directions. But 

perhaps the term "landscape" is not entireiy applicable, as the land is not considered 

inanimate. As Allen3 ( 1 988) ethnography of the Sonqo Quechua demonstrates, places 

on the land are now known as rirakuna, and they watch and interact with people 

regularl y. " Tirahnu are not spirits who inhabit the places, but the Places themselves. 

who 1 ive. watch. and have ways of interacting with human beings, plants, and animais 

that live around and upon hem" (Allen 1988:4 1 ). This stands in distinction to the 

anthropologicai notion of a symbolic landscape; it can be suggested that the Lnka and 

their descendants did not make the distinction between --nature" and "culture" in a way 

that would also maintain the (Western) distinction between "material" and "ideological" 

consmicts. For example, just as people are organised hierarchically, so too are the 

7irclkunu, or Places; in effect, the land is no different From the people who live there. 

However, as discussed above, vertical (hierarchical) space mets  horizontal 

(heterarchical) space, so that while a person or place may be "higher" in one context, 

they can be "lower" in another. 

[TJhe vigilant Tirahtu provide an orientation that is both emotionai and 
cognitive, for space is experienced and o r@zed  in terms of  t his ever- 
widening circle of  landmarks. The mountainous landscape provides an 
irnmediate and unique orientation relative to an individual's position at an? 
givm moment, an orientation that shifis as the individuai moves (Allm 1988:44). 

Furthemore, the Tirakuna are associated with male qualities, and serve as ioçalised 

expressions of the female Puchamama. 

The world, when viewed as singular (that is, without internai differentiations). 
is female and biologicaily noutishing. However. this singular world contains 
pluraiity; she is i n t d l y  differentiated into parts that are organued to make 



up the whole. These differentiated parts are conceptualized as king male and 
social (Alen l988:49). 

This fluid expression ofpucha is regulated by the flow of sami. The Quechua 

word --to create" is hrnay, whic h "refen to creation not in the sense of making 

something from nothing, but in the sense of controlling how something happens. of 

di recting its mode of  existence.. . While everything that has material existence is alive. 

the intensity of a thingTs Ilveliness varies and can be controlled at teast to some extent ... 

Andean n t d  worh at holding controlling, and directing the flow of .vumi (Alien 

198850). Sumi may be understood as energy, not unlike ch 'i or the fluid movement of 

rut) in Chinese thought. The most tangible manifestations of sami are water a n d  light, 

without which the earth could not survive. As discussed in Chapter 3, pachu (the world) 

i q  fidl of water which breaks through the surface as the  springs or Iakes where streams 

originate. In a sense, puchu (the ear thj  mediates benveen the upwardfdownward cycles 

of water and light: it is through the circulation o f  water and light through puchu that sumi 

tlows. A tangible manifestation of the flow of sami includes the distribution of water 

through the vast circulatory system of land and (especially nighttime) sky. For esample. 

a rainbow, or k ' e i ,  acts as an amuru by ieaving his tain-flled (terrestrial) home and 

a t r h i y  WMCS tht: sky to another spring. to which he siphons water from the first spring. 

As well. the wind, or wrryra, leaves his house (a high inaccessible cave) to "flow l i k e  a 

river of air through the atmosphere before retuming [to his terrestrial] home" (Allen 

1 988:53 ). Among the most powerful manifestations of concentrated light are r-w, or 

lightning and the stars: however. none is more important than I ~ I ,  or the sun himself. 

Water and 1 ight are moved by the power of sumi. to flow through puchu, the world. and 



emerge over and over again. 

In swn, the notion ofpocha incorporates both space and time simultaneously. 

Whi le pack  may be undemood as a singular force, it also manifests as any num ber of 

intemal differentiations. The experience o f p c h  is reguiated through p i ,  or 

reciproc ity; this pnnciple is appi ied equal l y to the Western distinctions between nature 

and culture, efféctively bluning the division- Furthemore, although one can distinguish 

the direction of flow of sumi through the universe, there is no beginning or end point. 

Future time is considered to be behnd oneself, whereas the Fast is in front. Positions 

within the circulatory flow are relative and changing, depending upon their orientation to 

the locus of mediating forces. In a way, this spatial centre, or chawpi, exists 

simultaneously in the present, pst and futwe times. And fkom this point of convergence, 

or rinkuy, people use social means to influence the flow of sami. 

By using these conceptions ofpucha, the remainder of this thesis wiI1 focus on 

how historical representations of lnka architecture can be (re)contextuaiised through the 

ethnohistorical and ethnographie research described above to suggest how the Inka may 

have understood the Haucoypta-Ktlsiputa. 

Qosqo in Tawantiasuyu, H011caypta-Kus@ola in Qosqo 

Tàwantinsuylr was sub-divided into C'hinchaysup, Kunrisuyu, Q o f l a s ~ ,  and 

Anrrszgu. These four parts of the empire comprised a radial pattern centred on the sacred 

city of Qosqo. The city itself manifested the centrifugai force that allowed this quadn- 

partitioning, as well as the centripetal force that ensured the mediation of these pans 
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through the centre. Although the Qorihnchn served as the locus for the zeque system, it 

was in the ffaucuypatu-Kusiputa that the four roads to the four parts of the empire 

converged. in addition to s e ~ n g  as the centre for the quadri-partitioned empire, the 

ffuucaypata-Kuvtpata also served as the centre or point of convergence for the bi- 

panitioned spaces of Hamm (upper) and Urin (lower) Qosqo. This bikcation was again 

intemally manifested through the W a t q  or Saphi River dividing the space into two 

unequal halves of right and lefi. Therefore, Tmvantinsy was divided into four parts: 

Qosqo was divided into two parts; and the bi-partite Haucqpata-Ktlsipata cornprised the 

ultimate centre of al1 the parts. 

None of these spatial divisions existed without social correlates. As we know, the 

zeque system was quadri-partitioned according to the four parts of the empire, and it was 

used to create and maintain a triopamte social division of QoIlanu (first/lnka j. Pqvun 

(second4nka-by-privilege), and Callao (primordialhon-Inka). As well, these divisions 

were hierarchically based. Chinchuysuyu and Qollasuyu (both in the highlands) were the 

largest and most important s q w  of the empire; Honon (upper) ouwnked Urrn (lower) 

Qosqo; and Qollono, P u y a ~  and Callao were ranked in descending order, with the Inka at 

the top (Zuidema 1983; Rowe 1985). Different people occupied different places in the 

empire, where spatial and social divisions converged. For example, spatial partitioning 

influenced administrative organisation, detemined ceremonial precedence, and affected 

social obligations. According to Zuiderna (1983:69), "data on Inca society reveal, in 

general, a strong interest in global oppositions, like those of conquerors to conquered, of 

goveming class to peasant class, of incas to non-incas; with classes like that of the Incas- 
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by-privilege in an intermediate position". I t  is this intennediate position, both integrating 

and separating, which transfonns the principle of dual opposition into a dialectic 

relationship between three parts. 

Chmpi: the centre 

Any attempt to conceptualise chawpi requires the integration of spatial. temporal 

and social aspects. Therefore, the centre can be understood both as an undifferentiated 

whole and as a plurality of constituent parts. Using the human body as a metaphor. the 

centre or middle is known as sonco. According to Holguin ( 1989 [ l608]:X8) sonco 

refers to the heart and entrails, and is considered to be where one's conscience. reason 

and memory are located. One's sonco can be used to stand for one's whole person. If 

Qosgo was indeed shaped li ke a puma, as discussed in Chapter 3, then the Haucayputa- 

Kuwputu was located in the middle of the body, thereby comprising the sonco of Qo.~qo- 

However, as Classen ( 1993 :99- 100) States, 

Cuzco was in the center both of  the venical body of the cosmos and the 
horizontal body of the land. It provided an umbilical cord between Heaven 
and Earth, and it concentrated and radiated power and meaning throughout 
Tahr~anr;n$~yf ... If Cuzco was the . F O ~ ~ O .  or hean and entrails. of the body 
of T ~ ~ ~ I ~ I I I I L ~ ~ I ,  then the sortco of  Cuzco was Coriwrcha, the temple of 
the Sun. 

The association of the Qorikancha with the centre is common in the liteninire. as both 

historical chroniclen and modem scholars have interpreted the Temple of the Sun as the 

most important building in Qosqo and the centre of the zeque system (see Zuidema 1964; 

Gasparini and Margol ies 1 980; MacCormack 1 99 1 ). Certainly, there is no reason to 

disagree that the ~orikancha was the centre of the zeque system. However, the opinion 
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that the Qorikcrncha was the centre of Qosqo, and by extension, of Tùwunrimwu, likely 

derives from almost five hundred years of imperid history concerned with the 

accumulation of wealth and power. That is, from the first time Westerners set eyes on 

the Oorikunchu, - they were ovenvhelmed by its magnificent and copious works of gold 

and its restricted or obviously sacred character. It is not unreasonable to suggest that the 

Temple of the Sun was, at least initially, interpreted with the same reverence accorded to 

a European cathedra1 or palace. To the conquistudores and even conternporaq scholars. 

the Haucvvpura-Kusrpata could not compare. 

And indeed, the Qorikcrncha appears to have had little in common with the 

Huucqpata-Kusipatu. From an architectural perspective, the Qorikancha was a great 

enclosure of imposing buildings with highly restricted access. The Huucuyputu-A'us~pafu 

may have been delineated in part by Inka palaces a d o r  tempies, but it remained an open 

space, largely devoid of the vertical and material elements associated with important 

architecture, and yet its access was virtually unrestricted. I f  the notion of snncn irnplies 

integration. it is di ficult to suggest that the Qorihnchcr had that power. However, the 

Hrrucqpatu-Kmipra did efiectively intepte (not necessarily equaliy) the vertical 

space of the cosmos, the horizontal space of Twuntinsqw. the subsequent temporal 

aspects of each, and al l their social correlates. So, while the (,)orikancha was 

undoubtedly a focal point for the city and empire, it was not the only focal point and 

certainly not a focal point in the same ways as was the H a q p a r a - K u s i p ~ t a ~  

The tri-partite organisation of the Inka cosmos corresponds to the tri-panite 

division of the human body: h w y  Pacha and the upper body are associated with 
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structure; Kuy Pucb  and the middle of the M y  are associated with inte-gation; and 

Ukhu Pacha and the lower body are associated with fluidity. As Classen ( 1993: 1 1 1 ) 

States. the "trunk of the body corresponds to the living and to the present, and mediates 

between the feet and the head (the past and the future)". It may be suggested that the 

Qorrhnchu, although located in Kay P u c h  (this world and time of humans) is better 

understood as exemplifLing the ideals of Hamy Pachu, or those hierarchical social 

structures and connections to the Upper World which make life in Ka-v P u c h  possible. 

On the other han& the Huucuypata-1çuFrpata, while also located in Kav P aclto, may be 

better understood as mi&frc?inz the accociated ide& of intemation and mediation 

between separate spatial, temporal. and social parts. 

Pacha a ad tbe Haucaypa!aokkusi'ta 

Since pachu connotes both spatial and temporal aspects, the Haucqpatu- 

Ku~rprrru cannot be understood without a simultaneous consideration of both. In many 

ways. the most interesting task of reconstructing inka architecture according to historical 

and modem narratives is the npprt~inity to address the spatial and temporal aspects of 

these narratives. Virtuall y al 1 of the accounts of the Huucu-vpata-Kwiputu descri bed in 

this thesis were written by people spatially and temporally "outside'. of the Inka society 

which built and used the "great plaza". Despite its conversion to a Spanish-style pluza de 

u r m v  shortly afier conquest, the Huuc-p<tu-Kusiputu of the lnka continues to be 

creared and recreated in each telling of its history. This thesis uses descriptions of how 

the Huucu~vputu-Kwiputu has k e n  seen over time, and ( re )contextual ises them t hrough 
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ethnographic analogy, in order to present a plausible description of how the place may 

have been understood by the Ma. 

Stone, Wier  and Light 

Through historical chronicles and modem ethnographic accounts, the 

Haucqvpara-Kusipta emerges as both the integration of, and mediation between, stone, 

water, and light. While the convergence of these elernents may indeed have been 

understood by the Inka, the description provided here is understood to be the product of 

post-Inka narratives, and can on1 y be used to suggest possible Inka understandings of the 

buiit environment. 

It may seem peculiar to identifi an architecturally open space with stone, but 

historical and ethnographic accounts suggest that the organic qualities associated with 

stone are inextricably connecteci to Inka notions of building. Not only were lnka builders 

extraordinary stonemasons who constructed imposing and symbol ically rich buildings, 

but the stone itsdf was significant. in Chapter 3 it was suggested that Inka architecture 

exempiifies an aesthetic quality of '-stoniness," where the stone is self-referential. This 

creates a double significance in any stone building: not only is the building itseff 

meanin-fil, but the material used is equally meaningful. In the Andes, stone. like al1 

matter, is alive and endowed with human characterïstics. Since sami, or enerw. flows 

through stone just as it does through people, a person and a stone have a shared 

composition. Histoncal chronicles daim that the Houcuypata-Kzalpara was surrounded 

along the northeast section by eiaborate stone palaces and temples. Furthemore. 

internally placed buildings like the usnu (shnne) and Sunru~wu.ri (tower) were also made 
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of stone. The Watamy River was completel y canalised with stone, and the section 

within the Haucuyputa-Kusiporo was covered by both stone and tirnber. Related are 

accounts claiming that the ground of the "piami" was paved with stone. It can be 

suggested tentatively that the stone used in the H a u c o y p o a - h i p a  was an extension of 

the people who buiit and used it; conversely, perhaps they too were an extension of the 

Stone- 

The impomnce of water in the Haucuvpa-Kusipara c m o t  be oventated. Most 

apparent was the canalised Wu~anay River flowing through the area and separating the 

Huucqputa-Kuviputa halves. Several chronicles daim that the site was originally a 

swamp or marsh. and historical narratives describe the "plaza" as covered with tons of 

sand brought from the Pacific Coast. Furthemore, h m  the u n u  stone to the Qorikancha 

ran a subtemean drainage channel and one chronicle ciaims that a flask of Lake 

Titicaca water was kept in the middle of the "ptaza". Within the Houcaypata-Ku.s~patu 

were several w u k ,  or sacred places connectai to watei including a lake within the 

palace of W q a  Qhapaq and a fountain located within the open area. In Inka cosmology 

the source of al1 water is Mamaqochu, and Lake Titicaca, as a manifestation of the ocean. 

is the ongin place of al1 peopies. W ~ r u q o c h ,  the Creator, emerged tiom Lake Titicaca 

and journeyed to the Pacific ocean; the sand in the Hauccrypru-Kus;putu contained many 

offerings to Wiraqocha. And last, but not least, since the area lacked a roof, water 

entered the Htrucaypata-Kw.;pta as min which seeped into the eanh or retumed to the 

sky as evaporation. While historic sources do not explicitly daim this awareness. 

ethnogaphic accounts (see Allen 1988; Urton 198 1 ) suggest that the modem Quechua 
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are aware of the cyclical movement of water in these ways. Inka architecture may be 

understood to involve building wrrh water. rather than rnerely building in harmony with 

naturai water sources. 

The aspect of light embodied in the ffaucaypam-Kmpatu was made possible by 

the absence of a roof. The "plaza" opened both to daylight and to the darkness of night. 

The "roof' of the Haucaypata-Ktlsipata was the sky, and its sources of ligfit were the 

Sun- lightning the moon, and the stars. Other celestial and cosmoIogical phenomena 

such as rainbows or the Miky Way would have also been visible. The changing 

characteristics of light through time would have changed the features of the '-plaza." by 

highlightinç or obscuring certain architectural feaîures. From the Ha~~~pufu-K~.szpufu 

one would have k e n  able to see the cycle of light and dark complete itself and begin 

again every day. And from within the "plaza," at the usnu and Sunturwasi, observations 

of the sun's passage through zenith and anti-zenith were made to mark important 

agriculniral times (Zuidema 198 1 ).' Again, the use of light in hka building was more 

t han a forma1 consideration; it involved the incorporation and extension of another 

meanin-efiil element of the world. 

In the Huucq~pu~u-Kus~putu, the Lnka built a forum for the integrntion of, and 

mediation between? Stone, water and light. Within this place the flow of sumr and the 

rhythm of pacha were integrated to form complete and reciprocal cycles of interaction. 

These cycles necessariiy involved social correlates. For example, the Inka "applied the 

principles of beliefs held by Andean peoples about their ongins in lakes to create an 

ideolojp that was useful to them for incorporating new chiefdoms into the Inca politf 
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(Sherbondy 1 982: 1 29). That is, despite social differences, people could be politically 

integrated according to their (watery) places of origin. The coastal sand in the 

Hu~cu~vpu~a-k'usrpara "ritually placed the sea in the religious and political center of the 

inca Empire. [The inka] utilized a religious symbol to express a political concept: the 

oriçin and foundation of the Empire. In this way they managed to symbolize the 

unification of aimost the entire Andean world" (Sherbondy 1982: 139). The Inka also 

incorporated Lake Titicaca into the capital by storing water from the Island of the Sun in 

the Huucuypa~a-Kusipta, effectively integrating the peoples of the Titicaca basin into 

the Empire as well. On a practical level, the Inka may have also wanted to associate 

themselves with a spring, or opening in the earth when they founded Qosqo: certainly, 

swampy soils are organicaily rich and indicative of abwidant water, both of which are 

needed for intensive agriculture (Sherbondy 1982: 132). 

As well, the sky above the Haucuypafa-Kusipata affected Inka subsistence 

practices and their associated social practices. That is, the seasonal cycles of agriculniral 

production were inextricably connected to Inka social life. The Inka used a practical and 

relatively simple calendar system where "solar motion was marked with pillars on the 

Cuzco horizon and was watched during the large celebrations in the city. These 

ceremonies, centered on the Cuzco pillars, highlight the importance that astronomical 

observations held in Inca society as a method of reckoning time as well as publicly 

reaffirming the legitimacy of Inca mie" (Bauer and Deadmm 1995: 153). 

Cekbrations in the Hauca y patri-Kusi pata 

If the Inka Haucayputra-Kusipata w u  a place where the integration of, and 
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mediation between stone, water and light was made possible, so too was it a place where 

the interactions between the vertical world of the cosmos, the horizontal world of 

Tawantinsuyu, and the experiences of her peoples could be regulated and influenced 

through ritual activity. 

Unfortunately, the historical chronicles provide very little information concemin3 

the everyday uses of the "pl-" since in many cases they tended only to relay those 

stories which alluded to the "idoiatry" of the Indians; accordingly, modern scholars have 

reiained this focus under the less obviously judgmental anaiysis of "ritual". Knowledge 

of the -'seculafq activities in the Haucaypafa-Kuvipata is likely lost to us forever. and it 

rnust again be pointed out that the curent focus on ritual activity is. in part. forced bv the 

tyxs of data available today. To describe the Haucqvpafa-Kusipafa on1 y in terms of 

ntual architecture, then is thoroughly rooted in historical (Le. non-lnka) circumstance. 

This does not mean that the Inka did not understand the "plaza" as sacred; it suggests that 

anv ot her meanings amibuted to the Huucavv~u-Kucipata during Inka rimes have not 

survived in Westemer's stories. 

However, the motivations of the historical choniclers encouraged a focus on Inka 

political and religious activity in the Huucuyp~1tu-Kz~sipaf~1 (see Figure 59). Frorn the 

initial accounts by Spanish soldien entering the sacred city, the Inka practice of ancestor 

worshi p focussed prominently in historical narratives. Certain1 y, one can imagine that 

seeing mummies treated like living people would catch the attention of any Western 

observer, then or now. And undoubtedly, the descriptions provided reflect this sense of 

awe towards a likely cornmonplace experience of the Inka. Likewiçe, other Inka 
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celebrations such as various rites of passage, marking the solstices and agicul tural 

cycies, royal inaugurations and rituai cleansings, equally conhsed or offended the 

Spaniards in the conquest and colonial periods. Inka ntuai is most ofien descnbed as 

isolated activities according to an estabiished, and disconnected, order of presentation. 

However, 

the festivals were not isoiated cdebrated one by one in the course 
of a calmdar year. Instead they formed an imerconnected fabric of  sacrd time. 
The initiation of  young men was followed by the sumrner solstice. the longest 
day o f  the year. which the Incas ceiebrated in its own nght. And the celebration 
of harvest and plowing was followed by the winter solstice. the shonest &y o f  
the year. itself the occasion of  a set of rituais. The festivais in DeCernber and June 
were acçordingly brougbt into relation with each other not mereiy by ceremonies 
focusine on the course of  the divine Sun but also by ceremonies.focusin~ on 
growth and change in human society (MacCormack 199 1 : 1 1 7). 

That  is. ritual and human time progressed in conjunction with each other: h~man time 

\vas inte-mted into the rhythm ofpuchu. 

If the Inka had control over the land, so tao did the rulem have control over time, 

both in life and death. The daily and public worship of ancestral mummies. or ntuiZkl- in 

the Hu~cu~vputu-A'zaiputu may have "provided the ba is  upon which the ki n of deceased 

Incas continued wielding political and economic power. In religious and philosophical 

terms, the rnuiiqurs anchored inca power in the order of nature ... As rnallqzr;~. the Incas 

shaped on the one hand the historical pst, and on the other, they shaped the naturai 

environment, the geographical cosmos" ( MacCormack i990:?2). By adding the solstice 

celebrations, which involved the inauguration of harvesting and plowing seasons bv the 

ruiing Inka. this sense of political manipulation can be extended to include lnka 

legitirnation in the "natural" order of things; that is, lnka social practices and relations 

were effectively rendered self-evident. 
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The cenmpetalising function of the Haucayptu-Kuipta is made even more 

apparent in the descriptions of Inka ritual. As described in Chapter 4. the ' p l d '  was 

the place from which al1 participants lefi for rituals at other wukas, and returned to upon 

completion of these rituals. The urnu stone in the Haucayjvata-Kwpata was a crucial 

aspect of this process of dispersal and reintegration (see Figure 60). If the "piaza" can be 

described as the chawp; of Qmqo and I'awantinsuyu, the chawpi of the Houcuypu~a- 

Kuri~ara was the m u .  According to Zuidema ( 198 1 b:324-327) the usnu in the 

Hrrqpata-Kusrpata, one of two in Qosqo, has k e n  dexribed alternative1 y as a pillar. a 

bench, and a basin. In al1 of these foms, the usnu may be connected to experïences of 

exhaling (outward motion) and inhaling (inward motion). To illustrate this outward and 

inward motion, the opening of the ground at plowing time would have allowed 

Wnesses" to escape fiom bene& the e h  into the air, where they could be inhaled by 

people or the land; the Muar festival, or ritual cleansing of Qosqo, in the foilowing month 

involved the expulsion of "illnesses" from the Empire by representahves of each szgu 

leaving from the usnu to cleanse their respective lands. Additionaliy, particular n'tuais 

involved people consurning large amounts of water in imitation of the water absorbed by 

the land; the usnu as a basin with a subterranean charnel brought into the land whatever 

liquids were off'ered, including the waters camed there by the wind (Zuidema 

198 I b:335). This son of cyclical interaction is at the heart of mi, or reciprocal relations 

between people and between people and the cosmos. 

The m u  in the Haucaypata-Kusipata also served more specificall y pol i tical 

purposes. In Chapter 4, it was mentioned that some chroniclers referred to the usnu as 
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the "stone of war". In this function, the usnu may have served as the point fiom which 

the inka addressed his warriors before and afier campaigis organised in -o. 

Certainly. the usnu is descnbed in the chronicles as the place from which public 

announcements were made. Furthemore, the presentation of offerings to the Inka by 

provincials were always made at the uwu (Duviols 1976: 14). In this way, the usnu 

became the locus for integrating the sacred objects of al1 four szys  at the centre. The 

chronicles also indicate that al1 sacrifices in the Hcrucavptu-Kusrpam were made at the 

rwzu. In the case of the rnost solemn of al l sacrifices, the cupaqochu. sometimes 

invoiving human sacrifice, people and objects were brought fiom the four parts of the 

Empire to the centre of the "plaza" before king taken to their final place of sacrifice. 

further exemplifjing centripetal and centrifuga1 motion in and out of the hucqpuru-  

Ku.vrpata ( Duviols 1 976: 1 71.'' Aeain, the ul tirnate centralisation of the area appears 

through actions attempting to bring about redistribution and balance. 

Al 1 of the hka rituals performed in the Haucaypa~u-Kuvpafa were inextn'cably 

connected to notions ofpchu, or space-time. As mentioned above, this involved the 

inteption of seasonal and human time and space to form a cohesive body of space-time 

where each complements the other to fulfill the cycle. The ceiebrations focussed on 

cyclical renewal, rather than on snictly linear progression (Urbano 1974: 16).' One may 

suggest that inka spatial experience served to perpetuate these cycles of interaction. or 

rather to (re)establish a sense of balance during tirnes of change: neither is it 

unreasonable to sugpst that the notion ofpuchu effectively blurs the distinction between 

nature and culture by combining the two in a repetitive cyclical exchange. 



Conclusion 

This chapter began with the cornparison of two very different types of  historical 

architectural reconstructions: Rowe's, which presented the traditional Western formaIîsi 

approach to space and time, and Cornejo Bouroncle's, which suggested a more fluid and 

relativist approach. I t  was the latter which inspired the subsequent focus on ethnographie 

intcrpretations of Andean pachu, or space-time, as a way o f  understanding the built 

environment of the Inka. Not only can the notion ofpuchri be used to demonstrate that 

how we view the ff~ucu~vputu-Kusipa~u depends on the spatial and temporal positions of 

the narratives at h a n a  but also how pacha can be used to interpret the accounts we do 

have. Both the architecture itself and the activities within the Haucqpa~u-Ku-sipuru may 

be understood as serving to integrate and mediate between different, and sometimes 

conflicting, aspects of human experience in the Inka world. Social identities were 

negotiated within its confines. and the inherent tension between the vertical or 

cosmological realm and the horizontal or human realm was mediated ~hrough the 

activities of the Huucuvpu~u-Kusipatu. 



Chapter 6 - Summary and Conclusion 

I f  we are to understand architecture then we must acknowledge that buildings and 

the spaces thev enclose or define are more than their material and fùnctional qualities. 

The concept of the "built environment" allows an opportunity to examine the wavs in 

which people constmct and interpret the worid around them. Working with the 

assurnption that buildings and space are inseparable fiom the human experience of them. 

this thesis has concentrated on the phenomenological qualities of  building, space and 

dwel l ing. The experience of king-in-the-world in general already has spatial. temporal 

and social dimensions. In this way, architecture is a key factor in cultural expenence. 

People attach culturally relevant meanings to the places which they inhabit. Places. then, 

emerge as the means by which people negotiate relative personal and group identities 

through the ways in which they interact with the '*naturai" and "constmcted world 

around them. 

In applying these concepts to ancient architecture, this thesis has focussed on the 

ways in which people may have understood their architecture and space. No attempt to 

de fine the geometry or fiinction of a building extant alone allows scholars to suggest how 

those buildings were experienced. However. examining the narratives about ancient 

buildings allows us to understand architecture and space in terms of  wider existential and 

ontological concerns. By contextualising architecture within the broader cultural 

experience and understanding of  space, buildings emerge as part of  that culturally 

constituted space, rather than as mere impositions upon the landscape. 
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Since scholars are currently unable to interpret reliably the lnka khipu, or 

numerical and narrative system of knotted strings, what îs now known about the Inka has 

been largely gleaned from conquest and colonial period Spanish documents. Despite the 

biases of the authors, and the lack of information regarding their infonnants, the Spanish 

nanatives provide valuable insights into how the Haucaypta-Kmipatu may have been 

understood by the Inka themseives. in order to (re)contextualise these texts, 

contemporary Andean ethnohistones and ethnographies were used to provide a larger 

context for the interpretatîon of Mca stnictural and spatial experience. 

The Haucuyputa-Ku~iputu is most often described in the chronicles as having 

profound connections to stone, water and light. But these phenornena cannot be 

appreciated without an understanding of how they may have ken understood as pan of 

lnka worid-view. Current ethnographies provide discussions of Andean pacha, or space- 

time, which locates relative spatial and temporal relations as they interact with people. 

The natural and cultural worlds exist as inter-penetrations of each other, both 

i nextricabl y connected to the cycl ical exchanges between material and ideoiogical 

realms. These exchanges are mediated through a centre point, or chawpi, where the 

different elements merge, negotiate identities and relations, and re-emerge. 

The Haucaypata-Kus~puta of Qosqo can be understood to reflect the Quechua 

concept of chawpi. Its central location within the capital served as the place of 

convergence for the four roads leading to the four parts of the Empire, thereby 

conceptually extending its horizontal reach. The vertical realm manifested its makmîtude 

through the incorporation or appropriation of elements of the natural world: stone, water 
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and light. These two cyclical directions, horizontal and vertical, intersected in the 

Houcuvpa~u-Kusiparu. The ntuals of the Inka provided the social means to mediate and 

negotiate the interactions of horizontal and vertical dimensions. Through these festivals, 

the space and time of the entire universe was brought together symbolically in one place. 

This sense of unification, however, had few implications of equality. The lnka rituals in 

the Huucuypatu-Kusipata seem to have served to del ineate each social group, while 

simultaneously bringing them together. Thus, social order intertwined with spatial order. 

In surn, without notions of the buift environment, as well as the historical 

chronicles and contemporary ethnohistories and ethnographies, the Huucmp~ru-K~v~pu~u 

would be condemned to exist merely as afi open space defined by the buildings that 

bordered that surface. By examining these histories, or ways of knowing the p s t ,  and 

fkther contextual king them within broader cultural experiences of space, the 

HLluqvpuru-Kusipu~u may be seen to have manifested Inka spatial order and meaning. 

The understanding of this architecture by the people who built and used it had to extend 

beyond form and function. Therefore, this thesis presents a plausible explanation for 

how it may have been experienced. This reconstruction undermines contemporary 

acceptance of the QorihnchLI, or Temple of the Sun. as the most important structure in 

1 n ka (Iosqo. 

While there is no need to abandon the notion of central ity connected with the 

Qorihncltcr and the zeyue system, we must expand it to include that associated with the 

Huucqvpara-Kmipa~a. As previously stated, the Qorikuncha may have served as the 

centre of H u n e  Puchu. whereas the Huucayputu-Kusip~u likel y acted as the centre of 



Kuy Puchu. The Hcrucaypa~a-Kuqipata may be seen to have embodied Quechua notions 

of #ni (reciprocity) and ch- (the mediating centre) in a farther reaching and iess 

restrictive manner than did the Qorikcrnchu, although the two were likely connected in 

wavs we are still unable to appreciate. 
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ENDNOTES 

Chapter 111 - Inka Space 

1 .  Unon ( 1990) provides a thoughtful and comprehensive discussion of the political and 
social contexts of production involved in the recording of the lnka origin myth by 
Spanish chroniclers in the colonial period that is beyond the scope of this thesis. Of 
particular interest is how fucuriq~umbo came to be identified in the chronicies. 

2. Sarmiento's and Betanzos' versions rank the sexes differently: Sarmiento wrote that 
the  men emerged before the women, whereas Betanzos wrote that the men and women 
emerged as equal male/female pain ranked according to other equal male/female pain. 
Since Andean peoples use cornplementary opposites as in important means of 
classification. it would make sense that the sexes emerged together, going on to function 
as "wholes". It is also likely that the colonial period Spaniards were less inclined to 
accept a woman as equal to a man, and Duviols ( 1979) has questioned whether the lnka 
monarchy rnight not be better understood as a diarchy. with the Inka ruling the male 
subjects and the Q o h  (his wife) ruling the female subjects. 

3. One such Song makes explicit reference to the singer's mother being the river. the 
clouds, or the moon and his father being the Stone, the twnd, or the sun (Escobar 
198 154-55). 

4. For the comprehensive treatment of Inka social practices, the readet- is referred to the 
still excellent review bv Rowe (1946) and the work of Rostworowski (1988). 

5. There is an Inka myth conceming the "Tired Stone," a massive rock which needed to 
rest during transpon, wept tean of blood, forever remained in that spot and thereafier 
was worshiped as a wuka. 

Chapter V - Space and Time at the Centre 

1 .  For a more in-depth discussion of the language of the Inka at the time of Spanish 
invasion and during the coloniat period. the reader is referred to Mannheim ( 1 990 ). 

7. Although "paîria" derives fiom "pater,'. or father, and may be translated as 
'-fatherland." in Spanish "la patria" is a feminine noun and may be literally translated as 



'-mother-fatherland" or simply as "motherland". 

3. The Inka may have built as rnany as sixteen pillan on the horizon near Qosqo to mark 
specific sunrises and sunsets, the equinoxes and solstices. While obsewations must have 
been made fiom several places in the city, including fiom the Qorikancha, at least some 
were made fiom the usnu andor the Sutunvasi in the Haucaypata-Kusipata, including 
those which would have marked the A u ~ t  planting season (Zuidema 198 1 ; Aveni 
198 1 ). The significance of these astronomical observations relied on the use of this 
information by the Inka mlers. As Bauer and Dearbom (1995: 155) point out, "when the 
Inca CO-opted the power of the Sun, they took control of time itself'. That is. the passage 
of the seasons was a primaq m e .  by which the lnka or_eanised political, religious. and 
social obligations among the various peopies of the Empire. 

4 Due to the inevitable restrictions of producing a Master's thesis, please see Duviols 
( I976) for a comprehensive interpretation of the spatial, temporal, and social aspects of 
the capaqocha ritual. 

5. Urbano's ( 1974) article on the space and time of Inka ritual comprehensivelp 
addresses the major lnka celebrations through a symbolic interpretation. 



Glo~sriry of Quechua Terms 
(adapted fiom Hyslop 1990 and MacCormack 199 1 ) 

great subterranean serpent associated with explosions and water 
one of the buildings bordering the Hauc~cypu~u 
one of the four parts of Tawunrinszp to the east; Amazonian 
lowlands 
sacred landmarks in the Andes 
woman chosen for the senice of the Sun (Inn) 
the "House of the Chosen Women" 
subdivision of a social unit, based on geneaology, lineage or 
kinship 
Andean practice of reciprocity 
Lnka chi ldbirth celebration 
local (non-Inka) level "lord" or political leader 
sotemn obligation or ritual: sacrificial ceremony of the Inka ofien 
involving human sacrifice 
see zeque 
centrer middle 
fermented maize beverage 
one of the four parts of Tawantrnsup, to the north 
burial tower 
see Siruu 
primordial, non-Inka: lowest ranked of three inka social divisions 
domestic holy objects, ofien representative of pastoral and 
agricultural figures buried as offerings 
see kuruqu 
Song of triumph, also Sung at harvest 
"IJpper," one of the moieties of Inka Qosqo 
Wpper World" in lnka cosmology 
one of the buildings bordering the H U U ~ U ~ ~ L U ~ U  
northeastem half of the "great plaza'' in Qosqo 
Inka male rite of passage 
see Wufunuy 
Lightning (deity ) 
Sun (dei ty) 
*'Festival of the Sun," celebrating the June solstice 
Inka architectural term applied to massive roofed halls opening 
onto a plaza 
Inka architectural term applied to enclosed complexes 
*rhis earth" and 'Yhis time" as distinct fiom the afierlife or world 



of the dead 
one of the buildings bordenng the Haucqpufa 
one of the four parts of Tawantrnwyu, towards the Pacific cuast 
Andean "lord or political leader 
southwestern half of the "great plaza" in Qosqo 
Rainbow ( deity) 
spirit of the dead or ancestors 
"ancestor," "ancient one'- 
-'Mother Sea," the source of al1 the world's water 
"River;" the Mil- Way 
rotational labour system of the inka 
"settlers" moved fiom one part of the Empire to another 
temprally: "ancient," "before;" spatially: "in front" 
Syanish term given to Inka nobles, thus named for earlobes 
enlarged by the earspools wom by noblemen 
ongin place of the lnka 
space-time, earth (world ) 
cataclysm, reversal of space-time 
"Mother Earth," prima- dei- 
the division of one thing into two: temporally reversible 
topo-iphically flat place, sometimes used as a "plaza" 
royal q l l u  
place of origin 
terrace or bench; constnicted or Ieveted area, sometimes used as 
--plaza" 
second, In ka and non-inka ( Inka-by-privi lege): middle ran ked of 
three Inka social divisions 
Inka fieldstone masori? technique 
"Puma's Tail," point where Watunat) and ~ f f u m ~ o  Rivers meet 
in Cuco 
Andean hi& altitude lands 
ritual of moming for the Inka 
spring or source of water 
one of the buildings onginally bordering the Haucqpurcr 
Royal roads of the Inka (highland and coastal) 
"Royal Festival," celebrating the December solstice 
Moon (deity) 
temporally close. next; spatial1 y behind 
"lake" 
fmt, inka: highest ranked of three Inka social divisions 
one of the four parts of Ï ù w u n r r n s ~ ,  to the south 
storage faci lity 
"golden enclosure," the Temple of the Sun in Qmyn 



language of the Inka and their modem descendants 
Inka female rite of passage 
Andean grain well adapted io very hi& altitudes 
knoaed cords used by the inka to store nurnericai and narrative 
information 
dance. festival 
Lightning (dei-) 
"Language of the people," Quechua 
Inka naming ceremony when children receive firs! haircut 
"enerby " 
ritual cieansing of Qosqo and T u w u n t r n s ~  
heart and entrails, the seat of reason and mernory in the human 
body 
horizon observation pi1 Jars 
round tower originally located in the HC(~cu~vputu 
"Empire of the Four Quarters," the realm of the Inka 
Aymara word for middle or centre, analogous to Quechua chuwpr 
the convergence of two parts into one. temporaily irreversible: 
ritual battle 
Places: the living landscape 
largest lake in the Andes and the origin place of al1 humans 
the world inside the Earth: Inka cosmological afieworld 
Aymara word for lowlands, liquidity and hollowness (ferninine) 
Aymara word for highlands, battles (male) 
"Lower,'- one of the moieties of Inka Qmqu 
place for sacrificial offerings, Inka throne structure 
waku, or sacred place in Qosqo landscape believed to contain the 
spirit of one of the first Inka ancestors 
Andean object or place of veneration: sacred 
contemporary Quechua songs. often sad or romantic in content 
Wind (dei-) 
Inka Creator dei- (masculine) 
in lnka Qosqo, sight line marked with shrines. going from the 
Qnrrkunchu to points on or beyond the horizon 



FIGURE 1 

Tuwuntznsup - the Empire of the Inka. 

1.1. Tawantinsuyu, the inka Empire. Iu capital was Cuzco, a city now in southern 
Peru. At its greutest extent. Tawantinsuyu controlled the region from the Colorn- 
bian-Ecuadonan border to  a point south of Santiago, Chile. The eastem boundary 
of the Inka Empire in Ecuador. Peru. and Bolivia has not yer been prewsely defined. 
i t  bordered on. and ocuisionally extended jnto. the Amazonien lowlands. The 
Andes were the backbone of Inka terntory. The desert svip along the Pacific coast 
from the southem Ecuadonan border to north-central Chle is punctuated with 
irrigated river vafleys. Inka settlemenu in north west Argentins are Iocated along 
imgated valleys in und tem.tory to the east of the high Andes. Key: I .  inka border. 
relauvely accurate; z. poorly defined Inka border; 3. modem intemarional bound- 
ary berween repubiics. 





FIGURE 3 

Guaman Poma's 161 5 drawing of uika idols, including the three caves 

of Pacariq~ambo, the ongin place of the Inka. 



FIGURE 4 

Guaman Poma's 1 6 1 5 drawing of Manqo Qhapaq, 

the fust r u k  of the Inka. 



FIGURE 5 

Guaman Poma's 1 6 1 5 drawing of Marna Oqlltc? 

wife of Manqo Qhapaq and CO-ruler. 
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FIGURE 8 

Map of lnka Qosqo, inciuding the Hanan and Urin divisions 

and the central1 y located Haucqpala-Kusipatu. 



FIGURE 9 

Possible "puma" shapes applied to Inka Qosqo. 



FIGURE 10 

1934 photograph of the Watanay River at Saphi Street in the centre of Cuzw. 

Today the entire course of the river through the city is covered. . 



Tbr ceqwe Jysrem 

FIGURE 11 

The Zeque System radiating out fiom the Qorzkoncha, 

quadri-partitioned according to the four s q a s  of the Empire. 



Cuzco. Relationship berween the cardinal poinn and the 
dcpanurc of the four highways toward the four luyu. 

FIGURE 12 

The roads to the four suyu of the Empire form an X in relation 

to the cardinal directions. 



FIGURE 13 

The three worlds and ages of the Lnka. 

KAY PACHA 

HANAN PACHA 

middle; here 

LKHU PACHA lower, below 

The three worlds (above) and three ages (beiow) in Quechua thought exist 
simultaneously, mediated through the centre of the here and now. 

TIEMPO MACHU before: in front 

TIEMPO E S P I R ~ ~  afier; behind 

TEMPO RUNA now; here 



Side View of RiverlAcequia System 

FIGURES 14 & 15 

Side and top views of a wical 

Andean river system. 

Top View of RiverlAcequia System 



FIGURE 16 

- The altemating axes of the Mil. Way fiom 

a fixed point on earth. 



FIGURE 17 

The solstices and the seasonal axes of the Milky Way. 

FIGURE: 18 

12-hour and 24-hour orientations of the 

Mi- Way in the zenith. 



FIGURE 19 

Spatial and temporal map of Chavin, Wari and Inka cultures. 



FIGURE 20 

Plan of a kancha enclosure at Ollantaytambo. 



FKiURE 21 

1-1 ypothetical rcconstniction 01' a double kancha enclosure 

at Ollantaytaniho. 



FIGURE 22 

Hypothetical reconstruction of a kafZ~nka at inkallaqta. 



FIGURE 23 

Guarnan Poma' s 1 6 1 5 drawing of the Wta road system, 

or Qhapaq Nam 



FIGURE 24 

Guarnan Poma's 16 15 drawing of Inka 

suspension bridges. 
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FIGURE 26 

Possible dimensions of the Haucayputa-Kuszpata. 



FIGURE 27 

Hypothetical reconstruction of the Haucaypata-Kusipata. 



2.4. The Plaza de  A m o s  of modem Cuzco. once t h e  Inko plaza Haukaypato. Ad- 
joining i t  wos the Kusipata Plaza. now partly covered over with buildings. 11 ex- 
~ended  top and possibly beyond, the small plaza in the bockground (top right). 
Courtesy Department of Library Services. AMNH. Neg. no. 334760 (photo b y  Ship- 
pee lohnson). 

FIGURE 28 

The Plaza de Armas in present-day Cuzco. 



FIGURE 29 

Guarnan Poma' s 16 1 5 drawing of inka wukas. 

including animate Stones which acted as oracles. 



Conrdar maror r ~~ro i fau~niinsuyu qurpoc . C r x a  bndor Chrui / con- 
ladoc >. PIOrCm 

FIGURE 30 

Guaman Poma's 16 15 drawing of Inka khipu. 

or numerical and narrative systems of knotted strings. 



A o a  

Conquisir ; hlrnço Inta pcga f v e p  i l  Curumanga i a la Santa Cruz r hiw 
milanru Jr D m  r na u qumo I en cl C<nco. 

FlGURE 31 

Guaman Poma-s 16 15 drawing of Manqo lnko setting fue to 

the buildings surrounding the Haucuypata- Kusiputa 

in an attempt to regain Qosqo from the Spanish invaders in 1535. 



FIGURE 32 

Guaman Poma's 16 15 drawing of Inka 

burials and ancestor worshtp. 





FIGURE 34 

Guaman Poma' s 1 6 1 5 drawing of the Aqllakuna, 

or Chosen Women of the Sun, who resided in the AqlZuwusi. 



FIGURE 35 

Aerial photograph of present-day Cuzco. The possible boundaries of the 

Haucaypata-Kusipata are drawn in black 

and the actual Plaza de A r m s  is dearly visible. 



FIGURE 36 

Present-day Inka remains belonging to the Aqflawasi compound, 

once accessible tiom the Haucalpata- Kusipota. 



FIGURE 37 

Present-day architecture on the street of Hatunrumiyoq in Cuzco. 

Note the Inka foundations and Spanish-style additions. 



FIGURE 38 

Present-day remains of Inka underground canals and bridges in Cuzco. 

ln tnka times something similar may have covered the Watanq  River 

where it crossed between the Haucaypata and Kusipaia. 





Andas del I n p  / Ptllco r i n p a  [anila. rqasl ! Guavni Cipc Inca va a la cmquiitr 
de l m  Grambis. Cuancav~lca. Gnart .  Gcrho. Chaçhrpcya. Quitu. Ltaronga 
l lrran la tndim Andamarcas r Saras. Lucanas. Partnacochas. a La gucrra v baialla 
dc prrw Io I k v a n  / bcrl la  dcl insa. 

FIGURE 40 

Guaman Poma's 16 15 drawing of W q n a  Qhapaq leaving for battle. 

Perhaps s o l d i a  camed the Wca in this way afier rituals at 

the usnu Stone in the Haucaypata-K2csipai4. 



ELPRIMERO MES4 EMERO . 

FIGURE 41 

Guaman Poma's 16 1 5 drawing of the Qhapaq Raymz festival 

in the first month of the Inka calendar. 



CI usunJo ma. fcbrcro ' Paucar Uani Quilia ; ucnficw rnn om 7 pliir. r Io 
i r c i l ~ .  molio 7 uiui. ucrificm con o m  y plata. abunrLnaa 
[ b a r a c p i n t a l m  uc brytl-..poca dr: ï c y r  O prcprara] 
{muIl-chi mrLiJ; dç caraco1 martno. u>u~-trba Cwro:)] 

FIGURE 42 

Guaman Poma's 16 15 drawing of sacrifices of gold and silver 

d u ~ g  the second month. 



FIGURE 43 

Guarnan Poma's 1 6 1 5 drawing of the sacrifice of a black llama 

during the third month. 



FIGURE 44 

Guarnan Poma's 16 1 5 drawing of the festival of the Mca, 

Camuy inku R q m z .  during the fourth month. 



FIGURE 45 

Guaman Poma's 16 15 drawing of taking food to storage places 

during the fifth month. 



Junm : Hauc~uusqut / bcbF m n  cl sol rn Ir ficlta dcl ml. 

FIGURE 46 

Guaman Poma's 16 15 drawing of the celebration of the June solstice. 

when the Inka drinks with Inti, the Sun. 



Julia ! Chacruicuichac 4' b a n d  Céuu~ruqum QUIIL i UilI~uirr. panriface i 
ucnfiaa. 

FIGURE 47 

Guaman Poma's 1 6 15 drawing of the sacrifices 

made during the seventh month. 



FIGURE 48 

Guarnan Poma's 161 5 drawing of the festivities associated with 

the planting season in the eighth month. 
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FIGURE 49 

Guaman Poma's 1 6 1 5 drawuig of the Coya Raymi festival, 

dedicated to the Coya, or Queen, during the ninth month. 
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FIGURE 51 

Guaman Poma's 16 15 drawing of the festival of the dead 

during the eleventh month. 



FIGURE 52 

Guamm Poma's 1 6 1 5 drawing of the Qhapaq R q m i  festival. 

a solemn celebration of the Sun in the twelfüi month. 



Fioia dc loi  Oiinchaysuycr .' Cauco Taqui uarun 1 panoc pampa . Paucar pam, 
pa I i o m a m n l  I fiata. 

FIGURE 53 

Guaman Poma' s 1 6 1 5 drawing of the festivities 

of those fiom Chinchaysq'u. 



FIGURE 54 

Guaman Poma's 1 6 1 5 drawing of the festivities 

of those fiom Antisqm. 



FIGURE 55 

Guarnan Porna's 16 1 5 drawing of the festivities 

of those fiom @fiasup. 



FIGURE 56 

Guaman Poma's 1 6 1 5 drawing of the festivities of those from Kunrisuyu. 

When the four s q m  were present at the Qosqo celebrations, the 

Haucuypata-Kusipata may have united them in one place, 

but each s u p  would have been easily distinguished by dress and ritual. 



FIGURE 57 

The Cosmological Ocean: schematic drawing of the 

ongin and circulation of Lake Titicaca waters. 



FIGURE 58 

The defmition of local space relative to the position of 

kqpi ,  or here. 



FIGURE 59 

Guaman Poma's 16 15 drawing of the festivals of the inka 

identifies the H U U C ~ ~ P C I ~ Q  as the place 

in which the figures stand. 



FIGURE 60 

Guaman Poma's 16 15 drawing represents the usnu of Qosqo as 

a platfonn, rather than as a pointed Stone. 
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